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ABSTRACT 
The study was an attempt to determine the problems 
associated with the movement of beginning teachers from 
Memorial's Faculty of Education to the teaching force. 
The purpose of the study was to gain a better understanding 
of the kinds of problems encountered by these graduates in 
their efforts to gain entry into their particular career. 
The study was of particular importance since it was under-
taken during a period of declining enrollments and alleged 
teacher oversupply. 
The determinants of beginning teacher's occupational 
attainment status were grouped into three categories: 
(1) ascribed or background factors; (2) achieved factor-s, 
and (3) personal, s elf-concept factors. Each set of factors 
were comprised of a number of individual characteristics, 
and investigated in order to determine their relative 
influences upon the beginning teacher's success, or lack of 
success, in obtaining a teaching appointment for the 1978-79 
school year. The data were collected by the researcher 
through two surveys; the first was at the time of graduation 
and the s~cond was shortly after the beginning of this 
school year. The statistical analysis consisted of Pearson 
product moment correlations and regression analysis. 
The study found that the most influential deter-
minants of the beginning teacher's occupational attainment 
ii 
status were the efforts one places in their job . search, (an 
inverse . relationship), the willingnes·s of the individual 
to telocate, the individual's participation in the intern-
ship, as opposed to the regular, student teaching program, 
the - number of family contacts already in the tea~hing 
profession, and the presence of -qualifications enabling the 
individual to teach either . French or spe·cial education. 
Other characteristics investigated did not prove to be 
significantly related to one'·s chances of obtaining employ-
ment in the teaching profession. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It appears that a smooth and efficient transfer of 
people from schooling to the occupations in which they are 
trained must be a primary goal of a society such as ours. 
Indeed, with the possible exception of organizing itself for 
full functional integration of its diverse institutions and 
activities, probably none of society's functions is taken 
more seriously than preparing its members for the economic 
roles each must assume in order to ensure its orderly con-
tinuation and development. Included in this process is the 
socialization of the individual to regard this process as 
most vital to his own well-being, and the socialization of 
the individual to strive towards being fully integrated 
economically into the social framework by being educationally 
prepared for the occupation of his choice. Armed with this 
specialized training the individual expects to move success-
fully from the realm of education to the realm of work, 
thereby obtaining his individual share of society's economic 
and social rewards. 
In an economic system such as ours, however, the 
realms of training and of work are separate and distinct. In 
such a case, the total responsibility for bridging the gap 
between training and work lies largely with the individual 
himself. Neither one's training institutes, nor his perceived 
career institution, have any responsibility for his success or 
2. 
failure to move from training to work. The result is that 
certain attribut~s of the individual may determine success 
in entering a preferred career occupation (e.g., his back-
ground characteristics, his achieved characteristics, his 
attitudes towards life and his profession, and his efforts 
to obtain employment). Given ·this to be the case, it is 
the purpose of this study to attempt . to determine which of 
these factors are the "best" de.terminants for successf·ui 
entry into the occupation under investigation, · that of the 
teaching profession. 
The teaching profession, like other occupations • J. n 
the Western World, recruits its members according to the 
fundamental laws of supply and demand. In a neriod when the 
~ 
demand for new teachers exceeds their supply, such as vas the 
case with the need for new teachers to service the babv-1)oom 
.. 
g eneration during the 1950's and early 1960's, the influence 
of the individual characteristics mentioned above becomes 
less influe~tial. During periods such as these there is a 
need for all teachers who are trained to the minimally 
accepted standards for entry into the profession. Conversely, 
in ·a period when the supply of new teachers into the. labour 
market exce e ds the demand, these characteristics assume 
g r eat .er significance. J .. t the present time ., ·when the supply 
of new teachers appears to have g rown more rapidly than their 
need in the marketplace, th e relative significance of these 
c haYacteristics in determining successful entrv into th e ~ 
t eachin g professi on may tak e on a greater import~nc ~ . Thus , 
3 
now that these factors may be more visible~ there . l. s a 
de f inite need to · in·vestigate their functional importance 
in order to determine the relative influences of each in · 
determining an individual's chances o~ entering the teaching 
profession. 
Background to the study 
The late President Kennedy, in his message on edu-
cation to the eighty-eighth congress, January 29th, 1963, 
stated that 
Education is the keystone in the search 
· for freedo m and progress .••• For the nation, 
increasing the quality and availability of 
education is vital to· both our national 
security and our domestic well-being. A free 
nation can set no higher standards of excel-
lence than that set in its school.s and colleges.· 
(Kennedy, 1963) 
Th is speec h for mali z ed a proc e ss be gun after the conclusion 
o f th e Second World War in which increasing sums of govern-
ne~ t monies were used to create a larg~ educational infra-
s t ru ctur e to p r ovide univers a l p rimary and secondary schoolin g 
t o t he new "baby-boom" generation, a s well as ensuring open, 
libe ralize d acc es s to th e large numbers of new post-secondary 
t rai nin g i n stitutes that wer e bein g built. The most import·ant 
o f th ese c o lle ge s was tha t o f teacher training inst i tut es , a s 
i ncreas ingly g re a t er number s of teacher s we re needed to 
sus t ain ·t his gr owth. 
However , t he op t im i sm of t he sixti es ·h as d e cl ined in 
t t e seven t ies . Th i s c an be a tt rib u t ed a t l eas t in par t t o 
cer t a i n demo g raphi c tr ends , sex role s t e r eot y pe s hi f t s , and 
4 
economic considerations. The tidal-vave of the baby-boom 
generation • 18 over and fertility rates, which began declining 
sharply in the mid- ~1 ixties, are starting to have their effect 
on the numbers of children entering school age (see Tables 1 
and 2). This phenomena has occurred concurrently with the 
new career aspirations of large numbers of young women, which 
is keeping them in the labour force for longer periods of 
time. To compound the • issue, both developments have occurred 
at a time when governments, caught in a worldwide economic 
recession, have perceived the natural demographic declines 
in education as a convenient rationale for providing cuts in 
the amounts of money allocated to education. The cumulative 
result · has been the displacement of fully qualified and 
certificated teachers who, upon completion of their training, 
cannot be assimilated into the teaching profession. With 
large social, economic, and personal investments in their 
chosen career, these individuals are now being _ told that 
their services are not needed, and that their formal edu-
cational qualifications, while possibly beneficial in a 
general, intrinsic sense, are not beneficial to them in the 
economic sense in which they anticipated. 
This problem of teacher over-supply, while neither 
unique to Newfoundland or Canada, nor as serious here as • in 
some other Western nations, is still one that has become 
increasingly serious and visible. Each succeeding graduating 
class of potential teachers is additionally aggravating the 
total situation. 
· Year 
1960 
1961 
1962 
·1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
. 1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
Population 
(OOO's) 
448 
458 
468 
476 
483 
488 
493 
499 
506 
514 
517 
52? 
532 
541 
542 
550 
TABLE 1 
Birth Rates 1 
(Newfoundland) 
Live Births 
14 ,.514 
14,244 
i4 ·,350 
14,764 
14,328 
14,697 
13,580 
13,066 
12,635 
13,751 
14,121 
13,280 
14,535 
12,659 
10,581 
9,193 
5 
R·ate 
( 000'.s) 
32·. 4 
31.1 
30.7 
31.0 
29.7 
30.1 
27.5 
26.2 
25.0 
26. 8 
27.3 
25.4 
27.3 
23.4 
l9. 5 
16.7 
1 S t a ti s tics Canada, Projec t ed Population by Sex and Age 
for Newfoundland , 1972. 
... 
Year 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
TABLE 2 
Actual and Projected Enrollments 
of Six-Year Old . Cohort: 
1967-68 to 1985-86 
Actual 
· 1 
Year 
Enrol.lment 
13,132 1976-77 
13,444 1977-78 
13,501 1978-79 
13,719 1979-80 
13,473 1980-81 
12,993 1981-82 
12,522 1982-83 
12,387 1983-84 
12 ,568 1984-85 
1985-86 
Projected 
Enrollment 
11,159 
11.,450 
10,383 
10 ,.189 
10,383 
10,577 
10,969 
11,159 
11,450 
11,741 
2 
1 Department of Education, Province of Newfoundland and 
Labrador. · 
2 Statistic s Can a d a , P roj e ct e d Population by Sex and Age 
for Ne wf oundl and , 1 97 2 . 
6 
The Newfoundland Task Force on Education stated, 
The enrollment decline has occurred at 
a time when the chronic shortage of qualified 
~eachers was just beginning to be overcome . . 
The policies that led to the increase in 
teacher supply and ·quality (such as the 
expansion o.f the university system, the 
growth of part-time study,· and strong salary 
incentives) were formulated at a time when 
decreased enrollments could not be foreseen. 
The 5-10 year lag between the implementation 
of such policy and its fruition in terms of 
increased t~acher supply coincided with the 
emergence of a declining birthrate and its 
impact on enrollments. 
7 
(Crocker and Riggs, 1978, p. 4-5) 
Thus, at a time when the problems surrounding the supply end 
of the bridge between training and wo.rk were being overcome, 
the demand for their services decreased. Instead of creating 
a relatively _harmonious balance between training and work, 
the pendulu~ has gone in the opposite direction. 
The seriousness of the current decline in the need 
for n e w teac h ers can be determined from Table 3. In the 
mid nineteen sixties, total ·annual withdrawals from the 
pro v i n ce' s tea c hing profession was approximately 25 per cent, 
a larg e proportion of which were assumed to be women taking 
up h ousehold duties. By the 1975-76 school year the number 
of withdrawals h a d dropped to approximately 8 per cent of 
the teachin g force, a nd it is still declining as the economy, 
in ge neral, ~nd the numb er s of teachers needed, in particular, 
conti nue to cont rac t. 
Th e imp l i c a tio ns o f this r eduction in the need for 
n ew t e acher s f or Memor i a l Univ e rsity's Facult y of Education 
i s s ub st a nt ial, ~ s c a n be s ee n fro m Tab l e s 4 and 5. According 
pa 
TABLE 3 
Actual and Projected Number of Teachers: 
1965~66 to 1985-86 
8 
Year Actual 
Teachers 
1 Year 2 Project~d 
Teachers 
1965-66 5545 1976-77. 7432 + 225. 
-
1966-67 5644 1977-78 7286 + 216 
-
19 67 -68 5855 1978~79 716.5 + 217 
1968-69 6206 1979-80 7045 + 216 
1060-70 6315 1980-81 6933 + 216 
-_.- / 
-
1970-71 6437 1981-82 6852 + 214 
-
1972.-72 6648 1982.-83 6781 + 211 
1972 -7 3 6893 1983-84 6749 + 209 
-
1973 - 74 7095 1984-85 6757 + 208 
1974 -7 5 7370 1985~86 6793 + · 210 -
1975-76 7532 
1 Department of Education, Province of New~oundland and 
Labrador. 
2 R . Clifton and J. Bulcock. pemography and Education: 
Implica·tions for Newfoundland and Labrador, p . 14. 
~ · ' 
Year 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
19 75 -76 
TABLE 4 · 
Actual and P~ojected Teacher Acquisitions 
1968-69 to 1985-86 1 
Teacher Year Projected 
Acquisitions Acquisitions 
. .... 
1651 1976-77 623 + 25 
-
1447 1977-78 497 + 11 
1410 1978-79 447 + 18 
1444 1979-80 · 383 + 14 
1431 . 1980-81 334 + 14 
1270 1981-82 314 + 10 
1156 1982-83 281 + 8 
953 1983-84 282 + 8 
-
1984-85 290 + 8 
1985-86 290 + 10 
1 R. Clifton and J. Bulcoc k . · Demo~raphy and Education: 
Implications f or Newfoun4J~nd and La~rador, p. 14. 
9 
TABLE 5 
Projected Teacher Acquisitions from Memorial: 
. 1977-78 to 1984-85 1 
" . 
-
Year Projected Year · Projected 
Acquisitions Acquisftions 
.. 
1977-78 373 198.1-82 236 
1978-79 335 1982-83 211 
1979-80 287 1983-84 212 
1980-81 251 .1984-85 . 217 
1 R. Clifton and J. Bulcock. Demogr~phy and Educ·ation: 
I rn u lications for Newfoundland . and Labrador, p; 14. 
10 
11 
to Clifton and Bulcock (1978, p. 9) 
The projections for the year 1977-78 proved 
to be very accurate since approximately 350 
teachers from Memorial were hired. Assuming 
that these . trends are accurate we calculate 
that from 1977-78 to 1984-85, there will be a 
general decrease in the number of teachers 
hired from Memorial University. This decline 
will be approximately 156 teachers or 42 per 
cent of the number of acquisitions from Memorial 
in 1977-78 . 
. Taking into account the finding of the Task Force on 
Education (1978, p. 52) that Newfoundland presently has the 
youngest teaching force in Canada, and that the steep decline 
in withdrawals from the system is expected to continue, this 
represents a dramatic drop in career opportunities for the 
province's y oung education graduates. 
In addition to . these handicaps, young education 
graduates attempting to enter the teaching force for the 
first time face two additional obstacles. If we assume that 
age and years of experience are significant factors in the 
recruitment of new teachers to fill the limited number of 
vacancies that become available each year, then it can also 
be assumed that first priority will be given to experienced 
teachers attempting to re-enter the profession after a period 
of absence. The Task Force on Education report that 40 per 
cent of the teacher acquisitions in the 1977-78 school year 
were experienced teachers (Crocker and Riggs, 1978). This 
group were comprised primarily of women who had completed 
household responsibilities, s uch as child-raising, a nd were 
again available to become actively involved in their profes-
sion and former teachers who took leave of absence to further 
12 
upgrade their academic qualifications at Memorial University. 
Thus, this reserve pool of available personnel, with their 
prior experience in teaching, had a decided advantage over 
new graduates and limited further their chances . of success-
fully bridging the gap between training and work. 
Another ·reserve pool of highly qualified graduates 
that is also competing for the available positions is that 
of recept graduates of previous years who were unable to 
obtain a position previously but who are still committed to 
the teaching profession. The NTA Bulletin, November 29th, 
1977, reports that, "In Newfoundland, there were 1,000 
une mp loyed teachers as of September 1, 1977'' (Williams, 1977). 
Tho ugh it is not known as yet the precise accuracy of this 
statement it is expected that this is, indeed, a g·ood approx-
imation of the problem at hand. Given the fact that these 
for~er g r aduates are older and probably more e_xperienced in 
p o si tions other than teaching, they may also receive 
pre f erential treatmen t over more recent gr aduates in the 
school bo a rds' hiring · practises. Thus, in addition to 
demo g raphic and policy limitations, new graduates from 
Me morial's Faculty of Education are also further handicapped 
by t he presence of these two additional reserve pools of 
available te a ching personnel. 
It is in t he context of th e se parti6ular handicaps 
t ha t fac.e t ~e be g innin g t ea ch e r in hi s ef f orts t o obtain an 
iLitial t each in g positi o n that this r esea rch was undertaken . 
~he p r emise is that i f indivi dual ch ara.cteristics p lay a 
~· 
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dominant role . in the success or failure of new teachers to 
secure a position in their chosen profession, then these 
characteristics will be even more evident during the present 
period of declining opportunities. 
The demographic shifts in recent years have spawned a 
number of studies dealing with .their· ef~ects u.pon educational 
·institutions (i.e., O~E.C.D. repor·ts; Stapleton Report; 
Ontario Commission on Declining Enrollments; Newfoundland 
Task Force on Education, etc.). Very little effort, however, 
has been spent on characterizing the problem at the level of 
the individual teacher graduate, particularly in relation to 
the effect these changes have had on the graduate's ability 
to assimilate successfully into the teaching profession. 
Therefore, it is the task of this study to investigate the 
problems related to declining enrollTients from the supply, 
rather th~n .the demand, perspective, in an effort to determine 
the individual characteristics ·that are most important in 
. 
determining the teacher graduates' ability to obtain employ-
ment upon corrpletion of his training. 
In such a study there are of necessity two distinct 
groups - those who were suc.cessful in obtaining a teaching 
position after graduation from the Faculty of Education, and 
those who were not ·as successful. These two groups will be 
looked at in order to determine the characteristics that 
might distin guish thern . . J n doing this, c. 11 factors taken 
into consideration are determined at the level of the 
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individual; thus, its effects on educational institutions 
and recruitment practises are not directly studied . . It . is 
hoped · that the information obta.ined from this study on the 
characteristics of individuals in teacher training that 
·determine their success or failure in entering the teaching 
profession during a period of . declining rieed for new recruits, 
can complement the studies already undertaken at the insti~ 
tutional level regarding the effect.s of declining enrollments 
on teacher supply and demand. 
Limitations of the study 
In conducting research of this nature, it is unfor-
tunate, b ut nevertheless . true, that a certain number of 
limitations have to be assume d. This is true of all social 
res e arch, and is particularly familiar to those r e searchers 
who investigate social ph~nome na without previous studies of 
a s i mi lar nature to provide g uidelines . . The best example of 
such a situation . l S the arbitrary manner in which the 
c ha racteristic s that were considered in this study were 
identified with the problem of teacher employability. Other 
characteristics of equal or greater importance to the outcome 
under consideration may not have been considered by the 
r ese archer hence we re not measured or included in the survey . 
Neve rtheless , a lthough the selection o f individual characte r -
i s t ics _inc luded are par t of a subjecti ve bias as to what 
fac t ors we re relevan t in t h e s tudy, th e y were determined only 
af t e r careful con s ide rati on . 
~neth er limi t a t ion i s th e time int e rval durin g which 
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this particular study took · place. The sample used was the 
Spring, 1978 graduates in education who attended Memorial 
University on a full-time basis. The outcome factor was 
their ability to secure employment in the teaching profession 
for the 1978-79 school year. Since we do not have a previous 
or subs.equent study to determine the representatives of this 
sample to other graduating classes, any attempt to generalize 
the findings here to other graduates must be treated with a 
degree of caution. 
The third limitation is the representativeness of 
this sample to the total population of this particular 
graduating class. The return rate for both questionnaires 
was approximately 79 per cent of the total possible population. 
While every effort was made to survey the remainin g 21 per 
cent, they did not reply. The reasons for not replying are 
not known; thus it cannot . be ascertained whether this g roup 
represents a definite bias in the study or not. I t can onl y 
be assumed that their failure to reply represents a number 
of random reasons and that this 2 1 per cent is divided 
similarly to the rest of the sample on the characteristics 
under investigation. 
It should be noted that all questionnaires were of a 
self-report nature. Therefore,there were few wa y s, exce p t 
in the case of some particular factors where the information 
was obtained from the registrar's files, to provide independent 
confirmation of the information being provided. However, it 
is assumed that the respondents report e d the infor mation in 
a responsible and accurate manner. 
,, ..... :
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Other limitations dealing with the methodology for 
the operationalization of the variables will not be mentioned 
here. Rather they will be included in the section dealing 
specifically with· the methodology. 
Most of these limitations are general to survey 
research designs and were known prior to the initiation ·of 
the investigation. It is not believed that these limitations 
are se.rious -enough to distort any possible · findings to t -he 
point of making them insignificant to the study at hand. 
Rather they are limitations that must be recognized and 
incorporated into ·the overall research perspective. 
CHAPTER II 
THE THEORETI.CAL I·10DEL 
Perhaps the most general statement that can be made 
about the determinants of one's probability of obtaining 
employment is that is reflects an interaction between the 
characteristics of the individual and that of his environ-
ment. The salient environmental characteristics, for the 
young university graduate . s .eeking a career in teaching~ are 
the rapidly declining school enrollments, and · the presence 
of a large reserve pool of qualified teachers. Given the· s e 
phenomena, the study concentrated on the supply side of the 
labour market, and sought to determine the individual 
characteristics, (ascribed, achieved, and attitudinal), that 
were important in accounting for the success, or lack of 
success of Memorial University's education graduates in 
obtair.ing a teaching position. 
The mechanisms used by new graduates in their attempts 
to secure a teaching position . are many and varied. Some of 
those at the individual's disposal are characteristics over 
which one has no control, such as family or background 
factors which are an integral part of the individual's 
identity. These are called 'ascriptive' characteristics 
because they are ascribed to the individual by circu~stances 
or events that originated outside one's sphere of influence. 
Other factors, which are directly a product of his own 
efforts or deliberate manipulations are termed 'achieved' 
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characteristics, since these factors were localized within 
the realm of one's own control, and are a product of his 
efforts. A third gioup of factors are the 'nersonal' set 
of characteristics, which define attitudes and ·beliefs 
concerning oneself in relation to his career profession -
i.e. teaching. All three groupings are perceived as 
mechanisms which influenc·e the probability of one's success 
or failure to market his professional skills and training, 
partic~larly at a time when the numb.ers. of new teachers 
being recruited into the profession is in a period of 
decline . . Thus, given that thes~ three groupings of indi-
vidual characteristics, and the several· factors that 
comprise each of them, affect one's efforts to obtain a 
teaching position at the present time, it is the intent of 
this research to determine which of the characteristics are 
most significant in influencing occupational 'success' or 
'failure' in the teaching profession in Newfoundland. 
The characteristics accounted for in this study were 
developed from the realm of 'conventional wisdom' regarding 
the processes involved in influencing occupational attainment 
in the labour force. Some of these factors (for example, the 
ascriptive characteristics) are quite general in their 
influence on labour market opportunities, while others (for 
example, the ach~eved characteristics) are directed more 
specifically in their impact towards the teaching profession. 
Most have been discussed at one level or another, but few 
attempts have been made to incorporate th~m into an empirical 
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study. For this reason, the research presently undertaken 
is an initial attempt to give this common-sense conventional 
wisdom some objective meaning. To accomplish this task the 
notions of conventional wisdom or informed opinion regarding 
the particular characteristics included in this research is 
a necessary initial justification for their inclusion. 
As . described above, the characteristics researched 
in this study fall within three umbrella · grb~pings - ascribed 
characteristics, achieved characteristics, and persorial 
characteristics. Each will be outlined below, together with 
their elements. Lach grouping will be placed in the context 
of a particul_ar statistical model and the three models will 
comprise the general model that is formulated in order to 
test specific hypotheses regarding the determinants of 
occupational attainment in teaching for the Spring (1978) 
graduate class in education at Memorial University. 
Ascribed Characteristics 
The ascribed or background characteristics which 
require consideration as possible determinants or occupa-
tional success or failure are as follows: (1) sex, (2) age, 
(3) community size of one's hometown, (4) socio- e conomic 
status of the family, (5) family links to the teaching 
profession, (6) religious affiliation. Each will be treat ed 
in turn below. 
Sex 
People still believe that the qualities 
which make a good e leme ntary teacher are 
tho se which make a go od mother ... Thus, 
there are unwritten laws, perhaps, saying 
elementary education is not a "male 
profession" and men in the profession may 
be confronted with "little whispers". It 
takes a kind of strength to ... go into a 
professi.on facing public criticism, even 
though that criticism is just a weird mix 
of unwritten laws, unspoken biases, and 
role stereotyping. 
(Whittemore, 1973, p. 317-8) 
Thus, even with the professionalization of women 
the teaching force in recent years, this lack of vertical 
mobility, combined with still significant numbers having 
children, produce an annual exodus from the teaching 
profession to other duties. These personnel are replaced 
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in 
in elementary positions by other women. Thus it appears to 
create a demand for female teachers that is significantly 
in excess of that of their male counterparts, resultin g in 
a differential demand for new teachers entering the teaching 
force based on sexual differences. 
In this regard, Kaplan (1975) points out that, 
Primary and elementary teaching positions 
are still largely a female domain. Males tend 
to avoid elementary education ·and tend to lean 
towards either secondary teaching positions, 
p ost-secondary teaching positions, or an 
~dministrative role. 
(Kaplan, 1975, p. 354) 
Age 
In this study, age may be a proxy for experiences 
other than exp~riences as a teacher. As Seefeldt (1973) 
suggests, 
Age generally reflects experiences in 
other occupational, community, and university 
endeavours and is associated with maturity 
and self-confidence. Studies have also 
indicated that the age of the teacher is 
significantly related to the total academic 
achievement of children ... Older teachers 
appe·ared to b~ more effective in fostering 
the achievement of Head Start children 
than did younger teachers. 
(Seefeldt, 1973, p. ·309-10) 
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For this reason, age is being considered as an influential 
variable in deternining job attainment in the . education 
.f' • pro~ession. 
C .,..... ,...... u ~ + ~:- - ~ i z ·a f 0 n e ' s o .. ; ..... :_ n ... ..., . . o.J .- e . . . 
Programs of teacher preparation and the 
urofessional sub-culture of educators seem 
.... 
to have a strong urban bias. That is, 
superintendents, ~ rincipals, and teachers 
in the urban centers are far more influential 
than teachers . and principals in the .smaller 
or "less nodern communitiesn in Newfoundland. 
(Herrick, 1974, p. 178) 
; ·or the reasons sugg e sted by RerYick (1974), and others, 
sucl-.:. as services and entertainment, there 
is ~ cor.:.tir..uous ~obilitv shift from the small rural 
v 
settle-
:-_er: t s to lar£eY urban centers in c rder to · enhance one's 
·--
~Yo:essi onal teaching career. This leaves the majority of 
- ~ 
~ew v acancies to be filled each year in communities that 
are rural, or isolated. 
However, there are special difficulties 
encountered in recruiting qualified teachers 
for small, isolated communities •.. Many 
Newfoundland university graduates are un-
~ illin g to teach in small communities. 
(Herrick, · 1974, p. 179) 
This is p a rticularly true amon g graduates whose primary 
socializing environEent h as been the larger urban center s . 
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Th ose graduates ~ost inclined towards . teaching in small, 
rural communities are individual's who grew up in similar 
co mmunities and are less likely to be culturally displac·ed 
by returning to such an environment. Even in the present 
context of a teacher surplus, it is these individuals who 
may be mo_st likely to apply ~o teach in small, rural 
communities and who may be the most likely candidates for 
acceptance to the position~ Since the majority of new 
positions available, at present, to beginning teachers~ are 
in these small, rural · communities,· these individuals may 
have a definite advantage over their urban counterparts, in 
o b taining a teaching position. 
Socio-economic Sta~us of the famil~ 
Socio-econo mic status is a composit e of a .number of 
par ti c u l ar b a c kg round charact e ristics, s uc h as onet s parents' 
education, occup atio n , a nd fre q uency of unemploym e nt; it . 1 s. 
a n attempt to rne a s ure " f a mily status" in the commu nity 
r elative to oth e r f a mily units. 
I t is ge neral l y believe d that the socio-economic 
statu s of the family is operative in determinin g occupational 
succ e ss or f ailur e i n t h e labour mark e t. The sociolog ic a l 
lit erature p ro v ides a mp le supp ort for this position: 
Ma n y peop l e in o~r societ y beli e ve that 
ev e ryb ody ha s an equa l opportunit y to b e 
"succ ess fu l " a nd t hat th e r e ar e no psy c h o-
lo gi c al and so c ial barriers ... But, contr a r y 
to t ha t belief , t he fa ct is t ha t in our 
s o c ie t y opportuni t ies , money , j o b~ , t ra in i n g , 
knowl edge , power , s t a t us , p r es t i g e , a nd educ a t ion 
e tc. are no t equ a lly dis t rib ut ed . Thu s , i n an 
un equal s it uatio n people be l ong i n g to _vari ous 
g ro ups are t reat ed differen t ly , i . e ., t hey are 
expec t ed t o pe r fo r m a t d i fferen t l eve l s . 
(Si n gh , 1974, p . 9 - 1 0) 
Students occupational expec~ations were 
similar to fathers occupational levels ... 
Generally students who perceived that it would 
be easy to obtain ·employment after graduation 
rrom a post-secondary · school h~ld higher 
occupational expectations than did students 
who p~rceived it would be difficult to obtain 
a job after graduation ... Thus, those students 
with working class expectations per~eived that 
it would be more difficult to ob·tain a job 
after graduation from Memorial University than 
did those students with upper middle class 
expectations. 
(Parsons, 1974, p. 4-5) 
·These -statements . indicate that one's success or 
failure in both the realm of post-secondary education and 
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labour market entrance • ]. s closely tied to the socio-economic 
status of the family. The extent to which this is true in 
educational hiring - practises is the purpose .for its inclusion 
in this study. It may similarly be expected that SES. is a 
determinant of the occupational success of university 
graduates in Education. 
Fam i 1 y . Li n k s t o the Te a ch in g P r o f e ~ s i . on_ 
having members of the f ·amily, particularly the 
immediate family, in the teaching profession is believed 
to be instrumental in determining the "success" of an 
individual in entering the profession himself. Generation 
after generation, p eople from certain religions, certain 
nationalities, certain ethnic groups, certain economic 
class es , ·etc. have been channelled by educational systems 
into certain specific types of jobs in the occupational 
structure (Singh , 1977). This factor combined with the 
strong sense of familism that originated with the patrilocal 
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extended family in the fishing industry (Firestone, 1974), 
and extended into the nolitical and bureaucratic life of 
.. 
outport _ "rnen of po-vrer" after _Confederation .(Perlin, 1974) 
tended to create a power base in which st·udents were 
socialized to occupational expectations that were similar 
. . 
to their fathers' o·ccupational levels (Pars-0ns, 1975). In 
this context, those students who had a link to the teaching 
profession prior to the ·attainment of their foimal quali-
fi·cations, could perhaps exploit these liriks to their 
advantage in seeking their own teaching position. Thus, 
the probability of an individual being successful in obtain-
ing a teaching position upon complet·ion of ~ormal training 
could increase proportionally with the number of immediate 
family members already emp·loyed in the profe~sion. 
Reli~ious Affiliation 
I n Newfoundland's demonimation school system, 
religious affiliation is generally believed to hold sub-
s tantial influence in determining one's entry into the · 
teaching force. rhe denominationalist argument is that, 
Ultimately, . the primary responsibility 
and fundamental rights in their children's 
education lie with God, not with the govern-
ment, not even with educators, but always 
with the parents. Insofar as parents belong 
to a denomination, and insofar as ·their 
denomination engages in the educational 
enterprise, their con~inuing church attendance 
or membership is an implicit indication that 
they are passing on to their church the rights 
and responsibiliti e s associated with the 
education o f their children. 
(Shaw, 1967, p .. 19) 
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Another example of the churches' control over the 
educational enterprise, including teacher selection is the 
following, 
There would be little point in ·having 
Catholic school boards ot a Catholic school 
system if there were teachers in the schools 
who did not share our goals, or even worse, 
who actively worked - to undermine th~m. 
(Tracy, 1976, p. 2) 
These statements led Dr. Magsino to comment, 
There is no doubt th~t school boards 
have the right to select teachers according 
to their denominational standards. 
(Magsino, 1977, p. 8) 
Thus, it is for this reason that religious affiliation is 
expected to influence teacher selection and therefore 
occupational chances. 
Achieved Characteristics 
The achieved characteristics considered in this 
research are as follows: (1) marital status, (2) level of 
specialization, (3) area of academic specialization, (4) type 
of student teaching, (5) academi.c achievement (at Memorial), 
(6) certification level, (7) mobility, and (8) effort. Each 
of these characteristics will be considered in turn in this 
section. 
Marital Status 
The marital status of the individual seeking a 
teachin g position has been subjec ted to mu ch speculation. 
Some educators believe th a t being married i s a definite 
asset in influencing one's chances o f obtaining a suitable 
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teaching position. This belief is based on notions of 
increased maturity and increased family responsibilities 
that accompany marriage. For this reason, it was decided 
that marital status is a characteristic of the individual 
that should be considered. 
Level of Specialization 
The teacher training program at Memorial University 
has three levels of specialization, ( 1) . primary, (2) ele-
mentary, and (3) high school. A student who completes the 
high school program is generally not considered qualified 
to teach at the primary and elementary levels, and vice 
versa. To a lesser degree, this is also true for the primary 
and elementary decisions. The possibility, then, that the 
supply/demand match is different for different levels of 
specialization was considered. This characteristic can best 
be supported by the statement that at a time when there . lS 
generally believed to be an oversupply of teachers in the 
labour market, 
in the area of primary education _, s chool 
boards were unable to fill large numbers of 
positions with teachers whose qualifications 
match the job vacancy. 
(Cramm and Cluett, 1979, p. 10) 
Area of Academic Specialization 
Students in the faculty of education generally study 
a concentration of courses in a particular academic subject 
area. If school boards attempt to match positions with a 
particular subject area, this factor will influence hiring 
preferences. This belief is best illustrated by the 
following comment: 
Teachers are trained to work with children, 
not only at certain age lev·els, but also in 
specific subject areas. If they decide to be 
high school teachers, they also become 
specialists in specific subject areas such as 
Mathematics, History, Biology~ etc. In . this 
context, those engaged in hiring practises 
would be attempting to match the job quali-
fications of the applicant~ - with the needs of 
the job vacancy being advertised_. 
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(Cramm and Cluett, -1979, p . 3-4) 
Thus, depending on their particular qualificatio n s and 
competencies, an t the needs of the labour market at a 
p ~rticular time, individual g raduates may meet wi th varyin g 
de g rees of success in finding a teaching position, dependin g 
u p on their p articular area of academic · s ~ ecialization. 
Ty p e o f S.t ude nt T eac h i ~~ 
This char a ct er istic may be a pro x y for practical 
cl a s sroo m experie n c e since th e a mount of practical e x peri-
en ce obtained by t he teacher g raduate prior to assumin g a 
t e achin g p o s ition dep ends pri narily on the type of student 
t e achin g co mplete d while at uni v ersity. At Me morial, ther e 
a re presently thr ee t y pes o f stud ent teaching: ( 1) the 
regular pro g ram (o ne -half day p er week f or one semester, 
:-' 1 us a two - we e k b 1 o ck ) ; ( 2 ) th e i n t er n sh i p ( o n e f u 11 
seme ster i n a particular school); and (3) th e pro f essional 
seme ste r (o ne -ha l f day pe r week f or two seme ste r s, p l us a 
two- we e k blo c k ). In t h is st udy a l l the p artici pan t s c om -
11l e t e d e ith e r o f t he f i rst two o p t i on s , with no on e e n gaged 
in th e l a tt e r o p t ion . Therefore ~ thi s stud y re s t r ict s 
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itself to these two only. 
There is some evidence to suggest that educational 
administrators place more emphasis on one's practical 
teaching experiences than on university pro~essional training 
in their recruitment practises. O.ne new teacher states, "The 
Principal would come in and say that I Should just . forget 
everything I learned at university and S·tart from scratch". 
Another stated, "One of the biggest probl_ems · is that. the 
things we get at conferences and workshops (organized by the 
university) are not relevant to our situationsn (Singh and 
Baksh , 19 7 7 , p. 19 7) . If this is the prevailing attitude, 
and greater credence is given . to practica1 experience, then 
the probabil.ity that those new graduates who completed the 
internship student teachi.ng program, thereby having obtained 
~or e practical classroo m experience, obtaining a teaching 
posi tion will be greater than those students who only co m-
ple ted the regular program. 
Academic Achi evement 
I n any occupational group it is ge.nerally believed 
that the efforts of employers in hiring practises are to 
select the best qualified candidates available. Education 
i s no exception. iius en and Bulcock conclude that: 
Current educational theory and practi~e is 
still largely supportive of the proposition 
that the greater the aptitude of the student 
for coping with the increasin gly complex 
clas sroom environment s provided by . the schools, 
and the more effective th e socializing treat~ 
men t s in t hese settings, . the greater the 
probability that the individual will receive 
preferred tr eat men t at later stages in th e 
career cyc l e . 
(Rus en and Bulc ock, 1977, p . 36) 
"The school · 1 b·1·t 1 t · as a socia mo i i y esca a or, given 
the contemporaneous. economic and demographic context, has 
become a hotbed of academic competition · and performance 
H pressure. (Rusen and Bulcock, 1977) Thus, increased 
academic competencies is v~ewed as a vehicle for makin-g 
the graduate more effective as a teacher, and thus more 
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marketable in the teaching _ force. In this ~ense, academic 
achievement assumes the prevailing edu.cational ideology; 
namely, that success in school will be replicated on the 
labour market. 
Certification Level 
Certification level, like academic achievement, . 1. s 
an indication of performance at university. In this case, 
it indicates the number of cred.its or degrees obtain.ed while 
in teacher training and . lS linked to the notion of the degree 
of professionalization of the individual teacher graduate. 
Since it is the desire of educational administrators to 
create a professional teaching force, the upgrading of one's 
qualifications ·to a higher certification level is considered 
advantageous to seeking a teaching position. 
The desire to employ teacher graduates who · have the 
highest certification levels is best noted in the preliminary 
report of the Task Force on Education, it states that, 
The trends in certification is such that 
the rat.e of increase in the highest certificate 
levels, e specially certificates V and VI, has 
been nothin g short of phenome nal. 
(Crocker and Ri g gs, 1978, p. 47) 
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Thus, while a higher certification level does not guarantee 
one a teaching position, · it is perceived as increasing one's 
probability of employment. 
!viability 
It is thought that the teaching profession is 
probably one of the most decentralized occupations available, 
with many of its members located in small, rural settlements. 
it is also one of the most mobile with members moving from 
these settlements to larger urban centers as they obtain the 
necessary practical experience. This mobility pattern is 
best illustrated by the following statements: 
Teaching has conventionally been regarded 
as an occupation with a high degree of mobility, 
both in and out of the profession, and in terms 
of movement of teachers between schools. 
(Crocker and Riggs, 1978, p. 41) 
An important factor evident was the movement 
of individuals (teachers) from smaller to lar ger 
towns, and from smaller to larger school districts, 
and from smaller-sized to larger-sized schools. 
This may me an that the smaller-sized school 
district may be placed in a position that it must 
face the alternative of hiring "captive" local 
teachers or be perennially forced with substantial 
yearly faculty turnover .rates. 
(Orlich, 1972, p. 234) 
This movement o f teachers from rural to urban areas, 
indic a tes that new teacher gr aduates without any prior 
experience would have the best probability of _ obtainin g a 
te aching posi tio n in t he smal l rural outport schools. I n 
thi s way, t hey would replace thos e moving to larger centers. 
Ther efore , to obt a in some initial experience , beginning 
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teachers need to be mobile, moving to whatever part of the 
province that they are needed. Orlich (1972) in this regard 
says that, 
Charters proposed that ente.ring and 
first-five-year teachers tend to be highly 
mobile .•. In short, a n·ewly employed 
teacher has a greater probability of being 
highly mobile than a ·person who has taught 
for some time. 
(Orlich, 1972, p. 234) 
Thus, the . mobility of the individual graduate is a character-· 
istic that must be recognized in- -any study regarding the 
probability of employment. 
Effort 
Success in the labour market is primarily a function 
of the practises engaged in by the individual in his effort 3 · 
to obtain employment (Harvey and Mose~ann, 1975). This 
statement relates to the need to meas~re an ir.dividual's 
efforts to obtain employment, both in terms of the type of 
efforts engaged in, and the intensity of these efforts, . in 
relation to success or failure to obtain a teaching position. 
Thus, in this research, an attempt was made to determine 
this characteristic by obtaining the frequency with which 
each individual respondent engaged in a number of dimensions 
of the effort f ac tor. The dimensions considered were, 
(1) sponsorship of a university professor, (2) sponsors h ip 
of a relative or f riend, (3 ) sponsorship of a member of the 
clergy, (4) chec ked with a Canada Man power Center, (5) checked 
with the Campus Placement Center, (6) replied to specific 
newspap er advertisements, an d (7) sent g eneral letters of 
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application to . var1ou·s school boards. The beliefs implied 
in this effort characteristic are: (1) that one's prob-
ability of success in the labour market increases proper-
tionately with the frequency of their efforts on these 
various dimensions, · and (2) that certain dimensions are 
more powerful in influenc·ing employment success than others. 
In this sense, the effort characteristic is an attempt to 
determine the relative influences · of particular job search 
routes taken by · teacher graduate~ on success or failure to 
enter the teaching profession. 
Personal . Characte~istics 
One's definition of the situation plays a crucial 
role -in a person's tehaviour in a .given situation (Singh, 
1973). This group of characteristics has a number of labels 
in the soc·iolo g ical research literature: world-view (Redfield, 
1953 ), value-orientations (Kluckholn and Strodtbeck, 1961), 
yet, in essence, it is an attempt to define one's per·ceptions 
of one' s own individuality in relation to his environment. 
I n this case, it is in relation to his ability to enter the 
teaching profession. ~hile there is no means to measure 
these characteristics directly, corr.posite instruments have 
been developed and are generally recognized by social 
scientists as legitimate and useful means o f obtaining this 
information. 
The personal c harac t eris tic s included in this s tudy 
are , (1) loci of control, (2) religiosity, ( 3 ) perceptions 
of employabili t y , (4) per c eption s of t eaching compe t ency 
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(based on student teaching experiences), and ( 5) perceptions 
of commitment to teaching. Each of these are dealt with in 
turn below. 
Loci of control 
Loci of control defines an individual's perceptions 
of the ability to control or manipulate his own destiny. In 
the research literature, it has been variously referred to 
as fatalism (Parsons, 1975), subject to nature/mastery-over-
nature (Kitchen, 1965), and loci of control (Ph~res, 1976; 
Clifton, 1977). Most recently (and importantly) it has been 
referred to as "field dependence/independence" (Cole and 
Scribner, 1974). In this instance, using the label of loci 
of control, there are two dimensions of the concept that will 
be examined. They are internal loci of control, and external 
loci of control. 
In terms of instrument values .... we may 
examine differences such as internal and 
external loci of control ... A person who 
expects that rewards tend to be determined by 
luck, chance, fate, as under the control of 
powerful others, or as unpredictable is said 
to believe in external control, while a person 
who expects that events tend to be "contingent 
upon his own behavior or his own relatively 
permanent characteristics is said to believe 
in internal control". 
(Clifton, 1977. p. 188) 
It is these dimensions of loci of control that will be measured 
in relation to their relative influences upon the probability 
of employment among new teacher graduates. 
Religiosity 
Religiosity • lS another self-concept characteristic of 
particular · importance in a denominational educational system. 
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The literature justifying the inclusion of religious affili-
ation in the study can also be used in relation . to the . 
inclusion of religiosity. However, to add to this rationale 
we can also consider the following statement, 
The aims of public education in Newfoundland 
certainly reflect the enlightened, democratic 
·and Christian principles of our educational 
system and certify to the fact that education in 
this province is built on a firm -foundation. 
Thus~ we believe t~at his (a human beings) be~t 
and fulles.t development can be achieved only in 
a Christian, democratic society and that the aims 
of education, both general and specific, must be 
conceived in harmony vith such a belief~ We also 
believe · that one who has achieved his fullest and 
best development as an individual is one who, ·to 
the best of his ability, is possessed of a 
religious faith .as maint·ained and taught by the 
Church of his affiliation. 
This statement best 
(Molloy, 1975, p. 383 in 
Book o.f New f oundlan d ) 
sums up the interrelationshi p . in 
New foundland' s d eno~inational system between reli g iosity and 
t e acher s ·election. 
In this study , reli g iosity was composed o f two s eparate 
, . . 
a1me n s 1ons. One wa s a self-r e porting attitudin a l scale o f· 
one's p e rceived reli g iosity, while the second was th e fr e quency 
o f th e respondents' church attendanc e . Both of th e s e · ar e 
cons id e red to be i mp ortant di mensions in measurin g. the 
r e li g iosity characteristic. 
Percept i o ns of ~mployab i~ity 
I n a ny s tudy o f occupat i on a l a tt a inmen t char ac t e r -
i s t ics , th e r e i s a need to de t e r mi n e one ' s o wn per c ep t ions o f 
his emp loyab ilit y . The inclu s i on , in t his r esearch , c an be 
jus t ified b y th e n o t ion th a t o ne ' s c onc.erns r egard ing a number 
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of dimensions of his own employability status, can affect 
his behavior in seeking a teaching position, and thus the 
subseauent outcome . 
... 
In this sense, it is a measure of one's 
self-confidence in seeking a teaching positi_on and in his 
ability to obtain one. 
No support was found - in the literature for this 
relation~hip. 
-Percept._ion.,s o . t .~each~ .P,.5 ... -?o~.p.et.ency 
Teacher .competencies are variously defined. as 
"attitudes; understandings, skills, and behavi .ors that 
facilitate intellectual, soc.ial., emot·ional, and physical 
growth in children" (Cooper et al., 1973, p. 1 7), 
"functional abilities which teachers demonstrate in their 
day-to-day job-related activities" (Dodl et al., 1973, n. 194), 
and "demonstrated ability to perform the funct.ions required in 
a certified teaching position" (Schalock, 1973, 9 . 199). 
In this study, it is included as an attempt to identify 
the relationship between one's self-perceived ability to per-
form these tasks and the probability of employment in the 
teaching profession. In this context, it is assumed that a 
graduate' s perceptions of his competency to perfo.rm these 
duties in the classroom is an important character trait used 
by administrators in selecting new personnel. 
Percepttons of teaching com~!~ment 
For many teacher graduates the teachin g profession 
has traditionally been regarded . as ·a steppin g -stone to a more 
rewardin g career ch o ice. This is b e st recognized in the 
followin g s·tatement: 
Teaching has conventionally been regarded 
as an occupation with a high degree of mobility 
both in a.nd out of the profession ...• This 
issue is important because teacher education 
programmes ·have been geared to produce teachers 
to allow for a high rate of attrition and 
because it is widely assumed that a teacher 
l _eaving the profession will have no difficulty 
in ret.urning. 
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(Crocker and Riggs, 1978, p. 41) 
In this context, many teachers have traditionally 
entered the profess.ion with the knowledge of it being a 
steppi_ng-titone to another, more desirable career. ~Thi 1 e 
this practise has declined enormously with the stabilization 
of the teaching force it has not been eliminated~ However, 
educational recruiters, with the aid of a surplus of possible 
candidates to choose from for a particular teaching position, 
will be inclined to prefer an individual who is committed to 
the teaching profession as a career choice. Thus, those 
education graduate.s that perceive teaching as a long-term 
car eer will have greater probabilities of succeeding in the 
labour marke t than those who do not perceive themselves as 
having such a commi tment to the profession. 
Hypo theses 
Ascribed Characteristics 
There is a greater probability of employment for 
females than males in the teaching profession. 
The re i s a g r e a t er prob ab i 1 it y t hat o.l de r , mo r e 
mature t eacher gradua t es will ob t ai ·n a t eaching position 
th an younger teacher graduate s . 
There is a great er probability th at s tu dents f rom 
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families of higher socio-economic status will find employment 
in the teaching profession than students from lower · socio-
economic families. 
·There is a greater probability that o·ne's success in 
finding a teaching position increases with ·the number of 
family members already in the profession. 
There is a greater probability that members of 
particular religious denominations have more opportuni~ies 
to enter the teaching profession than those of certain other 
denominations. 
There is a greater probability that one's employment 
in · the teachi.ng profession increases with the decreased . size 
of one's hometown. 
Achieved Characteristics 
There is a greater probability that married teacher 
graduates will be more successful in finding a teaching 
position than unmarried teacher graduates. 
There is a greater probability that primary and 
elereentary teachers have more opportunities to enter· the 
teaching profession than high school teachers. 
There is a greater probability that graduates trained 
in specialist areas (eg., special education, French, physical 
education, etc.) will obtain a teaching position than those 
trained in the Arts and Sciences. 
There . lS a g reater probability that a g reater 
proportion o f teacher graduates who co mpleted the intershi p 
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student teaching program. will find a teaching position than 
those who completed the traditional, one-credit program. 
There is a greater probability that one's chances 
of obtaining a · teaching posit.ion increases with academic 
performance (as measured by .grade-point average at Memorial 
University). 
There is a greater probability that the higher one's 
teacher certificatiqn level, the better the .chances of 
successfully obtaining a teaching position. 
There is a greater probability that a teacher graduate 
who is mobile, (i.e., willing to relocate in order to obtain 
a teaching position), wi ll be more successful in finding a 
teaching position, than one who is not mobile. 
There is a greater probability that one' s chances of 
obtainin g a teachin g position will increase with the amount 
of effort one undertakes in seeking such a position. 
Personal Characteristics 
There is a greater probability that an individual with 
a high internal loci of control will have more success in 
finding a teaching position than an individual with a hi g h 
external loci of control. 
There is a greater probability that individuals who 
are religiou s ly inclined and who support this belief by 
being active in th e ir denominational activities will obt ain 
a t eachin g po s ition befo re those grad u a tes who are not 
religiously inclin ed and t h u s do not sup p ort their den o min -
a. tion. 
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There is a greater probability that an individual 
with high perceptions of his own employability will be more 
successful in finding a teaching position than an individual 
with low perceptions of his ·empl,oyability. 
There is a greater probability that the more com-
~ etent a teacher graduate perceives himself in the fulfill-
ment of his role, the better are his chances of successfully 
obtaining a teaching position. 
There is a greater probability that the more com- . 
iliitted a teacher graduate is to the teaching profession, the 
cetter his chances are of successfully entering the teaching 
" . :pro:ession. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The sample for this study was defined as all prospec-
tive student teachers enrolled full-time in the Faculty of 
Educatibn at Memorial Univetsity during . the Winter Semester, 
. . 
1978, who were graduating during the Spring, 1978, convocatio~ 
The total number was 263 students. Of these ·, 215 complete.d 
the first questionnaire during March and April, 1978, for a 
return rate of 82 per cent of the total sample. This first 
questionnaire gathered information such as: family back-
ground characteristics ·(socio-economic status, religion, size 
of hometown, a nd the number of family members already· in the 
profession), achievement characteristics (professional 
status, specialization, a nd willingness to relocate), and 
personal characteristics (fatalism, religiosity, perceptions 
of employability, perceptions of . teaching competence, and 
commitment to teaching). 
From the 215 students surveyed, 28 indicated on the 
initial questionnaire that they were not intending to seek 
a teaching position for the 1978-79 school year. These ·were 
excluded from the sample, and the sample was reduced accord-
ingly from 263 to 2 35. The return rate, th e n, was 187/ 235 
or 8 0 per ce n t. 
In Sept e niber, 19_78, ·t hese graduat e s were asked to 
co mpl e te a s econd qu es tionn a ir e . This que s tionn a ir e so ught 
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information on the occupational status of the graduates, for 
example, if they were employed as a t~acher and the amount 
of effort they had made towards obtaining a teaching position. 
A total of 185 of the 187 who received the second question-
naire responded, wh ich is 79 per cent of the total sample of 
·2 3 5. 
These two questionnaires were the only research 
instruments used in this study. Additional data, such as 
age, sex, marital status, end grade-point average in academic 
studies at Memorial University, were obtained from the 
Registrar's listing of education graduates. Thus, all the 
variables used in this research were operationalized from 
that data collected from these three sources. 
The Research Procedure 
There has always been controversy concerning the 
appropriate application of analytic techniques in . socio-
logical analysis. However, the kinds of probl-ems and the 
type of data this research deals with may perhaps be handled 
best by multiple regression analysis. 
Multiple regression analysis has certain distinct 
advantages in statistical analysis. Blalock states: 
We are often not only interested in signif-
icance tests and measures of degree of relation-
ship but also may want to describe the nature of 
the relationship between the two variables so 
that we can predict the value of one variable if 
we knew the other. When interest is focused 
primarily on the exploratory task of finding out 
which variables are related to a given variable, 
we are likely to be mainly interested in measures 
pr· 
of degree of relationship such as correlation 
coefficients. But once we have fou~d the 
significant variables, -:r e are more likely to 
turn our attention to regression analysis in 
which we attempt to predict the exact value 
of one variable from the other. 
(Blalock, 1972~ p. 361) 
In this research, multiple regression analysis • 1S 
used not only to determine which of the variables in the 
.. 
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data are significant in relation to the dependent variable~ 
but also to predict the relative importance of the signif-
icant variables used. · In this case, it· is used "as an 
inferential tool by which the relationships in the population 
are evaluated fro m the examination of sample data" (!fie et 
al . , 19 7 5 , p • 3 21 ) . Once these relationships are determined, 
i t can then be u sed for predict.ion purposes a mong the 
ind e pend e nt vari able s that pro ve d to be significant. Thus, 
s i nc e p r e dictin g t he e ffe ct s o f the inde pendent variables 
on th e outco me is th e primary concern of this study, multipl e 
r eg ~e s sion analysis is the most appropriate procedure to use. 
In usin g ·multiple r eg ression analysis, how e ver, 
c e rtain assumption s about the natur e of the data are necessary. 
One n e c es sary pr es up p osition is that all the variables a r e 
at the interval l eve l. I n thi s research~ howev e r, a numbe r 
of inde p e ndent vari ab le s ar e not int e r v al. Therefore, in 
or de r to include th em· in th e multi p l e r egressi on analy s i s 
f ormat, a specia l pro c edu re c al l ed ,,dummy v a r iab l e a n a l ys i s '' 
• .. i" a s u sed . 
Dummy v ariables ar e designed to p ermi t t he i n c l u sion 
!!JI"' . 
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of nominal variables into regression analysis. In this 
case, "a set of dummy variables is 'created' by treating 
each category of a nominal variable as a separate variable 
and assigning arbitrary scores for all cases depending upon 
their presence or absence in each of the categories'' (Nie 
et al. , 19 7 5 , p . 3 7 4) . In doing this , one '' supp re s s e s " a 
category of each nominal variable, which then becomes a 
reference category for its counterpart. This permits the 
application of the ordinary least squares criterion, thereby 
meeting the assumption of intervalness of the data for 
regression purposes. This procedure will be used on all 
nominal independent variables in the regression analysis. 
Another special feature of this research is that it 
also has a dichotomous, nominal dependent variable. While 
it is common in regression analysis to have dummy independent 
variables, it is less frequent that the dummy variable 
procedure is used on the dependent variable o~ outcome. 
A third feature of the research procedure is the 
method in which the regression analysis is organized. In 
sociological research this procedure . lS called "cluster" 
analysis. This means that the independent variables are 
clustered into blocks of variables accordin g to some common 
criteria, with each cluster being included as a separate and 
independent regression equation. According to social science 
researchers, "The reason for separating these variables into 
blocks (or clusters) of this sort is to bring some kind of 
order into the regression analysis (Coleman, 197 5 , p . 357). 
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The clustering of variables not .only gives order to 
the regression analysis, tut it ·also reduces the regression 
equation to manageable proportions. In this research, .it 
is desirabl·e because of the large number of independent 
variables. Rather than having all of these variables 
included in a single regression equation, thereby ·heightening 
the sen·sitivity of the estimates to s~mpling fluctuation, 
they are · separated into th~ee distinguishable equations for · 
the purposes of preliminary analysis. Once the relative 
strengths of the relationships · of the independent variables 
on the dependent var iable are determined in the confines of 
their particular clusters, ~hose that prove to be insignif-
icant will be deleted from the analysis, ··.'"bile those that 
are significant can then b8 g rouped into a single reg~ession 
equation for a ~ore rigorous analysis. In this way, t he 
task of clusterin g t he variables is designed primarily for 
the exploratory tas k of determini~g the magnitude and sig-
nificance of t he relationshins between indenendent and 
~ . . 
dependent variables. Once t hi s is c ompleted, and the list 
of variables reduced to a level that can be managed in a 
single re gression eq_uation, the need f or clustering is 
eliminat ed . 
The end result of this analysis will be a listin g 
of the particular characteristics an alyzed in this study 
t ha t pro ~ ~ d to be significant in predictin g the occupational 
attainment status of these t eacher graduates in September, 
1978. The re lati ve significance of these variables as 
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predictors will be contained in the standard regression 
coefficient, which determines the strength of the relation-
ship on the particula~ outcome . being studied. 
Operatio~al~za~i2n of the va~iab.le~ 
The Depend~nt Variable 
The dependent variable is question 1 in appendix B. 
It . lS a dichotomous variable ·at the nominal level . in which 
the respondent answered either 'ves' 
~ 
o·r 'no' to the question 
regarding his/her occupati.onal status in the teaching 
profession in September, 1978. A ' y es' response was scored 
1, while .a 'no' response was scored O, in accordance with 
the presence or absence crite.ria outlined for dummy variables 
in re g ression analysis. 
-The Independent Variable~ 
This res e arch concerned itself with only the supply 
problen1s of new t eacher graduates in their efforts to find 
a teac hi ng position. Therefore, a ll variables were aper-
ationalized at the level of the individual. They were as 
follow s : 
Ascri n t ive Char at ter·istics 
Sex - Sex • lS a no minal, dichotomous variable which was scored 
in the following manner; Mal e - 1, Female = 2. Th e 
s tud e nt s ' se x was obt a in ed from th e Regis tra r 's li s tin g 
of g raduati ng stude nt s in educatio n ; thu s , it do es n o t 
appear on ei th e r o f t he qu e stionnair es . 
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Age - Age was also obtained from the Registrar's listing 
of student graduates in education. It_ was aper-
ationalized as the last two digits in the individual.'s 
date of birth. Tts range was between 39 (representing 
1939, and 59 representing 1959) with approximately 95 
percent of the cases being between 50 and 59. 
Communi"ty $i.ze - The c .ommuni~y size of one's hometown ·was 
·obtained from question 19 (c) in appendix A. The 
respondents stated the approximate population of the 
communitv 
... 
th 0 v '- ., regarded as home and this was scored 
. the following 1n manner: 
0 500 - 1 15,001 30,000 5 -
501 2,000 · - 2 30, 0 01 50,000 - 6 
2 ,0 0 1 5 , 000 - 3 50,001 100,000 - 7 
5,00 1 15, 000 - 4 100 ' :' ) 01 + - 8 
Soc i o - ec o no ~ ic St a t us - The socio-ecbno mic stat us of cne' ~ 
f a~ ily of ori g in was devel o ped fron informatio~ 
prcvid e d on father's occ u pat ion , fa ther ' s unemp ~ oy~ent 
s t a tu s , fa t her 's education, a nd mo ther ' s education. 
ii h . Q • .p Y' Y>' t ..! 
.i.. .1..1 i o-J 1 n _ o _ ~.! a l. o n was given in response to questions 14, 
15, and 16 , r e spectively, in appendix A . 
The father' s occupation was recorded in a list of 57 
possible occupation s . It was then recoded according 
to th e Blishen scale, and was ranked in ·accordanc e 
wi t h th e ir appr o pria t e valu e ( Blishen, 1967). Th e 
fa t her ' s un emp lo ymen t s t a tu s was record ed on a 7-po int 
scale , r ang in g fro m 0 t o 6 as i s shown in question 15 , 
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., • r 
appenaix F •• Both the father' s and mother's education 
was recorded on a 9-point scale rang~ng from 0 to 8 
as shown . in question 16, appendix A . 
To create a composite score of socio-economic status, 
the information w~s factor analyzed, using the 
principal-factor analysis program developed by Nie 
et al. ( 1970) in the ·comput.er progra.m~ the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (S.P.S.S.). The 
objective of principal-factor analysis ·is to account 
for or explain, a matrix of covariances by a minimum, 
or at least a small number of hypothetical variates 
or factors (Lawley and Maxwell, 1963~ ~· 2). 
The factor analysis program first con:piles the 
correlation matrix for the relationships among the 
variables. The correlations among the socio-economic 
status variables . lS shown in Table 6. The factor 
analysis yielded one factor, shown • l. rs the unrotated 
factor ma trix (Table 7). This single relationship may 
be thought of as evidencing a single influence on the 
data, or a s pr e senting a single category or dimension 
by which the data may be classified. The first 
unrotat e d factor d e lineates th e larg e st pattern of 
th e r e lati~nshi p s in the data; the second delineates 
th e n ex t l arges t patt e rn that is ind ependent o f t he 
f i rs t, Qnd so on. Th u s , th e a mount o f va rianc e , 
( o b t ai n ed f r om th e pe rc en t age o f th e v arianc e in c luded 
,,... .. 
TABLE 6 
Correlation Matrix for Social Class Variables 
Father's Occupation 
Father's Unemployment 
Father's Education 
Mother's Education 
1.000 
.160 
.541 
.434 
TABLE 7 
1.000 
.246 
. 34l. 
1.000 
.478 
Mean 
44.28 
4.66 
2. 2·8 
2.77 
Factor Matrix for Social Class Variables 
Father's Occupation 
Father's Unemployment 
Father's Education 
Mother's Education 
Ei g envalue 
Percent of variance 
Factor 
.657 
.• 35 8 
.750 
.683 
1.589 
100% 
Comm11nali ty 
.432 
.128 
.563 
.466 
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S.D. 
14.8 
2.06 
. 2. 04 
2.11 
in Table 7), described decreases successively with 
each factor; the first factor contains the greatest 
amount of variation, the last factor the least. Since 
socio-economic status is comprised of only one factor 
the amount o.f variation explained is 100%. 
The other statistics given in the unrotated factor 
matrix (Table 7) is the communalities and the eigen-
values. The communalities are defined as the proportion 
of variance of a variabl-e that is shared in common with 
other variables in the set (Nie et al., 1975, p. 480). 
The eigenvalues, like the percentage of variance, is 
another indication of the relative importance of a 
factor. Ordinarily, an eigenvalue greater than or 
equal to 1 is required for a factor to be treated as 
significant (Nie et al., ·1975, p. 478). 
In order to construct meaningful composite scores 
representin g the factor determined by t~e unrotated 
factor matrix, factor score coefficients had to be 
calculated; they are reported in Table 8. The 
S.P.S. S . factor analysis program calculates the 
factor- s core coefficient matrix F from the formula 
F 
where S is the rotated factor structure matrix (which 
equals the factor pattern matrix for an orthogonal rotation) 
and R i s the correlation matrix. A composite scale 
is then built for each factor in the final solution. 
TABLE 8 
Factor Score Coefficients for Social Class Variables 
Father's .. Occupation 
Father's Unemployment 
Father's Education 
Mother's Education 
Factor 
.270 
.098 
·• 422 
.330 
.. .. 
50 
. ·, 
~ .. 
' 
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For each data case a vector of factor scores may be 
computed using 
f = Fz 
where F is the factor score coefficient matrix and z 
is the vector of standardized values of the variables 
which have been factor analyzed (Nie et al., 1975, 
p. 488). 
From the factor- s core coefficient matrix, Table 8, a 
composite social class scale was constructed as follows: 
(.., 1' ( .., -
O al.Je u • -
where z 1 to z 4 represents the standardized values of 
the variables designated father's occupation, father's 
unemployment level, father' s education, and mother's 
education, respectively. The internal consistency 6f 
reliability of the four items is .776 (Cronbach, 1951). 
This is obtained from the alpha equation for reliability 
which is 
p . r 
a - 1 + (p-1) F 
where p = the number of correlations and r ~ the me an 
of the correlations amongst the · items comprising the 
scale. 
~ 
Religious Affiliation - Religious affiliation was ob t ,ain ed 
from information provided in question 19, app endix A . 
It was scored arbitrarily in the followin g manner: 
Anglican = 0 
United Church = 1 
Roman Catholic = 2 
Jewish = 3 
Salvation Army = 4 
Pentecostal = 5 
Seventh- Day Adv e nti s t - 6 
Other = 1 
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These categories were collapsed according to the match 
between religious affiliation and the appropriate 
school board in the denominational setting. Thus, they 
were recoded as follows: O, i, 3, 4, 7 = O; 2 = l; 
and 5, 6 = 2. 
Family Contacts in the Profession This information is 
contained in question ,18 (a), appendix A. The vari-
able was constructed from that part of the que~tion 
th.at asked the graduates to report the number of 
members of their immediate family working · in the 
teaching profession. These were scored the same as 
they were reported on the questionnaire, except that 
" t h r e e o r mo r e " "\·.r a s s imp 1 y r e p o r t e d a s 3 . 
Achieved Characteristics 
Pr.o g ram L eve~ - This ite m as k ed the respondents to report 
th~ type o f educational pro gram they completed in the 
faculty. It is contain e d in question 4 (b), appendix A. 
It was scored in the following way: . 
Primary = 0 
Elementary = 1 
High School = 2 
Vocational = 3 
Certification Level - The certification level is contained 
in question 9, a pp e ndix A. 
Grade IV - 0 
Gr a d e V - 1 
Gr a d e VI - 2 
It was scor e d as follow s : 
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St1:1dent .Teachin~ Experi .. ence· - Student teaching experience 
is contained in question 2, appendix A. Its scoring 
format was: 
1 credit - 0 
5 credits = 1 
Academic Specialization - This information was obtained from 
question 6, appendix A. Each subject a~ea listed was 
scored either 1 or O, depending ~ on whether it · was 
checked or not checke d , res~e~tively. the 
c at e go r y " o t h e r " -,.; a s u s e d :: o s t f r e q u e n t 1 y t o r e po rt 
special education, it was 'iefi > ·=·d as special education, 
and only those that reported th 2ir expertise in this 
academic field were record e ·: here. The list of academic 
specialities was then co lla~ :ed into the following 
groups: 
Special Education 
French 
Physical Education 
Religious Educatio~ 
~iI at h e n a t i c s 
Engl ish 
Pure Science - Biology, Chemistry, Physics, General 
Sc i en ce 
Social Science - History, Social Studies~ Geography, 
Economics 
The academic ~ ~bjec t areas of industrial arts, a rt, 
In.US!... 2 , 
, ' 
~~· u ~:~ .. n e s s education, a n c home econo mics were 
t ermed "non-academic spec ialities" a nd were placed in 
a s e parate regression statement with the dependent 
variable - employment status. 
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Academic Achievement - The academic achievement score for 
each respondent in the sample was obtained from the 
Registrar's listing of student graduates in the 
Faculty of Education. The score -obtained was the 
grade-point average of their academic performance 
at Memorial University. 
Mobilit_y ~ The mobility variable _(i.e., whether the . graduate 
was willing to ·move anywhere in the Province to find a 
job), was created from information given in question 
11, appendix A. The response to this questionnajre 
item was recorded as follows: 
Yes - 1 
No - 0 
Marital. Status - : Marital Status information for each 
respondent was obtained from the Registrar's office. 
Its scoring format was: 
Single - 0 
Married - 1 
Effort - To develop a measure of the individual's effort, 
relation to their job search between the period when 
·they graduated (May, 1978), and the opening of the 
academic school year (September, 1978), information 
. in 
was gathered on the frequency in which they performed 
the various tasks outlined in question 4, appendix 
B. 
The intercorrelations among these variabl es is sho~n 
in Table 9. The factor analysis procedure yielded 
th ree factors. These thre e in dependen t sets of 
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TABLE 9 
Correlation Matrix for Effort Variables 
-
. " ... 
. .. 
Variables Mean s.p. 
1 * 1.000 1.56 1.19 
/ 
2 .139 1.000 5.09 5.71 
3 .131 .463 1.000 1.85 ·3. 71 
4 .117 .277 .231 1.000 1.16 1.13 
5 .045 .375 .176 .156 1.000 ·11.48 9.50 
6 .064 .296 .157 .082 .609 1.000 13.75 . 12 .28 
7 .050 . .082 . . 032 .128 .051 .269 14.78 34.16 
*Variable numbers correspond to those in text. 
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relationships in the data, as shown in Table 10, a re 
evidence of three separate dimensions of t~e effort 
characteristic, a nd are thus included as separate 
variables. The three factors reported in Table 10 
were rotated obliquely in order to achieve a simpler 
and theoretically more meaningful factor pattern. 
With the oblique solution, as opposed to the 
orthogonal one, axes are allowed to rotate freely 
to "best" summarize any clustering of variables; 
the final factors are allowed to be correlated. 
If the cluster of relation~hips are in ~act 
uncorrelated, then oblique rotation will result 
in orthogonal factors. Therefore, the difference 
between orthogonal -and oblique rotation is not in 
discriminating uncorrelated from correlated factors 
but in determining whether this distinction is 
empirical or imposed on .the data by the model. 
(Rummel, 1970, p. 476) 
Oblique rotation is ju·stified on the grounds 
t he.t the real ·world should not be treated as 
though phenomena coagulate in unrelated clusters; 
ph enomena can be interrelated in clusters, so th e 
clusters themselves can be relat e d. Oblique 
rotation allows this reality to be reflect ed in 
th e loadings of the factors and their correlations. 
(Rummel, 1970, p. 477) 
,, 
Thus, using oblique rotation, the factor pattern that 
emerged is shown in Table 11. This matrix was examined by 
columns in order to interpret the meaningful co n t en t of t he 
factors. The parame t ers in the Table define the patterns of 
th e dat a and g ives a meas ur e of th e degree of involvement . in 
the pa tt e rn of each variable. The intercorrelations amo~g 
th e factors are reported in Table 14 and th e fact·or structure 
matrix, in Table 12 , gi ves th e correl a tioTI of each it em with 
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TABLE 10 
Factor Matrix for Effort Variables 
- . ' 
.. . . 
. . . 
. t : 
Variables Fac·tor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Communality 
l* .156 -.119 .144 .059 
2 .667 -.324 .053 .553 
3 .473 -.396 .171 .409 
4 -.309 .266 .075 .180 
5 .758 .401 -.079 .742 
6 .617 .338 -.063 .499 
7 -.033 .265 .509 .331 
Eigenvalue 1.745 .691 .328 
Percent of 
Variance 63% 25% . 12% 
*Variable number s correspond to those in text. 
TABLE 11 
Rot·ated Factor Pattern for Effort Variables 
Variaples Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
l* .24 4 
-.019 .080 
2 . 621 . 208 -.113 
3 . 642 -.014 -. 019 
l~ 
-. 335 -. 0 33 .189 
5 .0 04 .861 .030 
6 
-.005 .709 . 031 
7 .014 . 045 . 576 
*Variable numbers corre sp ond to t hose in text. 
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each factor. "The loadings are strictly interpretable as 
correlations. The rotated factor pattern (Table 11) is 
recommended for use in identifying the variable most highly 
involved in a factor" (Rummel, 1970, p. 468). 
Table 13 reports the factor score coefficient, which 
is used to construct a composite score for each of the 
factors. It should be noted that the factor score variable 
produced by the S.P.S.S. (Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences, Nie et al., 1975) included a term for each· variable 
in the factor analysis; however, "It has been customary to 
build factor scales employing only those variables that have 
substantial loadings on a given factor" (Nie et al., 1975, 
p. 488). Thus in this analysis, a factor score variable 
which included terms only for the highly loaded variables 
was created using the compute statement of S.P.S.S .. 
Factor I is termed "Effort" (support general). The 
four items which comprise this factor, in order of magnitude 
are: 
Item No. 
3 
2 
4 
1 
Factor Loading 
.642 
.621 
.335 
.244 
Content 
Checked with campus 
placement center 
Checked with Canada 
:Manpower Center 
Sought sponsorship 
of family, relatives, 
or friends 
Sought sponsorship 
of a univ e rsitv 
.... 
professor 
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TABLE 12 
Factor Structure Matrix for Effort Variables 
Variables Factor 1 Fact.or 2 Factor . 3 
l* .229 .066 .053 
2 .709 .435 -.190 
3 .639 .217 -.090 
4 - .. 368 
-.161 .228 
5 .309 .861 -.004 
6 .246 .106 .003 
7 -.034 .028 .573 
*Variable numbers correspond to those in text. 
TABLE. 13 
Factor Score Matrix for Effort Variabl e s 
. . 
Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
l* .095 .003 • 0 5 .8 
2 .473 .103 -.134 
3 .370 . 009 .00 5 
.4 
-.138 -.005 .1 35 
5 .034 .651 .0 24 
6 .008 . 276 .021 
7 . 02 7 -. 004 . 540 
- -
*Va r iable numb e r s c orr espond t o tho se . t ex t . in 
Factor 1 
Factor 2 
Factor· 3 
TABLE 11~ 
Factor Correlations for Effort 
Factor 1 
1.000 
.359 
~.111 
Factor 2 
-
1.000 
-.039 
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Factor 3 
-
-
1.000 
~·· 
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While these items may s ·eem to be differ~nt at first glance, 
they all reflect the individual's efforts to obtain support 
for their job search. In items 4 and 1, the support is 
directed towards individuals, while in items 2 and 3, it is 
particular institutional agencies (i.e., Canada Manpower). 
While this distinction . is recognized, the four still can be 
placed together conceptually in the context of assistance 
to one's efforts. The additional ·support for placing these 
items together is their mathematical loadings on a single 
factor. Therefore, ~,! oth conceptually and mathematically, 
they can be identified as a single factor. 
From the factor score coefficient matrix (Table 13), 
a composite score for this factor was constructed as follows: 
Effort (support general) = .095z1 + .473z2 + .370z3 ~ .138z4 
where z 1 to z 4 represents the standardized values 
of the items designated above. The internal con-
sistency of r e liability is .638 (Cronbach, 1951, 
pp. 297~334). 
Factor II is termed " Effort" (applications). The 
two items that load si gnificantly on this factor are: 
Item No. 
5 
6 
Factor Lo?-din g 
.861 
.109 
Content 
Replied to specific 
newspaper or othe r 
adverti s ements 
S e n t ge n era l l e tt ers 
o f a pp l i c a tion t o 
v a rious school 
boa r d s 
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Both of these items are similar conceptually in that they 
represent direct action taken by ·the individual to secure 
a teaching position. 
From the factor score coefficient · matrix (Table 13), 
a composite score coefficient for this factor was constructed 
as follows: 
Effort (applications) = .651z 1 + .276z 2 
where z 1 and z 2 represent. the standardized values 
of the items designated above. -In a scale con-
sisting of two items the reliability estimate is 
the same as the correlation coefficient - .609 
(Cronbach, 1951, p. 297-334). 
Factor III is termed "Effort" (support clergy). Of 
the items included in the analysis, this did not load sig-
nificantly with any of the others. However, given the 
importance of the ~lergy in Newfoundland's . denominational 
school system it is not surprising that this factor should 
have a unique ·position. The item was as follows: 
Item No. Factor Loadi.nfS 
7 .576 
Content 
Sought sponsorship 
of a member of the 
clergy 
Since the factor is isolated unto itself, there is no need 
to create a weighting procedure. Therefore, the factor 
score was th e reported frequency of the number of times th e 
re sponde nt performed the task in his job search efforts. 
Similarly , on e cannot obtain a reliability estimat e for a 
single factor. 
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Personal Characterist.ics 
L·oci of Co·ntrol - The items used to obtain a measure of loci 
of control in this research are contained in question 
24, appendix A. The items were scored as follows ·: 
· o 
- strongly agree 
1 - agree -
2 - disagree 
3 - strongl~{ disagree 
Items 2 and 3 were then recoded in the opposite 
direction. The items were then factor analyzed using 
the same procedure described in the previous section. 
The intercorrelations are shown in Table 15. The 
factor analysis procedure yielded tvo factors. 
Table 16 presents the unrotated factor matrix and the 
communalities. These factors were then rotated· 
obliquely. The factor pattern which resulted from 
this rotation is shown in Table 17, and the inter-
correlations among the factors are .in Table 20. The 
factor structure matrix is reported in Table 18, and 
the factor .score coefficients are in Table 19. The 
latter was used to create a composite for each of the 
two dimensions of loci of control. 
Factor II is control over personal events. The three 
items which comprise this factor, in order of magnitude, are: 
Item No. Factor Loading . 
3 .695 
Content 
Becoming a success is 
a matter of hard work, 
luck has little or 
nothin g to do with it 
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TABLE 15 
Correlation Matrix for Loci of Control 
. . 
. . 
Variables Mean S. D .• 
-
l* 1.000 .79 .75 
2 .080 1. 0 0 O· 2.05 .64 
3 .255 .200 1.000 1.90 .84 
4 .182 .074 · .127 1.000 . -1. 40 .74 
5 .126 -.038 .082 .168 1.000 . 1. 51 .82 
6 .177 .142 .167 .344 • 327· 1.47 .77 
*Variable numbers ·correspond to those in text. 
TABLE 16 
Factor Matrix for Lo~i of Control Variables 
Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Communality 
l* .367 .160 .160 
2 .212 .198 .084 
3 .449 .497 .448 
4 .445 -.109 .210 
5 .371 -. 215 .184 
6 . 69 5 -. 281 .562 
Eigenvalue 1.200 .449 
Percent of Variance 73% 27 % 
*Variabl e numbers correspond to thos e in text. 
TABLE 17 
Rotated Factor Pattern for Loci of Control Variables 
. . 
Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 
. . 
l* .142 .320 
2 -.003 .292 
3 .070 .695 
4 .417 .-08·4 
5 .448 - • 0 5.4 
6 .741 .021 
*Variable numbers correspond to those in text. 
TABLE 18 
Factor Structure Matrix for Loci of Control 
: 
Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 
l* . • 273 .378 
2 .116 .290 
3 .214 • 6·67 
4 .452 .255 
5 .426 .129 
6 .750 .324 
*Variable numbers correspond to thos e in text. 
TABLE 19 
Factor Score Matrix for Loci of Control 
.• . 
Variables Factor 1 
1* .097 
2 .006 
3 .049 
4 .191 
5 .182 
6 .598 
*Variable numbers correspond to those in text. 
TABLE 20 
Factor Correlations for Loci of Control 
Factor 1 
Factor 2 
Factor 1 
1.000 
.408 
Factor ·2 
.183 
.137 
.556 
.096 
.002 
. ·14 7 
Factor 2 
.408 
1.000 
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Item No. 
1 
2 
Factor Loading 
.320 
. 292 
67 
Content 
Knowing the right 
people is important 
in deciding whether 
a person will get 
ahead 
When I make plan~, . 
l am almost certain 
that I can make them 
work 
From the factor score coefficient matrix, Table 19, 
a com~osite score . for this factor was constructed as follows: 
Control over personal events = 556z 1 + .183z 2 ~ .137z 3 
where z 1 to z 3 represents the standardized values 
of the items stated above. The internal consistency 
reliability of these three items is .393 (Cronbach, 
19 51) . This is much too low to be taken as a serious 
measure of loci of control. 
Factor I is control over societal events. The three 
items which comp rise thi s dimension are: 
Item No. Factor Loading 
6 
5 .448 
4 .417 
Content 
The world is run by a 
few people in power 
and there is not much 
the little guy can do 
about it 
There will always be 
wars, no matter how 
hard people try to 
prevent them 
As far as world affairs 
are concer n e d, mos t of 
us are victims of 
forces we can neither 
und e r s tand nor control 
.~ 
I 
[·I 
I: 
I 
II' ! ' 
II· 
.! 
1! 
I 
" ,, 
From the factor-score coefficient matrix, the 
composite score for this factor was ·constructed as 
follows: 
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Control over societal events = .598z1 + .182z2 + .191z3 
where z 1 to z 3 represents the standardized values 
of the items stated above. The internal consistency 
of reliability of these three items is .538 
(Cronbach, 1951). 
The instrument used to measure loci of control was 
previously used in a number of other research studies, e.g., 
(Parsons, et al., 1974). However, in this sample, the 
reliability of the scores (P = .393 for Factor II and .538 
for Factor I) are too low for it to be regarded as a depend-
able measure. The result is that it is not worth pursuing 
in the research investigation in this study. 
Religiosity - There are a number of dimensions of 
religiosity, three of which are represented here. 
The first two are contained in the instrument used 
in question 22, appendix A. The third dimension 
is contained in question 21, appendix A. The first 
two will be presented first since they were deVel·oped 
from the same q~estion. 
This question was scored in the following manner. 
Definitely agree = O; definitely disagree = 3. 
4 was th e n recoded in the opposite direction for 
analysis purposes. 
I tern 
The items were factor analyzed using the same pro-
cedure as above. The intercorrelations are presented in 
Table 21. The factor analysis procedure yielded two factors. 
Table 22 is the unrotated factor matrix and the communalit.ies. 
These factors were then rotated obliquely which 
resulted in the factor pattern presented in Table 23. The 
factor intercorrelations is reported in · Table 26 and the 
f~ctor structure matrix is reported in Table· 24. The factor 
score coefficient (Table 25) was used to create a composite 
for each of these two dimensions of religiosity. 
Factor I is belief in religious organization. The 
four items used to create this factor, in order of magnitude, 
are as follows: 
Item No. 
2 
3 
1 
4 
Factor .Loading 
.737 
.649 
.2 2 1 
Conten·t 
The best way to 
foster the moral 
development of 
civilization is 
through organized 
religion 
There should b.e 
stricter observance 
of the sabbath, the 
religious day of 
rest 
Everyone should 
believe in and 
prac·tice some 
religion 
The world moves in 
an evolutionary 
proce s s of unfoldin g 
rath e r than throu g h 
divine guidance 
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TABLE 21 
Correlation Matrix for Religiosity 
. ' · .. ·. -
Variables Mean S.D. 
1* 1.000 1~99 .93 
2 .458 1.000 1.70 .·78 
3 .521 .466 1.000 1.46 .Bo 
4 .156 .218 .195 . 1.000 1.39 .82 
5 .413 .251 .375 .194 .l. 00 0 2. 4.1 . 73 
6 .330 .186 .303 .181 .655 2.14 .83 
.. . 
. . . . 
' . 
*Variable numbers correspond to those • text. in 
TABLE 22 
Factor Matrix for Religiosity Variables 
Variables Factor 1 Fa~tor 2 Commun.a;:Li tv 
l* .667 . 233 •. 499 
2 .551 .396 .461 
3 .659 .288 .517 
4 .285 . .. 043 .083 
5 .740 -.384 .696 
6 .656 -.444 .627 
Ei gen v a lu e 2 . 242 .641 
Perc e nt o f Va r ianc e 78% 2 2% 
*Va ri a bl e numbe r s cor r e sp o nd t o tho se i n t ext. 
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TABLE 23 
Rotated Factor Pattern for Religiosity Variables 
.. . . 
Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 
1* .649 
-.100 
2 .737 .130 
3 .698 -.039 
4 .221 
-.102 
5 .o84 -.787 
6 .028 
-.806 
*Variable numbers correspond . to those in text. 
TABLE 24 
Factor Structure Matrix for Religiosity Variables 
Vari ab les Factor 1 Factor 2 
l* .701 -.438 
2 .670 -.254 
.3 .718 -.402 
4 . 275 -.218 
5 .494 -.831 
6 .391 -.792 
*Variab le numbers c orrespond to those in te x t. 
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TABLE 25 
Factor Score Coefficients for Religiosity Variables 
.. 
Variabl~-s Factor 1 
1* .304 
2 .320 
3 .341 
4 .060 
5 .126 
6 .035 
*Variable numbers correspond to tnose in text. 
TABLE 26 
Factor Correlations for Religiosity Variables 
Factor 1 
Factor 2 
Factor 1 
1.000 
-.520 
. . 
.. 
Factor 2 
-.065 
.010 
-.050 
-.025 
-.508 
·-. 419 
Factor 2 
-.520 
1.000 
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From the factor score coefficient matrix, . the com-
posite score for tnis factor was constructed as follows: 
Religiosity A= .304z 1 + .320z 2 + .34lz 3 + .o6oz 4 
where z 1 to z 4 represents the standardized values 
of the items stated above. The internal consistency 
of reliability of these four items is .750 (Cronbach, 
1951). 
Factor II is belief in spiritualism. The two items 
used to create this factor are: 
Item No. 
6 
5 
Factor ~o~dins 
.806 
Content 
There is life after 
death 
There is an al~ighty 
god who watches over 
us 
The factor score coefficient was then used to create 
the following composite measure: 
Religiosity B = .508z 1 + .419z 2 
where z 1 and z 2 are standardized values of the items 
above. The internal consistency of reliability_., 
which is the same as their intercorrelations is .655. 
Factor III is Religiosity C. This factor is a 
measure of one' s self-reporte.d frequency of church attendance. 
The scale ranged from 0 (do not attend church) to 4 (attend 
church regularly - once a week). 
Perceptions o~ Emploiability_ - The items used to 
create a measur e of perceptions o~ employability 
are containe d in question 26, app e ndix A. Thes e 
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items were scored on a three po~nt scale (0 = quite 
worried, 1 = sbmewhat worried, 2 = not worried at 
all). Item 7 was then recoded in the opposite 
direction for analytical purposes. 
The items were then factor ·analyzed us:ing the sarn,e 
procedure described previously. · The intercorrelations are 
shown in Table 27. The factor analysis procedure yielded 
three factors. Table 28 is the unrotated factor matrix and 
the communalities. This indicated three independent factors 
operating in the instrument. These factors were then rotated 
obliquely- which resulted in the factor pattern. presented in 
T-able 29. The intercorrelations among the factors are 
presented in Table 3 2 . Factor III, consisting of items 
. ~Y lack of expe rience ) , and 7, ( the possibility ~ ., . . or oeing 
away frolli hc~e), exp lained only j r-. . ..J... v • .. per cent of the vari a~~ ~, 
(..:. r.d had a reliability ·of .135; the ~~efore it was deleted frc :~. 
any furth e r investi gation. The ~~ 2tor ~tructure matrix is 
re po rted in ~ab le 30, ~nc the factor score coefficient is 
7able 31. The latter was used to create a compdsite for 
. . d. . f l ,..,.t: each of the remaining two 1mens1ons o enp oya J:~ :~y. 
Factor I is ~ eneral opportunities. The s. :~ ·· .. items 
that comprise this factor, in their res ~ective order of 
.. 
n:agni tude are: 
Item No. 
6 
Fe.ctor .Loadi.n gs Content 
Getting a job I 
like 
. in · 
10 Getting a job for 
which I have been 
specifically trained 
TABLE 27 
Correlation Matrix for _ Per ceptions of Employability 
....... .-------~~----~~ .... .._~~--------~--~~----~~--~~~------~ ·- · -···--·······. ------------------------------------------------------------------------
Variables Mean S.D . 
1 ·X-- 1.000 .88 . 68 
2 
-.004 ·1. 000 1.66 . 61 
3 .031 .513 1.000 1.72 .62 
4 .406 .030 .073 1.000 .62 .71 
5 .150 .095 .045 . 260 1.000 .Bo .G9 
6 . 223 .177 .060 . 282 .195 1.000 1.02 . 71 
7 .013 .033 .108 .070 .135 -.065 1.000 1.53 .72 · 
8 . 267 .106 .081 .235 .151 .310 .023 1.000 1.15 .71 
q 
.... .151 .257 .152 .253 .290 .242 .131 .2Ho 1.000 1.24 . 71 
10 .282 .230 .135 . 232 .115 .317 .o46 .332 . .376 .87 . 71 
*Varia1)le numbers corres p (i nd to those in text. 
-J 
Vl 
,.,,, 
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T1\B LE 28 
Factor Matrix for Employability Variables 
-
-
Vari ab.l ~ s Factor 1 Factor 
--:-
2 Factor 3 CommunalitY, 
l* .423 -.312 
-.056 .280 
2 . . 502 .734 ;...~082 
.798 
3 .327 .454 .064 .317 
4 .492 -.300 .·096 
.341 
5 .365 - . ·119 .277 .225 
6 .503 
-.145 -.211 .318 
7 .116 .040 .394 .170 
8 .490 
-.173 -.122 .285 
9 .559 -. 005 .159 .338 
10 .568 -.068 -.128 .344 
Eigenvalue 2.051 1.004 .357 
Percent of 
Variance 61% 29% 10% 
.. 
*Variabl e numb ers correspond to thos e . t ext . i n 
TABLE 29 
Ro tat ed Factor Patt ern for Empl oyability Variables · 
Variables Factor 1 Fac t or 2 Factor 3 
l* . 534 -.131 . 02 0 
2 . 033 . 89 3 . -.0 54 
3 . 009 . 546 . 086 
4 . 528 -.109 . 184 
5 . 2 59 - . 005 . 342 
6 .563 .07 3 -. 136 
7 . 073 . 041 . 417 
8 . 535 .03 2 -. o4G 
9 . 396 . 188 . 242 
10 . 5 lt 3 .162 -. 047 
*Variable numbers correspond to tho se . t e xt . in 
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TABLE - 3 0 
Factor St~ucture Matrix for Employability Variables 
. . . 
Variables Factor 1 · Factor. . 2 ·Factor 3 
l* .513 
-.024 .127 
2 ·.194 .892 .079 
3 .118 .557 .161 
4 .549 .019 .292 
5 .338 .094 .402 
6 .545 .164 • 0-0·5 
7 . 033 .086 .40 6 
8 .531 .130 .084 
9 .489 .300 .361 
10 .564 .261 .103 
. . . 
* Variable numb ers co r r e snon d to thos e . t ext. in 
TABLE· 31 
Factor S c ore Coef f ici e nt s f or Employab i li t y Va riab l e s 
Va ri abl es Factor 1 Facto r 2 Factor 3 
l* . 2 07 -.041 . 016 
2 . 02 4 .795 -. 044 
3 -.00 7 .131 .103 
4 . 2 31 -. 0 30 . 174 
5 .09 6 -.005 . 2 7 4 
6 . 231 -. 0 0 1 -. 116 
7 -. 02 1 . 038 . 310 
8 .·2 1 0 . 019 -. 033 
9 . 168 .0 62 . 240 
10 . 2 31 . 049 - • 0 3 l~ . 
----
* Var i ab l e n urnb er s correspond t o t hose . t ext. in 
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TABLE · 32 
Factor Correlations for Employability Variables 
Factor 1 
Factor 2 
Factor 3 
1.000 
.195 
.234 
Factor 2 
.195 
1.000 
.141 
Factor 3 
.234 
.141 
1.000 
Iter.i No. 
8 
1 
J.. 
4 
9 
Factor. Loadings 
.535 
.534 
.528 
.396 
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Co.ntent 
Having the right 
connections 
The possibility of 
being turned down 
The number of other 
peopl·e trying for 
the job 
Knowing where to 
look and what to 
do to find a job 
The factor score coefficient matrix was then used to 
create the necessarv cornnosite measure: 
~ . . 
General opportunities = .207z1 + .23lz 2 + .23lz 3 + 
.210z 4 + 168z 5 + .?31z 6 
where z 1 to z 6 represents the standardized values 
of the ite~s stated above. The internal ~onsistency 
of reliability of these six items is .932 '. Cronbach, 
19 51) . 
Factor TI is personal concerns.· The t·wo iten1s that 
c c ::~ p r i s e t hi s f c.. c t o r a r e : 
It2~ • . T fj 0 • Factor Loading 
2 .893 
3 • 
..... 
.. ~ .. 
_, 
The :a c tor score co efficient 
Content 
My personality or 
appearance 
~ etting .~ ood 
·.· .:::. ·--~ ren ·""' 0 ,.... 
·- -- - '- .L '- - ;;:, 
. 
m c.. ~~ .:: .. _1 x -: ; a s th en use ~..: 
t c co mn ut e the co mu osite measu re as follows : 
~ . 
~ ers onal conc e rn s = .7 95 z 1 + .1 3 lz 2 
where z
1 
ana z 2 are the standardiz e d values of th e 
two it e rns . The int ernal consistency o f reli abili ty 
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is the correlation coefficient .512 (Cronbach, 1951). 
'I' h i s 1 a t t e r r e 1 i ab i 1 i t y c o e f f i c i e n t i n d i c at ·e .s t h at 
this measure is also not reliable enough to be used in 
further analysis. Therefore, it was dropped from any further 
investigation, leaving only general opportunities (now simply 
termed employability) to be used in the regression analysis. 
Perceptions .. o~ Tea.ch~ng Com:eet.ency . - The items used 
. ' ~ . . ' -· . . . . . . . . . 
to measure pertept·ions of · teaching -competency ~based 
on their exreriences as student teachers), are 
contained in question 30, appendix A. This instru-
ment contained 8 items each of which was scored in 
the following manner: 
I found it very difficult = 0 
.. 
I found it sonewhat dif~icult - 1 - . ....... 
I didn't find · it difficult at all · - 2 
The items were then factor analyzed similarly 
previous variabl.es. The intercorrelations among the iteEs 
are shown in Table 33. The factor analysis procedure yielded 
three factors. 
Table 34 is the unrotated factor matrix and the 
co rr:.munalities. T~is indicated three factors operatin g in · 
the instrurnent. .These factors were th e n rotated obliquely , 
~hi ch resulted in the factor pattern presented in Table 35 . 
Factor II, ~~ ich · contained only itere 6, (preparin g lessons), 
·~ as deleted ~roE further analysis, as a reliabilitv ., co-
efficient can no t be co~puted for a single variable. 
Simi larly, Fac t or III , wtich contained it ere s 5, (conversing 
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TABLE 33 
Correlation ~at r ix for Teachin g Co mpetency . 
Variables Mean S.D. 
1* 1. 000 1.66 .53 
2 .361 1.000 1.71 .50 
3 .273 .210 1.000 1.55 .56 
4 .382 .406 .272 1.000 1.67 .52 
5 .215 .150 .241 .119 1.000 1·.87 .40 
6 .392 .289 .019 .135 .342 1.000 1.62 .54 
7 .189 .118 .182 .141 .462 . 256 1.000 1.66 .56 
8 .376 .197 .233 .314 . 212 .359 .146 1.45 · .. 54 
* Variab l e . n u mbers corre s pond to those i n ·text. 
r;i I\ "P. L E :< 4 -h~ _, 
Factor Matr ix for Tea c h i ng Compe t en c y Var iables 
___________________________________ ...__ -
Variab l .e s Fa c t or 1 Fac t qr 2 Fa cto r 3 Commu n ali t y 
l * . 625 .189 -. 136 .4 41 
2 . 483 . 229 - . 13.2 . 303 
3 . 36 8 . 306 . 245 . 290 
4 . 507 . 443 - . 070 .4 59 
5 . 558 - . 287 . 505 .649 
6 . 705 - . 541 - .4 09 . 957 
7 . 426 -. 166 . 339 . 324 
8 . 507 . 091 - . 086 . 272 
Ei ge nvalue 2 . 264 ·. 7 89 . C.46 
Percent of 
Var i a nc e 61 ~; 21% 18% 
-----
*V a riabl e n u r:ib er s correspond to t hos e . text . in 
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.TABLE _ 35 
Rotated Factor Pattern for Teaching Compe·tenc·y Variables 
Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
l* .620 ~.140 .036 
2 .554 -.067 -.039 
3 .376 . . 270 .216 
4 .709 .119 - .·080 
~ ._. 068 
- . 0 3 8 . . .826 
,,I 
6 . 226 -.862 .190 
7 
. 010 -.021 .562 I 
5 .444 ' :-.142 .082 
. ,..,_......._ 
* Variable nuwbers correspond to those . text. in 
~· . 
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info~mally with students), and item 7, (associating with 
school staff), ~as deleted as it registered a reliabilit y 
coefficient of only .461. The result is that the ' teaching 
competency variable was comprised of five items, (items 1, 
2, 3, 4, and 8), all of which loaded favourably on Factor I. 
The intercorrelations among_ the factors are presented 
in Table 38 and the factor structure matrix is in Table 36. 
The factor score coefficients reported in Table 37 were us.ed 
to create a composite for the factor - perceptions of teaching 
competency. This was constructed using the following items: 
It e.m No. 
4 
1 
2 
8 
3 
.709 
.620 
. 444 
.37 6 
Content 
Conducting for mal 
discussions with 
class 
Lecturing 
Askin g / ans'\arerin g 
auestions 
...... 
Motivating stude nt s 
to learn 
Maintainin g class-
roo m discip l in e 
Th e f actor scor e coe ff icient matri x. was used to 
co mp ut e th e f o l lowin g co mp o s ite mea s u re : 
Te ac h i ng co mpe t ency - .28l z 1 + . 188z 2 + . 181z 3 + 
• 3 6 0 z 4 + .. ·14 1 z 5 . 
wh ere z 1 t o z 5 are t he st a nda r dized v a lues o f t he 
i t ems described above . The i n t ernal c onsis t en c y 
o f reliabili t y of t h e se it ems is . 881 ( Cr onbach , 
1951 ). 
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TABLE 36 
Factor Struct u r e Matri x for · Teac h ing Competency 
Vari ab le s Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
-
l * . 6_51 
-.217 .316 
2 .5 46 -.126 · . .205 
3 . 436 .196 .337 
4 . /" ... ;. b 2 • I- I .048 .20 2· 
5 ~~ 5 . ....:..:. \..) -.145 .80 2 
6 . 406 
-.914 . 4 0 6 
7 . 249 - .101 .569 
8 .495 -.205 .280 
"" 
·- · 
*·variable nunb ers .., to t h os e • tex t. co rre s p o nc. 1n 
T.A.BLE 37 
? ac t or Scc re 2-':a t rix f or Tea c h i n g Co mpet en c:r 
-;- . 
'T./ ari ac l e s Fa ct or 1 ..J..... 141 ac -t· ,-, r ~ ..,,,, ~' 2 ? a cto r 3 
l* . 281 r ·· :: ••, . 046 . \ _ : - .. 
2 . 188 0 ,....., -, • ! -~ - . :J 04 
,.., 
. 1 8 1 . 069 . 12 5 -<. ~ 
I 
I • 
....,. 
. 36 0 . 077 . 023 
c 
'" ? 3 . 1 2 5 . 61 5 .,/ . . -
,.. 
. 132 - . 046 . 10 9 b 
,, 
• :J 2 5 . 05 8 . 218 r 
,.... 
11-' 1 . 06 0 . 035 .... ,_ • t ......_ 
-· 
*~~ . , 1 ., co r respo r: d t o · t hose . t ex t ·' a r.., -:-, ,., e nu::-.oe~ ... s 1n • ~ . _._ (.,4,,, L.,_: "" 
T..A .. BLE ·38 
Factor Correlations for Teaching Competency Variables 
Factor 1 
Factor 2 
Factor 3 
. . . . . . 
Factor 1 
1.000 
-.116 
.422 
Factor 2 
-.116 
1.000 
-.139 
Factor 3 
.422 
-.139 
1.000 
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' Pe.rc. e1~ti,or:s ._ of Teaching Commitment - The items .used 
to obtain a measure of one's commitment to the 
teaching profession are contained in questions 32 
and 33, appendix A. ~uestion · 32 was scored on a 
four point scale from 0 (uncertain) .to 3 (decline 
and continue to seek a teaching position). Question 
33 was scored on a three point scale from 0 (uncertain) 
to 2 (a long term ca~eer investment). These two 
questions were -then recoded in the following manner. 
Question 32 
Question 33 
This resulted • in 
3 - 2; 0 = 1 
0 - 1 
each question becoming a dichotomous, 
nominal variable with the values 1 and 2. These two · variables 
were then added together to create the composite variables -
commitment · to teaching. This composite is also a dichotomous, 
nominal variable and will be entered into the regression 
analysis utilizing the dummy variable procedure. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
This research involves a number of independent 
variables which have been both conceptually and methodo-
logically divided into three categories or clusters. The 
presentation and examination of the results will follow the 
same format. 
Included in the findings of this research will be 
the Pearson product moment correlation coefficients,. i·rhich 
are used as measures of the degree of association between 
the variables; the multiple regression analysis, used to 
identify the relative effects of the independent variables 
on the dependent variable; and their level of significance. 
The results will be presented in two stages - firstly, that 
of the preliminary cluster analysis used to identify the 
significant predictors of employment status, apd secondly, 
the final regression analysis which includes those signif-
icant, independent variables in a single regression state·ment. 
The overall descriptive statistics regarding the · 
magnitude of a teacher surplus and the scope of the problem 
of transition from one's formal training in the teaching 
profession to the realm of work is contained in Appendix C. 
This part of the study (pp. 152 to 168) reports that 53% of 
the Spring, 1978, graduating class in Memorial's Faculty of 
Education were employed in September, 1978. Thus, since 
almost one-half of these graduates were unsuccessful in 
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obtaining a teaching position upon completion of their formal 
training, the question that this study sought to answer was, 
"What are the differences, if any, "between these two groups?" 
Ascribed Characteristics 
The results for the ascribed variahles are presented 
in Tables 39, 40, and 41. The basic zero-order relationships 
(correlation coefficients) presented in Table 39 indicate the 
degree to which variation in one of these variahles is related 
to variation in another. The most important of these cor-
relations for this study is that between the dependent and 
independent variables. This is because our primary concern 
is with the association these independent variables have with 
employment status. Thus, the interrelationships of -th e 
independent variables among themselves are not a primary 
concern in this study. 
The dependent variable is positively correlated with 
the independent variables, age, family contacts, a nd bein g a 
member of the Pentecostal or Seventh-Day Adventist denomin-
at ions. Tt is ne gatively correlated with sex, s ocio- e conomic . 
status, the community size of one's hometown and b eing a 
member of the Roman Catholic denomination. The variable with 
the strongest relationship with employment status is that o f 
the number of family contacts in the teaching profession with 
a coefficient of .220. The age of the education g raduat e 
was most closely correlated with sex, while socio-economic 
status correlat e d most highly with the size of th e communit y 
1rJ\BLE 39 
C o r r e 1 <..: t t c.1 n s , I'·'I e a n s , , -~ t · d n · t · u· · c.:..1 l,.!U. r ' ... .., evia ions uf As cribed Variables 
-· . ·-
Variables Variables 
- ··-.. - · .. ··- · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 x S.D. N 
.. ~ .. . ... .. .. ......... . -.. - -... ..... . . ... 
1. Employment Status 1. 000 - - - - - - - .529 .500 185 
2 . Age . 099 1 . 000 - -- - - - - 55.048 3. 091 185 
3. ,..., -~ ,, 3 . 333 1. 562 .497 185 1:)ex I . , ' ·I • ! .. I I C: • . ::: .. l • · \.._ • . • - - - - -. ' . 
4. S.E. S . -.000 -.031 -.028 1 . ( .(\ • u ·-''---' - - - - .088 .859 162 
5 . Cornrnuni ty Si ze -. 095 -. 145 -.055 ··, . ·-) 1· . · , '~ t 1. 000 - - - 4.076 2.585 183 
(Hometown) 
6. Famil y Contacts .~ \ ' .) j I • .. ' l • ,, n.: ~ • . \ i - . 056 . 014 -.163 i ·. 000 - - .640 .947 178 
·7 . Catholic -.103 . 204 . 110 ·- ' . -180 .066 -.022 1.000 
-
• 394 . 490 185 
8. T'entecostal .111 . 032 -. 022 . 031 .042 .064 - ·. 147 . 1.000 .032 .177 185 
Seventh-Day Adventi ~ .; L 
-------------------------------..,._. ~ " ' ., . ' .r. ·-- ., . .. t. ·• • • ' • ... • • • .... • ...~ ' . 41 • •• • ...... . ..... . .... - · ··,;..., ....... .... ..,, • •••• • 
····~··••\-·"-~· _..........,.__ ::.;;; ............ ________________________________ _ 
., 
co 
\0 
oo 
/ 
in which they regarded as home. However, except for the 
relationship between socio-economic status and community 
s ·ize, and the relationship between age and sex, the 
remaining correlation coefficients are too small to be 
considered important. 
In order to more fully explore these bivariate 
relationships, however, it is necessary to use more rigorous 
analytic techniques. The correlation coefficient can be 
misleading since it indicates a direct one-to-one relation-
ship between one independent variable and another independent 
variable or the dependent variable. However, social phenomena 
cannot be isolated into a one-to-one relationship but rather 
are influenced by a number of external or extraneous factors. 
Therefore, it is necessary to use a second mode of analysis 
- that of multiple regression analysis. 
Table 40 outlines the results of the regression 
analysis for all the ascribed variables, e xcept that of the 
dummy variable - religious affiliation. This analysis 
indicates the relative effects of ,the predictor variables, 
i. e ., relative to the other predictors included in this 
particular cluster. The B-coefficient is the partial regres-
s ion coefficient, a nd may be considered as a measure of the 
influence of each independent variable upon the depend e nt 
variable with adjustments made for all the other independ e nt 
variables. In other words, it is the measure of the relation-
s hip between the single independent variable and the de p endent 
variable, when th e effects o f the other five predictor 
TABLE 40 
Results of Ascribed Characteristics (Less Religious Affiliation) in Multiple Regression Procedure 
Independen:t 
Variables 
Age 
c~ ~x u e ... 
S.E.S. 
Community Size 
(Hometown) 
Family Contacts 
Constant 
R2 = . 060 . 
B 
-Coefficient 
.014 
. 045 
.009 
.011 
.106 
.231 
Standard Error of Estimate = .493 
Beta 
Coefficient 
.090 
-.045 
.016 
-.056 
.201 
Standard 
Error 
.013 
.084 
.o48 
.016 
• 042 
F 
1.145 
.293 
.040 
. 444 
6.231 
Significance 
Level 
N.S . 
N.S. 
N.S . 
N.S. 
.001 
\0 
l-! 
9? 
variables .are controlled statistically. Eowever, since th·e 
independent variables are not all measured similarly, it is 
difficult to determine the relative importance of the 
dependent variable on the basis of the B-coefficient. There-. 
fore, it is standardized in the Beta coefficient, -enabling 
. . 
the researcher to compare the relative ·effect on the dependent 
variable of each independent varia~le. 
The overall accur.acy of the prediction ·equation is 
2 
reflected by the R 
' 
·which is the proportion of variance 
·explained. ~rediction accuracy . in absolute units is reflected 
by the.standard error of estimate of the regression equation. 
The standard error of esti~ate may be interpreted as the 
t .., d ., . t . s anaar aev1a i o n of resid11als, a nd indicates the extent to 
,. - - h :'.:I ...,....., Y' ::'.'\ . ' . . ;.-. ::::. (""' ,..-. .,.. -. ~ V"I 0 h . . . h  t - '"' t' 
.,., ·4 ..L c .:. .I. 't l t.... J .. •.::., ~~ - \.., ';:... c. ... , c '-' - .: 0 ~ .!..I. .._. 
~ 
~: 1: e Ti' r- at i o i s t t e i n f e r e n t i al 
statistic applied to te s t ~het h er th e o b served linear as ~ o ci-
ation in th e regression equation is statistically significant, 
-.rhile th e sigr:ificance level indicates the level at whic h it 
is significant, i.e.' the probability that the results could 
have been obtained by chance. 
In social research, the statistical significance of 
the B or Beta is conventionally defined by the criterion that 
the absolute size of the unstandardized regression coefficie~t 
(B) must be at least twice as large as its standard error. It 
must also be signif icant a t the .0 5· level or less. ~n Ta.h le 
40, the only a s cribed characteristic that meets this c riteria 
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is that of the 'number of family contacts already involved in 
the teaching profession'. Therefore, it . 1. s the only variable 
that is significantly related to occupational attainment . 
among new teacher graduates. It is interesting to note that 
neither so.c io-ec onomi c . status, nor age, proved to be . signi f-
icantly related to job attainment. 
Table 40 also indicates that these five ascribed 
variables c.ombine to . explain six per cent of the variance in 
occupational attainment. 
Table 41 contains the results of the regression 
analysis for the dummy variable, religious affiliation. 
accordance with the procedure required for dummy variable 
analysis, the protestar:· ~- ,~c.. t ego ry is excluded and used as a 
reference for the otter ~ ~o. ·~h is procecure is best expl~iI'-e~ 
as follows: 
The inclusion of all dummies create d from 
a gi ven nominal variabl e would render the 
nor mal · equation unsolvable because the K 
dummy variabl e is co mp l e tely determined by 
the first K - 1 dummies entered into the 
re g ression equation. 
necessary to exclude 
the equation. 
I t is therefore 
one of the dummies from 
The exclusion of one of the ·dummy variabl e s 
do es not actually result in a loss of informatior. 
Rather, the ·excluded category becomes a sort of 
reference point by which the effects of the 
dummies are judged and interpret e d. For this 
rea s on, the excluded cate g ory is referred to as 
the reference cate gory . 
(Nie et al., 19 7 5 , p . 374) 
In thi s way e a~h c a t e g o ry of r e li g ion is r epre -
sen t e d by a uniqu e combination of th e t hre e d u mmy var i a b l e s . 
rl1 AE LE 41 
Results of Mul t inle l~eg ression Analysis for Religious Affiliation 
I.ndependen t 
Variables 
B 
Coeffici en t 
Beta 
Coeff icient 
Standard 
Error F 
Significance 
Level 
~~~~ .... ----~~~~~--~~--~~~--......................... ~--~--.............. ~~----~~~- -- · ··~-.-.--- --------~~~----~~~------~----~--------·~~--~----------~--...................................................................................................................................................... ~ ........ ~ 
Catholic . 
Pentecostal 
Seven th-Day 
Adventist 
Constant 
R2 = .0 20 
-.090 
.276 
.556 
Standard Error of Estimate ~ .49 8 
-. C. 88 
. 0 98 
. 075 1.438 N.S. 
.200 / 1.753 N. S. 
~~--~ ................... .-.............................................................................................................................................................................................. ._...__ ..........  ~.~-·· ~·· .. ................................................................................................................................................................................ ... 
\_") 
+=-
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Table 41 indicates that religious affiliation is not 
a significant predictor of occupational att.ainment, with a 
total explained variance of only two per cent. It is inter-
esting to note that the Pentecostal and . Seventh-Day Ad~entist 
variable did not prove significartt, even ·though in a · pre-
liminary analysis, using descriptive statistics, (see appendix 
C), six of. the seven individuals in this· category were 
successful in finding a teaching position • . Probably, the best 
reason for its lack of significance in this ana.lysis is that 
the small number of graduates affiliated with these denocin-
~tions cannot be adequately represented when included in the 
total number of the sample in this research. 
Achieved Characteristics 
The results for the achieved characteristics are 
presented in Tables 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46. The zero-orde r 
correlation co eff ici ents for t h e academic specializati on 
variables ar e presented in Tab le 42. From this, it can be 
noted that the hi ghes t correlation is .between the social 
sciences and En g li sh . Other relatively high correlations 
are between th e s oci a l sci en c es and ma t hematic s , mathematics 
and th e pure or natural sciences, and art and En g lish, 
mathematics, the social . sci en c e s, a nd music. ·Th e four 
variables mos t hi gh ly corr ela t ed with occupation a l att ainIBent 
are Fre11ch , special edu catio n , ~r t, a n d business e ducati on . 
The remain i ng cor re l a ti ons are not si g nificant enough t to be 
of anv 
... 
i ~port ance . 
TJ'.P.L E 42 
--· ·-· ·· ··-------
Correlations, Means, Standard Deviations for Academic Specialization 
Vo.r i abl·~s Varinble s 
• 
4 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 1 2 3 <; 7 13 / 
---··-··· ....... _. 
1. Emrloyment Status 1.000 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2. Engli sh .004 1.000 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
3. !· !:i th ~mat ics . 04'9 .228 1.000 
- - - - - - - - - - -
4. Social Sciences -.047 .4h6 . 316 1.000 
- -
.-
- - - - - - -
5 . Pure Sciences -.073 . 034 .307 .2Lh 1.000 
- - - - - - - - -
6. F'rench .132 - . 060 .021 -.062 -.071 1. 1)00 
- - - - - - - -
7. fh.v s i ca.l Education .078 ... 026 -.153 -.155 .013 .033 1. 000 
- - - - - - -
8. Religioq::; Ed uc « ~-; !'' -.020 ' 'L 3 • c: l ""'""' • C.'- .170 .122 - .01, 5 - . 063 1.000 
- - - - - -
• 
') . Special Education .160 - . 074 -.003 .OOti .oeL .o4h -.053 .101 1.000 - - - - -
10. Indus tri al /\rt . 069 .038 .061 .053 .218 - . 026 -.031 .013 -.019 1.000 
- - - -
. 
11 . r~us ic . 078 .192 .2oh .19G . 327 .237 .163 .287 -.028 .200 1 .000 
- - -
12. /I.rt .125 . 317 .4oG .306 .060 .060 -.057 -.003 -.010 .111 .303 1. 000 - -
13. Busin"!ss Education .120 . 067 .020 .093 .189 -. 045 .062 -.042 -.033 -.00') - .047 .101 1.000 
-
l l, • HoM~ Economic~ 
. 09J . 01,7 .069 .01a 2 - • HJ<:> .007 -.018 -. 145 . 051 
-.01 5 .168 .~64 -.027 t • 4..100 
-:< :.; • f). 
.529 .)PO 
. 783 1. 1 .... •. ,, ! .. 
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Table 43 notes the correlation coefficients for the 
remaining achieved characteristics. The dependent variable, 
employment status, is most highly correlated with type of 
student teaching, '.rillingness to relocate, and effort. · The 
three dimensions of effort all correlate highl~ indicating 
that to a considerable extent the three dimensions are all 
measuring the same phenomena. For this reason, the variables, 
effort 2 and effort 3, were dropped from any further invest-
igation leaving only effort 1 as the appropriate ·measure of 
one's job search efforts. Tt is also .interesting to note 
that the variable effort is negatively correlated with 
occupational attainment. This negative correlation indicates 
th at t h e mo r e e f f o r t on e p 1 a c e s :. n s e e k i n g s. t e a c h i n g po s i t =~ : 7' . .. 
the less h . ~ are ... is cr:ances of obtaining one. ·\ ~ 1 ,., ..... ..: -n ..:• ..._ ..t ~ n _ x p an c:. _ ..:.. c ~. ..:.. o ... 
this circumstance is that 1n the teachin g profession positior.s 
are ordinarily filled early in the Spring . The major ity of 
candidates who are successful obtain their positions at that 
time, probably with a minimum of effort. Those candidates 
who were not successful continue throughout the summer their 
efforts to obtain a teaching position, b ut their chances of 
actually obtaining a position diminishes as the summer 
progresses. This explanation is the only one tha t can be 
offere d for the negative relationship betwe en effort and th e 
dependent variable. 
Table 44 reports the r esults of th e multipl e re gres-
s ion analysis for th e subject specialization variables. 
! 
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rrABL E 4 3 
C o r r e 1 at i o ri ~ , I< e an s , '. .~ t a.11 c~ :-! t · d D e \ i i at i o n s f o r R e rn n i n i n g A c h i e v e d Ch a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
Vn r io.hles V a r ! ·~ I l l P s 
- ·· .. - . .. --- ---- -..-~-····-
] ? 3 h 5 ~ ·r R. a 10 11 ., ,, ! . • T). 
1 . i. mployment Stn.tu E 1. 000 - - - - - - - - - - .529 • r)OO 
I"\ id g h School -~ . 1 )Bl 1.000 c. • - - - - - - - - - .lt4o • J197 
3 . Fle mentary .008 -.G16 1.000 - - - - - - - - .3?6 • J~ 70 
h . Ty r e of StudF>nt T • · ,., . · h i n g .1B8 -.o4l.i -.02G 1.000 - - - - - - - .211 • 1195 
5 . Teac her Cert ifi cntion . 03h . 575 -. 132 . 06 11 1.000 - - - - - - • 61~ 3 . 609 
G. Will i n g ness to Relocate .172 .198 -.143 .033 . 040 1.000 - - - - - .756 .430 
7 . J.1arital Status - • 0111 -.oh4 .oi.6 .ooo - . 011 -.240 1.000 - - - - .159 . 39? 
8 . /l. cF.tdemic Achievement .095 . 045 . 16"' - • . c.. .0()2 . 092 -.198 ~ 035 1. 000 - - - 182. 135 3~ . ~'20 
9. t:f f o rt 1 -. 248 .104 -.058 .079 .136 .124 . 0J~5 -.075 1.000 - - r: 0 27 J. c. - 12 .979 
1 0 . Lffort 2 -. 229 .101 -.038 .0L7 .130 .117 .036 • 068 . ~)65 1.000 - J.4.783 3h.158 
1 1 . !·'. f fort 3 -. 237 .103 - • 01!1 .OTt. • 11 ·~ 
. 
.121 .Ohl .072 • ~198 • (_)61 1.000 1.112 2 . E>G7 
--- ~ -· -'" -·····- -··---· . . -- -
rI 
1W5 
l f.11 
_._ -
18h 
:i no 
185 
185 
185 
185 
i co ) / 
185 
18} 
\() 
Cb 
TABLE 44 
Results of Multiple Regression Analysis for Academic Specialization 
*Independent 
Vari ables 
Engli sh 
r~ather.1ati cs 
Social Science 
Pure Science 
French 
Physical Education 
Religious Education 
Special Education 
Ir..c:ustrial Arts 
1·'1usi c 
Art 
Busines s Education 
Home Economics 
B 
-Coefficient 
.006 
.050 
-.050 
-.074 
.208 
. 107 
-.021 
.324 
.472 
.121 
.136 
. 478 
.230 
Beta 
Coefficient 
.oo4 
.049 
-.047 
-.073 
.132 
,078 
-.020 
.160 
.069 
,078 
.125 
.120 
,093 
Standard 
Error 
.089 
. 074 
.077 
. 074 
,115 
.101 
. 077 
.147 
,;01 
.113 
.079 
. • 289 
.180 
F R2 
.005 .000 
.454 .002 
.418 .002 
1.004 .005 
3.261 .017 
1.137 .006 
.077 .000 
4.820 .025 
. 887 . 004 
1.134 .006 
2. 941 .015 
2.718 .014 
1.625 .008 
* Note that the results represent 13 separate regression equations. 
Standard Error 
of Estimate 
. 501 
. 501 
.501 
.500 
.497 
.500 
.501 
,495 
.500 
.500 
,497 
.498 
. 499 
Signif_icance 
Level 
N.S . 
N.S . 
N.S . 
N.S . 
.05 
N.S . 
N.S . 
. 05 
N.S. 
N ('I 
- ' 0 . 
N.S . 
N Q • J:.J • 
"\T C l~ ' Q • \0 
\0 
~ 
• 
1 0 0 
this analysis, French and special education are the only 
academic subject areas that are significant predictors of 
occupational attainment. ~rt and business education are 
both relatively strong predictors, also, but they are not 
quite strong enough to be significant at the .05 level. 
Therefore ., of all the academic specialities included in this 
research, the only ones significantly influencing occupational 
attainment are that of French and special education. 
Since each subject specialization was analyzed . 1n 
separate regression equations, a cumulative amount of the 
variance explained could not be computed. However, the amount 
of variance explained by each subject specialization . lS con-
the R2 column in Table 44 . tained • 1n 
Table 45 notes the influence of the program level on 
occupational status. I n this case, the dummy variable re g res-
s ion analysis indicates that this characteristic is not a 
significant, influencing factor on the dependent variable. 
However, as note~ in the Table, a preliminary analysis of all 
the achieved characteristics in a single regression equation 
indicated that the high scho_ol pro g ram variable was a ne g ative 
influence on employment status. Therefore, it was decided to 
include it with the list of significant predictors, e ven 
though it did not prove to be significant in this Table. 
In this Table, a lso, in accordance with the procedure 
for dummy variable analysis, the variable primary level was 
used as the reference category. The amount of v ariance 
.. 
Independent 
Variables 
-K·High School 
Elernentary 
Constant 
R2 = .009 
TAB.LE 4 5 
· Results of Multiple Regression Analy~is for Program Level 
B 
-Coefficient 
.123 
-.071 
.607 
Beta 
Coefficient 
.122 
-.o6G 
Standard 
Error 
.094 
.100 
F 
1.698 
.508 . 
Standard Error of Estimate = .500 
Significance 
Level 
N. S. 
N.S. 
.................................................................................................................................................................... _. . . ~ ~ ~ . -~ _ .........,.~ ......................................................................................................................................................................... ... 
* While the high school training program does not prove significant here, it is 
interesting to note that in a preliminary regression equation of all ~he achieved 
variables it did prove significant as follo~s: B: -.262;· Beta: -.260; Standard 
Error: .132; F: -3.943. For this reason, it was included in the final regression 
analysis of significant variables. 
,.._, 
0 
,.._, 
", 
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explained in the dependent variable by this characteristic 
is less than one per cent. 
The results of the regression analysis for the 
remaining achieved characteristics is contained in Table 46. 
The variables most significantly influential in predicting 
occupational attainment in order of their magnitude are 
'effort' (negatively influential), '·willingness to relocate', 
and 'the type of student teaching program completed at 
Memorial'. The other predictors - 't·eacher certification 
1 e v e 1 ' , ' mar i t a 1 s t at u s ' , an d ' a c a d em i c a c h i e v em e n t ' a.t 
Memorial did not prove to be significant. The amo'\.lnt of 
variance explained by this analysis was sixteen per cent. 
Personal Characteristics 
The results of the analysis for the personal character-
istics are contained in Table 47 and Table 48. The correlation 
coefficients, contained in Table 47, indicate that none of the 
personal characteristics are correlated significantly with 
occupat.ional attainment. The only correlations worthy of 
notice are those between the three dimensions of 'religiosity' ·. 
This can be expected since these three variables are only _. 
measuring three different dimensions of the same · character-
istic. 
Table 48 contains the results of . the regression 
analysis for this cluster. As the Table indicates, none of 
the variables are influential in predicting job status. The 
fl ' ' T ' , . ·1 I \ (' 
J.. J-•. l » L . .'. LI "> 
Re s ults of Multiple Regression Analysis for Remaining Achieved Characteristics 
l ndepe ~1en t 
Variables 
. .... ... . .. -- --- ·- · ..- ·-
b 
c (.) i.; .r' l' i c i e n t 
--~~~--~-- ~- ~-~~~~~~~·~--~~~~~~.-.~~--~~--~------------------.-.----~---------------------·~--~ 
Be ta 
(., t"' f . . t , c) e . icien 
.... ·-- -·-----------
S tandard 
Error F 
Significance 
Level 
~---~--.... ------~~~--------~------~~--.... ~~------~~-------~--.... --------~--~~----------~~~~------~-------------------- -·~----~-..-----------------------.-.--------------------------._ ................................................................. ._ ..... 
r~ vp e 0 f ' 
- .J - ~ 
Student 
m ~,... C 1n1· ..,,.., a J. '- a, J. .o C ' 
Teacher 
Certification 
Level 
\Al i 11 i n g n e s s 
to Relocate 
i'~a r it e..l 
Status 
Ac aden1i c 
Achievement 
Effort 
Constant 
R2 = . 1Go 
'"' Q n 
. c L. 
.0 34 
.265 
,029 
.001 
-.20 2 
-.029 
S tan dar e ;- :·<)r of Es timate = . 467 
--~-------~--~---~-·~~~--~~~------._.----~ 
. 2 00 
. 04 1. 
. 228 
.023 
.114 
-. 288 
.0 76 6~967 ,.: 0 1 . '-' -
. 06 3 . 296 N.S. 
, 092 8.171 .001 
. 099 .089 N • S • 
. 001 2~166 N.S . 
. 054 14. 004 . 001 
. -·~ · -··- --· · ·- ----------------- f-1 0 
w 
, 
TABLE 47 
Co rrelations, Means, Standar d Deviations for Personal Characteristics 
Var i ab i ·e s Var i ab 1 e s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 x S.D. N 
1. Emp loyment Status 1.000 - - - - - - .529 . . 500 185 
2 . Church Attendance .054 1.000 - - - - - 2.724 1.200 185 
'I Religiosity A. .048 .370 1.000 -.008 ,798 180 .) . 
- - - -
4 . Religiosity B 
-.049 .378 .438 1.000 
- - -
.ooo ,845 182 
5 . Employability -.013 -.020 ,044 -.051 1.000 - - .007 .807 180 
6 . Teaching Competence . - • 089 .041 -.032 -.019 ,099 1.000 
-
-.003 ,796 175 
7 . Commitment to Teaching .014 ~.145 -.070 -.059 -.018 ,141 1.000 3.573 ,648 .185 
f-J 
0 
+:-
-~ 
TABLE 48 
Results of Multiple Regre ssion Analysis for Personal Characteristics 
Inden endent 
-4._ -
B 
-Variables Coefficient 
Churc h 
Atter..d an ce .033" 
Religiosity A . 042 
Religios ity B -.064 
Employability -~006 
Teaching 
Compe tence -.061 
Cammi t rne nt 
to Teaching .029 
Constant .334 
R2 = . • 022 
Standard Error of Estimate = .503 
Beta 
Coeffi .cient 
.080 
. 067 
-.109 
-.009 
-. 097 
.037 
Standard 
Error 
.036 
. 055 
. 052 
. 048 
.049 
. 061 
F 
.846 
.564 
1.492 
. 015 
1.531 
.228 
Significance 
Level 
N. S . 
N. S . 
N.S. 
N.S • 
N . S. 
N.S. 
J--1 
0 
Vl 
., 
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amount of variance explained by this cluster of personal 
variables is only two per cent. 
Sig_nificant Characteristics 
From the preliminary regressions the variables that 
indicated a significant influence on occupational attainnent 
are as follows 'completing the high scho·ol program (a 
negative relationship)', ' _specializing in French or special 
.education', '6ompleting the internship student teaching 
program', ' willingness to relocate', 'having family contacts 
in the teaching profession', and 'one's · efforts in his job 
search' (again, negatively related). These variables wer e 
then placed in a single regression equation and analyzed ~o~ 
their relative influences. The ~esults of this an alysis are 
contain ed in Tables 49 and 50. 
Table 49 is the basic z ero-or de r corr e l a tion co e~ -
ficients for thi 3 gr oup of variables. The stronge st 
correlation with employment status .is 'one ·' s ef f orts in his 
job search'. However, thi s relationship . . ). s ne g ative. mb o l. - ...... 
only other relationship correlated above the . 2 00 level . lS 
that of employment status and the family contacts charact e r-
is tic. 
The results of the regression analysis for this gr oup 
of significant vari ab les are cont ained in Tabl e 50 . In t h is 
analy sis , the only charac t e ri s tic th a t proved to be . . . ...... lnSl g~lI -
icant is that of comple tin g t he hi gh sc hool pro g ram . All t he 
other s , e x c ept t ha t of spec ia l education a nd Fr e nch , were 
I 
~ 
'I 
I 
I 
TABLE 49 
Cor relation s, !·Ie ans, Standard Deviat.i.uus f o r Si gr.. i fi c a nt Characteristics f rom Preliminary Arialy sis 
--.-~. . --·- .......... ---..-- - ....... 
Va r ial) les Variab l es 
--····i-· .... ··--- - ·-· ·· ··· ·-· ·&. 
1 ,-~ ,•· i 1+ 5 6 7 8 x S.D. N ._ :) 
\ ............ ~ ... ... ...... ... ... ' -· .. .• .. -··~ '»• ·· ,. ...... .... _ .... ...... ._ ... ,, 
1 . Employment 
S t a t us 1 . 000 - - - - - - - .529 . 500 185 
,..., ; ' .; g 1-1 S c ho o l -. 081 1 . 000 ... - - - - - .440 .497 184 L. • ~ ... ...1. ..... . .L 
3 . . , .132 -. 008 1 (i ( ': :· ') - - - - - .113 .318 185 ; · r · 1. ; 11 c n . , ,.,· \ ·' 
4 . Special 
Educati on i (' ! ) - . 0 ] ~--~ • 0 1-t 1~ l.CJ OO - - - - .oG4 . 247 185 . ' 
5 . ri1yp e o f 
S t ud e n t 
1l1e achi n g l i : · ! -. 044 -. 000 0 ·; 1. · .L .000 - - - . 211 .495 180 . - ~ ) ~.: - • _L _) 
6 . Wil li ngness 
'to Relo.cate .172 . 198 .. . t l ) i . 098 .033 1.000 - - .756 .430 185 
7 . Family 
Con t ac t s . 220 -.002 .047 . 118 - . 0!+9 .002 1.000 - .640 .947 178 
8 . El' for t . - • 21~n . 104 -. 056 O')q .079 .121~ -.077 1.000 5.227 12. 979 159 • t_.,,, 
}-J 
-- -- .... ............ .. _ ..... ... . ..... . ... .. ... ~ ·· -...... .... - ...#- •• ~ .. --............ 0 
--.J 
1l1AB L E 50 
Results of Multiple Regression ftnalysis for Si gnificant Characteristics from Preliminary Analysis 
~-............................................................... _. ............................................................................... - .... ~~--~· -~· .- ~ -----~----- --· 
Tnde p e n dent B Beta 
---------- -Variables Coefficient Coefficient 
Effort -.185 r> 6 ~ -. L-: / 
High School -. D84 -.0 84 
French .200 .127 
Sp eci a~ 
Education .244 .120 
Type of 
Student 
Teaching .211 ,,.., Q O • c.:.. ,,/ 
Willingness 
to Relocate .253 . c .. .. ) ·1 7 
Family 
Contacts .100 .189 
Constant .227 
R2 
-
. 22 7 -
Standar d Error of E s ti rr.n t e I 0 - • j 
·-------------···-·· . . -----------------------------------------------
S t a nda r d 
Error 
.052 
. 075 
.116 
.150 
. 0 74 
.088 
. 0 39 
------·· -
F 
12.633 
1.256 
2.970 
2.642 
8.071 
8 .. 182 
6.547 
Significance 
Level 
~001 
N.S . 
.01 
.01 
.001 
.001 
.001 
~ 
0 
Q:) 
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significant at the .001 level. French and special education 
proved to be significant at the .01 level. 
The most important predictor of occupational attain-
ment is 'effort'. However, the ·relationship is in ~ negati~e 
direction because ·it is a proxy for an early (Sp-ring) ·appoint-
ment. Next are the type of student teaching and willingness 
to relocate which are of almost equal importance. This is 
followed by the family contacts characteristic and finally 
t h e sub je ct s p ecializations, Frerich . a~d. special ed~cation. 
7 h e t o ta l a mo unt o f varianc e expl ~ in e6. b y th is analysis is 
t we nt v -two n er c e nt 
.... 
of th e t ota l vari ~nc e i n the occunationa ~ 
... 
a ttainmen t v ari ab l e . 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this chapter is pr.imarily to place 
the findings presented in Chapter IV in a meaningful context, 
thereby integrating the results of the research into the 
total perspective of the study •. In doing _this, the results 
of the research will be discussed in relation to both their 
theoretical· and practical implicatic ·: s for· the trans·ition 
of education graduates at Memorial from school . to work. It 
is hoped t t~t t he s tudy can provide new ins~ghts into the 
presen t rr isnatc h of teacher g raduates with l abour market 
.· ...:. r ' an a"' c:: 
•. - ... : J. ...... , so th a t t he present situation in w~ich almost one-
~~ al. :'"' o :' t h e b r ad u a t i n g ~·: _ a s s :' a i 1 e d t o s u c c :::: . . ~ : u 11 y f i ::. · :. 
e r.-_ ~ l o :,- r.t e r.. t i n t h e i r c h o s e n c a r e e r , c e. n b e al l e v i a ~ e d • 
r.l ,_, µ 0 ,.., . .. . i c ...... l : 'Y(' . ,, : .... •.:i t ; c ,.,.. s 
J.. .:. .:.. --~ ,,_ ·-- " -- <..l. ..L - . , _ •. .. - · - .... -1.. .1..l 
------
~heo ret ~ :a ll y , t he s tudy deal~ with a nurrber of 
. ) .., ... ,-.. ,.... . ..:l , ._ .-
- t ' . L: T: v .:...!.eses , ,__2. ...... .. . 
... ..... 
of wh ic h was predict~ d · to ~e , 'Y" ..... , · 'r' . ~1 t . 1 ...... . . ..:... 1....4.e ..... ia_ 
. 
. ' f'-P t in one s e .... ~or s t o r::ak.e t he tr a nsiti.on fro~ sc hool to work . 
Clustered into common groupings, they were operationally 
defined and statistically me asured for their relations hip 
with t he common dependent variable. This chap t er is an 
a tt emp t to b rin g some interpr e tations to bear on the r esul t s 
pres e n t ed i n Chap t er 4. 
Asc r ib e d Charac t eris t ics 
----- ----- ---·--
I~rnon g t he six ascribed c harac t eris t ics i nves t i ga t ed 
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in the study, only one proved to be of significant importance 
. to the transition process from school to work. This was the 
number rif family members already working in the te.aching 
professior... This characteristic proved to be significant 
at the .001 level, in both the preliminary analysis and in 
the final analysis of significant ~haracteristics. Its 
correlation with ·the dependerit variable employment status 
was .220, and its standardized regre·ssidn coefficient in the 
firtal regre-ssion equation was .189. This indicates that the 
presence of family contacts in the education system is a 
significantly influential characteristic in determining the 
success of new teachers on the labour market. 
This finding assumes greater significance when per-
ceived in relation to the notions ·of social mobility, generally 
believed to be operational in the Western democracies. In 
these nations, ~ olitical and economic relationships are 
believed to be structured around egalitarian, as opposed to 
elitist, principles. This means that successful entrance 
into the labour force, as well as vertical mobility within 
it, is governed by "contest", as opposed to "sponsored" 
raobili ty, · (Carl ton et. al. , .1977, pp. 239-240), in which 
success is reco gn ized solely on the Gasis of one's merits 
and achi e vements. According to this study, however, s uccess-
ful entrance into th e teaching profe ss ion in Newfoundland 
may not be de t ermined entirely in accordance with th ese 
. " dt? prin cipl es , but rather with those governing sponsore social 
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mobility; that is, the entrance . of candidates to the 
. 
profession takes place to a certain extent through the 
"sponsorship" of existing members on the basis of ascribed, 
background characteristics. 
The other predictors as defined in the list of 
hypotheses for the ascribed characteristics did not prove 
to significantly influence labour market success for begin-
ning teachers. These characteristics were as follows; age, 
sex, socioeconomic status, the size of one's home community, 
and religious affiliation. It is particularly worthy to 
note the lack of significant relationship between employment 
status and socioeconomic status, in that the relationship 
between these two variables has been well documented else-
where. 
Another finding worthy of note in this analysis is 
the lack of a significant relationship between employment 
status and religious affiliation. This findi~g indicates 
that there are no significant differences in job attainment 
among the two major religious groups, i.e., the Roman 
Catholics and the Integrated. However, it probably does 
not give an accurate prediction for the minority religious 
groups - the Pentecostal and the Seventh Day Adventist. From 
a descriptive analysis outlined in Appendix C, 'f,..re know that 
of the seven individuals in this sample who belong to these 
groups, six obtained employment in September, 1978. The 
reason that this finding did not appear significant in the . 
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regression analysis is that the small numbers involved with 
these religious denominations would not significantly 
influence the total sample. 
Achieved Characteristics 
Of the eight achieved characteristics investigated 
in this research, four proved to be statistically significant 
to the occupation attainment prospects of Memorial's 1978 
education graduates. 
ization. 
The first of these is subject special-
The two subject areas that proved to be statistically 
important to job attainment were French and special education·. 
These variables were correlated .132 and .160 respectively 
with occupational attainment and had standardized regr e ssion 
coefficients of similar magnitude. Their significance was 
at the .05 level. In the final analysis their .standardized 
regression coefficients were .127 and .120 respectively. 
This indicates that of all the subject specializations 
investigated in this study, French and special education 
were the only two that were still si gnificantly in demand 
and thus .contained the best prospects for employment in 
teachin g upon completion of one' s academic training. 
The other achieved characteristics that p roved t o 
be si g nificant predictors of occupational attainment were 
the type of s·tudent teaching the individual completed while 
at Memorial University, the individual' s mobility in the 
job market, that is, his willin g nes s to relocate to a 
geographic area of the province where the job is located, 
and the effort he puts into his job search. 
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The type of student teaching engaged in at Memorial 
correlated with occupational attainment at .188. Its 
standardized regression coefficient in the prelimi·nary 
analysis was .200, while in the final analysis it was .211, 
both . of which were significant at the .001 level. This 
ind·icates that those · students who completed the internship 
student teaching program at Memorial had a significantly 
better chance of obtaining a teaching position after 
graduation than those who co~pleted only the 1-credit program, 
other things being equal. Thus, practical classr~om- experi-
ence, even during the trainin g program is a valuable asset 
to one's employability in the teaching profession. 
This findin g raises a number of questions regardin g 
the stud ent teachin g program at Memorial University. For 
instapc·e, are there fundamental differences between the 
students who ent e r the internship program in relation to 
those that complete the re gular program? Are they more 
integrat e d into assuming the role of teacher in the class-
roo m s e ttin g ? Are · they mor e committed to the teaching 
profession? Do school boards pe rceive the t y pe o f student 
teachin g en g aged in at Me morial University as a proxy for 
th ese more · fund emental in d i v idu a l charact e ristics? The se 
ques t ion s n eed t o be raised in d iscus s in g th e d iffere nc es 
in s u c c e ss r at es am o n g those student te a ch e r s wh o en g aged 
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in the different student teaching programs available at 
Memorial University, even though they cannot be answered 
in this study. The purpose for raising these questions is 
primarily to give a reflective perspective to the outcome 
stated above as well as to demohstrate a need for further 
investigation .into this finding. 
An individual's willingness tb relocate was sig-
nificantly correlated with occupational attainment (r = .l72). 
The s ·tandardiz·ed regression coeffic.ient 
. --
; .,... +,ne 
- .... "' ... preliminary 
analysis was .2 28 , a nd in the final re g re s ~ion analysis of 
. 
significar.t variables it was .219, both of vhich were s l. g.-
r-ificant at the . 00 1 level. Th is indicates that t he 
individual incr e&ses his chances of c t ta~ ~ing employ~~~t . in 
. t he ••• . ·:. <::: ·\ ",I 1• ~ C" 
... . ... - -· ~- ~ ... Ji.j. 0 
+' • • t 1"' nro.i.. es s1on ·w1 i1 
... 
i n c r e a s e .::. v .· Q 'T r A 
.. . " '-
t 0 th ~ a">"-~ a ,- -' t i-. j.:) n Y' o vi Y'\ c e 'T.Y i.,., ere J. ob c:::: : .• ·_r·~ ~-v -~ i· 1 ~ h _i e • ._ _ _ ..... ~· •~ '- J .i.. _ .L.i. w Ll ...,, - , - '-"- ~ -
.. . . t . , r. .- 0 r" ..., - ) •':\ Y' .... t e g ~ n n l -.l e..-. .._ _::. ,_ . : ':'- • 0 , t h i· s . ., ~ u a 1 -: · - m 0 ~ n s rr o ... r i· ~ c t o +he s ~a~ ; ..... u:;, -'-- .· ~ ... '-C4,, ... _ \; ·- -- v... ... J. ... ---
out nor t se tt _~~er- t s where t he re is a demand ~or new te achers . 
... 
=t is int eYe sting t o no te t ha t over 75 
the participants in this study indicated the~r willingness 
to make such a move , of which 58 percent actually ob tai ne~ 
employment ( see appendix C). This finding contrasts sharply 
with oth e r studie s , r articularly that o f Dr. Phil v.farren, 
who found th a t over 50 percent of th e degreed t ~achers who 
com~ris ed th e ac ti ve reserv e pool of une mpl oy ed t ea chers, 
( 3 0 percen t were men and 71 percent were worn.en) , 1;e re not 
willin g t o relocate in order t o assume a t eachin g pos it ion 
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(Warren, 1979, p. 22). A possible exploratiort of this 
divergency .of views may be the relative youth of the 
majority · of b~ginning teachers . in this study, most of whom 
are not married, and, as such, do not have marital ties and 
responsibilities to prevent them from relocating. 
The influence of the effort variables, while proving 
to - be significant, was in opposition to that originally 
pr-edicted. The correlation between the amount of effort 
put into o·ne's job search and employment status was ·-.248. 
The standardized regression coefficient in the preliminary 
regression analysis was -. 288 and in the final regression 
analysis it was -.265. In both analyses the coefficients 
~ 
were significant at the .001 level. Cne possible explanatio n 
for this unexpecte d outco~e is that those students who 
obtained teaching positions upon graduation, di d so soon 
after graduation in the Spring of the year when most teachiLg 
positions for the following school year are being filled. 
These students, therefore, obtained a teaching position with 
a minimum amount of effort relative to those students who 
did not, . but continued their efforts to obtain employment 
throughout the summer. As the summer months pro g ressed it 
became more difficult to obtain a teaching position as most 
positions had already been filled. Therefore, while these 
students placed additional efforts into their job se a rch 
over a longer pe riod of time , th e ir actual chance s of be in g 
suc ces sful in obt ain in g e mp l oymen t decreased. Tn thi s 
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context, it can fairly be stated that the instrument used 
to measure the ef f ort characteristic turn e d out to be a 
proxy for early appointment. This is the best available 
explanation for the negative relationship ·between occupa-
tional status and effort~ However, this is an ex-post-f~cto 
explanation and others · may be developed that may be equally 
justifiable. In any case, this research did determine tbat 
the chances of successfully finding a teaching. position 
d e crease d with ~n incr e as e in one's job search activities. 
i-~ n achiev ed charact e ristic the .. t did no t prove t o 1:1 e 
s i g nific a nt ... t . . t" in a e e r ~ 1n ·1n g . n e individual's emplo yri ent ·sta·t .us 
was that of a cad e ~ ic achievement. According to the literatur ~ 
outli n e d . i n Ch ap t e r II , i t is beli e ve d t ha t one's acade mic 
..........  . ..,, -, . r"' 0 ,.,., .,........ ~} ..,, _..... "" .... 
,.._ •• .... -. .J.. ... ~ 1. ' . ... · -. · - .... a t t: r: i v e ! .. s i t ~t 
'· 
. 
l s a • • +' • ... si gn 1 ... i can ,: i n f lue nti al fa ctor 
in la t eY ~abou r ~a r ke t s~1 cc es -: . I n thi s c~ ":'"' ' . ,...; i.r in Q 'T T e "! ,.. o3 Y' 
...... ., ...... .._ ... ' ... 'r'i ~ - - ' 
- . a ca a err.. :.. c ".) c h ]• e "!T 0 .....-: ~ Y"\ t !::; t \ "t :'.:) ...-,- r •, .! •7:, 1 '-"" !. "' .. v '- .:. •• ._ ~ - ~ .1. e i . ... , _ _ _ .. _._ did not nrove to be a 
.... 
si~nifi c ant ,-:- a" t n ..... .... ...... \..... - . l Yl t . 1--> ' 1 : ~ 
·- -
'," =·3, - - : u s s c h 0 0 l 1.-. •. oard ' s h ~ r~,.,,... t .. : -· .1.. ...t. ·~ c) 
p r ac t i c es . 
.. 
,...., 1 • 
.. ·' ls l.. . ' .. _ f i n d i n g a g -~ : n r ·~:. .:. s e s q u e st i o n s r e g a r d i r:. :-:- t h e 
criteria used by the school b o ards for ~ ir i~g purp oses. I t 
is g e ne r a lly b e lieve d that hiring, ~ articularly in t h e 
p ublic s e rvice, is bas ed primarily on th e p rinciples of 
meritoc r ac y , in wh ich tho se c a ndidat e s wit h the h i ghe st 
q u al i fication s a r e des ir ed o ve r tho se wi~h lesser cr ede nt i ·a l s . 
T _n academi c c ircles , s uc h as Memo rial Univers ity , t h i s sys t em 
is cruc ial t o appoin t me n t prac t is e s . Therefore , t he failure 
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of school boards to place importance upon academic quali-
fications in their hiring practises raises some very 
interesting questions. However, it was not within the 
scope of this research to further pursue this notion. 
Personal Characteristics 
As can be seen from Table 48, none of the personal 
characteristics included in this study proved to be sig-
nificantly related to success, or lack of it, in the labour 
market. This means that one's perceptions on such . issues 
as religiosity, employability, teaching competence, or 
commitment to the profession, a re not influential predictors 
of one's employment status. Thus, none of these hypotheses 
were supported in the final analysis. 
It is of particular interest to note the insignif-
icance of the various measures of religiosity. In the 
denominational education system, such as we have • in 
Newfoundland, it is often speculated that one's degree of 
religiosity is an important criterion for entrance into 
the education profession. In this research at least, this 
predictor ·did not have a significant influence upon the 
hiring of new teachers when other factors were taken into 
account. 
The ·insignificance of these personal characteristics 
may not mean, however, that these composite self-perceptions 
are not operational in the teacher selection process. Rather, 
despite their conventional and widespread usage in survey 
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research, this type of fixed response measures may not be 
sufficiently comprehensive to adequately assess such a 
conplex set of dimensions as self-percepti~ns. It maybe, 
as Fisher (1977) suggests, that in order to adequately 
measure attitudinal variables, 
it is necessary to combine the 
advantages of both open and closed 
instruments into a single procedure 
which captures the - r .ichness a~d 
fullness of a respondent's attitudes 
in a reliable and meaningful quanti-
tative forr-1. 
(Fisher, 1977, p. 284) 
By utilizir:g onlv a 
.J instrument, t 1:.i ::.~ research rn.av ... 
h E.:.. ~.~ e l i mi t e d i t s . - .. measurin~-: these 
-
"':· -~ ~ s 0 r: e..l 
characteristics. 
2~~ c ~ rn is Gor d on' : - .. ..: (" .. ) . .., · O 
. -- ~ -
sug g estion th e t th e nature ~ .. · .... ~,,:::'.) 1~ .t· r., -j ......, ·-· . ., __ -- r e ..L ~ lo ... _ s n ..... ~ 
s e l f - c o r. c e pt l 2 v e 2. · a n d o t h · ·: : ·. :.-=:. : ~- e c t s o f a n e r s o n ' s 2- i f e c e .. n 
Y' . • P -:l V> I' µ ~ f:. 1 .., C , r 1 1 ., ' ..... r'l ~ r. # C ...:, , - r. .:, -· ~ - h · i • h - t . - , t f ..., .c> + . 
.1. ~ e . . _ ..., e __ .... t ...... l..i i . ..l... L .J •• e 1...... 1..A. n _1... _ _ 1.., •• e . _ a. u r e o .:;. ..._ ..L ..... c o .. c _. ~- v 1 ..... 
C O Ye C 1 0 a r 1 ..... r f' n ,,.. ""' 1J ! ~ t 0 c1 c ~·. -~ o n .:.'.), in ~ t i o r -a 11· z ~ ~ 
_,_ '- ' ..t- - ~ ....... • - - "-" ~ - · . - . _.. .._ - ..... J. .,._ """"- • v ~ 
Tt C _, •. ~ . .; ,,_,.o 
...!.... . - · .....,.1 - .... ~ .. 1 -
th a t -! """ · · . .; c n -: f' ~ C ,.... r . . ..:~ -- ~~ -J ..L r.:... ... ... ..L_...._ C-·-- ·· 
__, c .:· t h e person al c ~-~ ~- ::.-- ?_:; t '": ~-· i .:.. tics in 
thi s .:.; tu d .. _,. r ef 1 e ct s this : :.~ n c e r n for the re 1 a t ion s hip 
" 
b etween s el f -~e rc ep tions 2 ~d the outcome ch a racteristics 
..... -
occupational achievement. 
Relationship Amon g Si g n!fic a nt fredictor ~ 
Th e rel a tio nship a mo n g t he • • .c> • t si g n1 1-1.can pr edicto rs 
o f occun a ti o n al st a tu s c a n bes t b e obs e rv ed fron1 Tab le 50 . 
.1.: 
The mos t in : lu e ntial ch a r a ct e ri s tic is t ha t o f effort placed 
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in one's job search. However, its influence is in a negative 
direction as noted earlier in this Chapter. The relative 
influence of the other significant characteristics in 
decreasing order of magnitude are as follows - willingness 
to relocate, type of student teaching, the number of family 
contact·s in the profession, and lastly, the specialization 
in the subject areas French and special education. The last 
two, however, are only significant. at the .01 level while 
the others are significant at the .001 level. This . J. s 
important in determining the relative effects each has on 
the dependent variable - employment status. 
Practical Implications 
The findings determined from this study have some 
practical implications for the congruity between training 
at Memorial's Faculty of Education and future labour market 
success. It also has certain practical implications for 
students who desire a career in the teaching profession. 
The empirical evidence on which these findings are founded 
can best be utilized to endorse policies that could create 
a better and more harmonious fit between the realms of 
teacher training and that of work. 
It has been demonstrated that despite an overall 
teacher surplus, there is still a need in the Province for 
trained French and special education teachers. There is 
also a desire on the part of school board administrators to 
have student teachers spend more time on practical in-s e r~ice 
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training, thereby creating a better balance between academic 
study and practical experience, prior to their entrance into 
the teaching profession. This is suggested by their greater 
willingness to hire student teachers who have completed the 
.internship student teaching program which includes a greater 
length of time obtaining practical classroom experience. 
At the level of the individual, it has been demon-
s trated that those students who plan a career in teaching 
must, during their first years in the profession, be willing 
to remain mobile and be willing to move to wherever the job 
openings become available. For the beginning teacher this 
usually means moving to a small, outport settlement, in 
order to obtain the experience rtecessary to compete on the 
laboui market in the larger urban centers. 
·Besides endorsing these implications for teacher train.-
ing at Memorial, this study also dispelled a number of beliefs 
that .have been suggested in the past as influential factors 
operating in the transition from professional training to 
the teaching force. Included in these characteristics . 1S 
the empirical finding that neither socioeconomic status nor 
academic achievement play an influential role in occupational 
attainment. Also surprising was the findin g that, . i n a 
denominational system, r e ligiosity does not have a si g ni f -
icant influence upon occupational attainment for new teachers. 
Other factors that prove d to be insi g nificant in the job 
attainment process for beginning teachers have been mentioned 
earlier, such as the fact that neither age nor marital 
status is influential in job attainment. 
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The findings for each of these characteristics tell . 
us something about the processes an-d the nature of the 
transition from training to work in the province's teachi~g 
profession. Although it is recognized that there . remains a 
major residual factor in thi.s research which has not been 
explained, including a large element of chance inherent in 
any job attainment process~ this ·study has begun the work 
of explaining the intricate processes involved .in the 
transitiqn. Through this knowledge, it is believed that 
all parties involved in the transition of student teachers 
fro E training to the working environment will have a better 
understanding of the processes involved, and thus, be better 
pre p ared to cop e ·with it. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
•· 
This study was primarily an attempt to identify and 
define the processes involved in the transition of education 
graduates at Memorial from the realm of academic training to 
that of the working environment during a period of teacher 
surplus. The nature of the study was such that there was 
little empirical literature or few research models from which 
this research could be fashioned. Therefore, the study was 
primarily exploratory in nature, with the characteristics 
included developed from a combination of other studies and 
conventional wisdom. 
The research model was developed from these character-
istics, which were clustered into three umbrella groupings 
for analytical purposes. These were ascriptive character-
istics, achieved characteristics and personal or self-concept 
characteristics. A set of hypotheses was then constructed 
for each cluster. The set served as the theoretical framework 
fo.r the subsequent analysis. The results of this research 
will be stated in the conclusions below. 
Conclusions 
This study found that, for beginning teachers who 
graduated in the 1978 convocation at Memorial University, 
· the significant determinants of ~ccupational attainment in 
the teaching profession, in descending order of maf,nitude 
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(as determined by the magnitude of the Beta), were as 
follows: 
1. the degree of effort one places in their job 
search (a negative relationship, a possible 
explanation of which was included in the 
previous chapter); 
2. the willingness of the individual to relocate; 
3. the individual's participation in the intern-
ship, a s opposed to the regular, s tudent 
teaching program; 
4. the number of family contacts already in the 
teaching profession; 
5. the pres e nce of qualifications enablin g the 
individual to teach French; 
6. the presence of qualifications enabling th e 
individual to teach special education. 
The remaining characteristics included in thi~ study did not 
have a significant impact upon one's successful assimilation 
into the teaching profession. This could be because the 
literature supportin g the influence of these characteristics 
is not relevant to the circumstances surroundin g the teach i n g 
force in this provinc e . Anot h er exnlanation could be that 
.. 
the conventional wisdom, or beliefs, regardin g the influenc e s 
of these characteristics are not founded upon social reality. 
A third possible explanation could be in the nature of th e 
study itself; that is, the .usa g e of a cross-sectional as 
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opposed to a longitudinal study, in which both the sub-
stantiated and the unsubstantiated conclusions may best be 
labelled as "tentative". This type of design, Yhich relies 
on static, s tatistical relationships, is vulnerable to the 
criticism that any finding may indeed be spurious, that is, 
a function of differences in a host of factors not included 
in the analysis even thou g h the data were analyzed by the 
powerful statistical techniques of multiple linear re g r e s-
sion. I n this regard, the methodolo g y employed in this 
research meets all the criteria (Astin, 1970) required in 
obtaining definitive results regarding occupa~ional attain-
ment status except one - longitudinal data. 
·Generalizability of Results 
The generalization of research results involves 
" ' 
"extrapolation into a realm not represented in one' f-3 sampl e 
(Campbell and Stanley, 19 63, p . 17). Dracht and Glass (1968) 
have identified two features of generalizability or external 
validity: p opulation validity and ecological validity. The 
former is concerned with the identification of the population 
to which the results of the research are generalizable. 
Relevant to this problem is Kempthorn' s (1961) distinction 
between the acc e s sible population and the tar g et population. 
The accessible population refers to the · population of 
subjects that is accessible or available to the researcher 
for his study. The target population is the total group of 
subjects to whom he wants to apply the conclusions from his 
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findings. In this research, the accessible population was 
those student teachers graduating during· the Spring 
Convocation, 1978, wh o attended Memorial University on a 
full-time basis during the previous semester, and who were 
intending to seek a teaching position for the 1978-79 school 
year. The target population was all beginning teacher 
graduates from Memorial's Faculty of Education. 
The sample used in this study was . 79 percent of the 
accessible population. Recognizing t~e possible biases that 
could be inherent due to the lack of responses from the 
remainder of the population, the results of this study can 
still be valued as representative of the total accessible 
population since there is no indication that the remaining 
21 percent was not a random group. Thus, generalizing to 
this population presents no insurmountable difficulties. 
The second stage of population v~lidity is general-
-
izing from the accessible population to the target population. 
This type of generalizing is somewhat risky and cannot be 
made with the same degree of confidence as the former. To 
make such an inference requires a thorough kriowledge of the 
characteristics of both populations. However, a s Campbell 
and Stanley (1968, p . 17) point out, there is a "general 
empirical law" which may be considered the "modern version 
of Mill's as·sumption as to the lawfulness of nature". This 
is the assumption that the closer two events are in time, 
space, and measured value on some dimensions, the more they 
1 2 7 
tend to follow the same law. iiowever, c ecause certain 
s~ gments of th e target population may vary substantially 
on some relevant characteristics, it is with extreme 
caution that generalizations could be made ~rom the access-
.ible population to the target population. _ Kempthorne (1961) 
sugg ests that is is better to _have reliable knowledge about 
a -more restricted popul~tion - and tci have -the resulting 
uncertainty of e x tending this knowledge to the target 
popul ~tiort than to define the ac c essible populati c · so 
b roadl- .. as to be uncertain about inf e rring from the sampl e 
to the a c c:::s sible population. 
The second type of external validity identified bv 
.. 
Br a c h t ana Gl a ss ( 1968 ) - ecolo g ical v alidity - i s ~~e n a 
resea r cher ~emons t rat es t h at t t~ r es ult s ar e . ~ ~ t ~ i nnene nc. e n o ... 
.... 
t -> ~ ·~ - pa~ ti cular setti ng i n whi ~~ the r ese arch wa s con ducte ~ . 
7- he re r resen t a ti veness o f t h ~ 
~ 
~e tti ng is a : actor wh ic h 
influences t he ext en t to w~ i:~ th e f i ndin gs can b e ge nera l -
. ' l z -2 Q . Th i s resear c h p ro jec t ~= c~ i ded data on be g inni ng 
t eacher e mploymen t s t a t us a nd proc~s s e s i n n ewf oundland, 
durin g a pe r iod o f de clini ng Anro l :~ent s and t e ac he r surpl~s . 
r :_ . , 
..... ~ .  ·~ .. s ' t he resear ch f i n d i ng s could 
t hese Dar t i cul s.; · 
.... 
c o n d itions. 
I 1 . t . ty'"'Y"\ ., <;. - . c ... u _ ..... c ..... i.On0 for t he :·-· . : . u r e 
..--
' . 1 • t 
. • l_:_e l is no t t he -ro.L e 
~- ... - ...,... . ; be ·ge n e ralizac2.-; t o 
-0 t l • 0 .L fl l S t , . r.. :: S J.S t o be . .., . pO..LlCY 
c r i e r~ t ~ c:_ , o r t o provide spec if i c r ec o r:-' .. rn end a t i on s for f' u t l : r e 
l. n 1 n "' o v ~ l '1 t~ ) ·1 t s i n t h e 1 i n k s b ~.-~ t '.,, .... :2 e n t r a i n i r. r:)· a n d 1-l o 1"' k , . ~ o r.i e ;. ... ~ ~ - *" - - -· -
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practical suggestions are in order. Foremost, is the need 
_for an · organized approa.ch to the provision of career 
information for both those students planning to enter the 
Faculty of Edu.cation at Memorial, as well as for those 
students already in the Faculty. During the past year, 
substantial progress has been made on compiling t ·he necessary 
data needed to develop an irifoimation package dealing with 
these issues. Examples are the various reports of the Task 
?orce on Education (1978-79), Dr. Philip Warren's study of 
. 
Cnemployed Teachers ( l979), the Report of the Conference on 
J ecli~-=g Enrollments (1979), as well as this thesis. 
~ r.~ormation nro v idec by these studies could even be ~ncl~ded 
..... ... 
a s nart of the teacher trainin g pro gram ~t Me n orial 
--V\ -i ~rAr c .; t~r . 
_,, ·- ..... .J '-' - ~ - \.,, • 
'T ·n· . ._j -(" e -- _.._ _ . lS a lso a need to nrovide 
.L. 
lon ~ itucinal dat ~ 
... _.. 
~c~ th e samn le i~cluded in this res ea rch. Of narti cular 
...... 
~ ''"'· t ...;::'.) r e S t .. T 0 U l ,..i 
- ·- ...... - V' - u 
, t ... t . . , . ..Ct t . t, ~ e o ae er~i~ ~ sucn in ~ or~a ion as ne 
of be g ir.ni~ g teachers rerr..ained in the teachir.. £: . _ , 
. s wn 1 1 r . ~ 
.._;, <....; ...L. ..L :."'.'.. ~ the number ::. eceived appoin·tments 
. -
s ~~seouent to t he g atherin g of t h ~s data. -What happened to 
ttose in divid~als who did not succeed in obtaining an 
appointment? Wha t immediate effe cts did th e recommendations 
of the Task Force on Education (e.g., the allocation of 
additional t eachers to small schools) have on t he numb e r o f 
s t uden t t ea ch ers i n thi s s ample that r e cei ved app ointmen t s? 
All of th ese ques tion s. are v a lid i ssues · of co n c er n. To 
provid.e a more comprehensive assessment of this research 
program, those questions are in need of an answer. 
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APPENDIX A 
l\1El\10RIAL UNIVERSI1~Y OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
St. John's, Nc\\rfoundland, Canada AlC 5S7 
I Department of Educational Foundations 
March 23, 1978 
Dear Graduating Student Teacher: 
Telex: 016-4101 
Telephone: (709) 753-1200 
During the past year, there has been much discussion 
and public debate over the · current state of the teachi~g 
profession, particularly in relation to the opportunit i ~s 
f o r n e·w g r ad u at e s i n th e pr o ·--: inc e ' s t e a c he r 1 ab our . : .. or c e . 
Yet, very little in-depth research has been carrie ~ out ·to 
deter~ine the extent of this nroblem and the social and 
... 
attitudinal factors which underlie it. :~ arefore, it is the 
intention of this research project to investigate ·the 
transitio~al processes presently occurring in the movement 
from teacher training to occupational attainment in the 
labour :orce. I ask for your full co-operation in this 
ti~e ly research study. As this year's teacher training 
g raduates, ~ho will be seekin g positions in the school 
systeE . for t he 1978-79 school year, we expect that you, as 
well as fu tur e g raduates of the Education Faculty, will have 
an interest in this study. 
The questionnaire a .sks for your identi fica tion. ~ ~s 
purpose is solely to enable the researcher to contact you in 
August of this year in order to obtain additional information 
in relation to your degree of success i n fin~ing a teac hing 
position. ~e guarantee that this inforreation wil l be held in 
st~ictest confid~~ce and that all identification will be 
des troye ~ once ~~: ~ s ~cond phase of the research ?roject is 
cocn leted. Th~ ~~ i = rmation will then be coded a~d used for 
statistical a~ a:ysis only. Upo n the creation o ~ the computer 
work cards, t ~~ questionnaires ~~:l also t~ destroyed. This 
stu d. v has t he ::· ~.::.1 1 s u u u or t o f Dr • .~ - ~- i 1 W a :·:- en who i s er:. g a .Q" e d 
..... ~ ..... CJ 
in a co~prehen s iv e analysis of t e~~~2r supply in t h~ ~rovince 
an d D r • M i c h a e l J s. ·.:: k s o n , ~~ 2 ad o f ~.: ::. 2 D e p a l- t me n t o f E d ;,: c at i o n a 1 
: o ll n d a t i o n s a t i·;I e n: !"J ~ i a 1 Un i v e r s i t y· • ~ ,~ y s '-~ D e r v i s o r i s D r . 
Fagan. 
r..:e hope t hat ~ ... ou wi ll a g ree .. -.- s upp c :·'~ u s in t ~-~s 
l~ a c ~~ ~cl1 a n a~ ea,roiu ~ 
·- ........ - ~ - • ........ ... v ..... . ' .. ~ . . . , th ,... -~ ,.. c.:. ... . : ~ .. you fo ~· ~ro ur 
~:· :. n c er e 1 y , 
. \ 
, .I 
JI ,. I / 
; ' / . ,,-: 7 ' - . 
.... . . . '(. ,. ·- '..., . ... ,... . .. . - . , 
BC/mk Bill Clark e 
NAl\1 E: 
CONFIDENTIAL 
ALL INr-ORMATION \"JILL BE TREATED AS 
CONFIDENTIAL AND USED· FOR STATIS-alCAL 
PURPOSES ONLY. 
_____________________ _,..._.._ ·--------
STUD E r~ -r ID ENTI FI CATI ON NUMBER: 
VJhere do vou expect to be in August of this year {tO\Nn) _ _ ___ _ 
Telephone nurnber where you can be rc ~iched _ 
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\-Jil I you be atten1µting to find a teachin£1 position ! ' i Newfoundland during the 1978--/9 school year? 
Yes 0 No D 
(b} Have you presently obtained a teaching position in NewfoundlJnd for the 1978-79 school year? 
Yes D No D Possibly D 
2. Do you -presently have any teaching e;.;perience other than student teaching? 
•• 
Yes 0 No 0 
(b} Other than substitute ~teaching? 
Yes D No D 
11 
. 11 
3. Is this your first degree ever received? 
Yes D No D 
If no, \vhen did you receive your first degree (i.e., year) -------------
\Vhat area of specialization ~vas this degree obtained 
4. 'i'/hat particular area of education "Viii you be graduating in this Spring? 
Physical Ed. D B.A.( Ed.} D 
Special Ed. D B.A./B. E1J. D 
Vocational Ed. D Ed. Diploma D 
"
11 
• Ed 1·,11USIC • D 
(b) \\'hat pro9ram is this degree in? 
Primary D Elementnry" D ~ ~ igh School D Vocationai D 
5. Are you obtaining any other degrees concurrently v1ith you ~ Eu uca tion De~:~ee this Spring? 
Yes D No 0 
If v ~~s . v; f :. :~ \s the area(s} of specializiltion 
.1 
6. Upon ··--:-npletion of your teJcher training, vJhat specif ic su bject areas ·.:; ,: ·.·-:- ·! be qualified to teach? (Check <1s 
mLJny ~· : .J ppl icable) ,, 
Er.~lish D Biolouv 1 !ldustrial Arts D 
r ~ ... • ~ c nr • i c- 0 Ph'.-.:: i cs r-: , : , -. ~, d~ :> L _J ~ . . 8 ,. :J$1C 
-:i story CJ Ch::: rnistry [~ ' . . , D 
SociJl Stud: es D General Sci'."! nce D Rcl1 9ious Studies D 
G·'!ography CJ Physical Ed. D Business Ed. C l 
French [_] Econon1 ics CJ Horne Economics D 
Oth~ r(s ) 
--·--- - -·- - --- - - · --- ------· ----------
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Do you pres·~ntly hold any certified qualificJtions ol 1;iliricd from other posl secondary training schools or colleges. 
Yes CJ No 0 
If yes, pleJse specify -~ 
f. \Vas your student teachiny cornp!ett.?d in the 1-credit or 5-credit program? 
•• 
1-credit D · 5-credit D 
9. Ple(lse indicate vour teocher certification standing upon completing your teacher training 
Grade IV 0 Grade V D Grade VI 0 
10. If you h0d previous work experience, \'vhat tvpe(s) of work did you do: 
For how long ---------
'' ,, 
3. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----~~~~~~~~~~~~--'---~ #I ,, " 
11. Are you \.viii in9 and able to move anyv.;here in :~.::wfour:tdland and Labrador in order to obtain a te~·chino 
position? 
Yes D No D 
(b) If no, to vvhat area (or arr.;:is) of the pro .. ;ince are you restricted? Please specify 
(c) P:ease indicJte ·why you are restricted to this/these area {s) 
---- ·------'-'---------------
12. Given the foll 0\.ving n1ethods of looking for a teaching poJition, ple2sc n1 i:! rk thern in order of i rn :;ortarice to you 
personally U.;1cirk only one in each column) Order of l:nportance 
1st ~ .. d 
- · 
Through sponsorship of a university profes:;or 0 
Canada Manpo\Ver Centre D D D 
Through family, friends, or relJtiv~s D D 
CJrnpus placement service or on-comµus recru : : ; n~ D D 
Nevvspapers or other adverti '.;emr.:nt ___ ; CJ ·-_J 
Letters of Clf1plication D D 
D 
Clergy ··' D 
Other (specify) 
- - ·- - ----- ---- ---- - - --- -- ·~--------
. j 
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13. WhJt factors influenced your decision to enter the tc •cher training program? (Check ;1ccording t~ the following 
scale) · 
A Most influential 
B Second most influential 
C Third n1ost influential 
Immediate family 
Relatives 
Friends 
Contacts in the teaching profession 
Clergy 
Your own decision (made before starting university) 
Your own decision (made since starting university) 
(b) \.Jhen you entered teacher training would you describe yourself as being: 
Strongly desirous of becoming a school teacher 
Moderately desirous of becoming a school teacher 
Rezilly desirous of Pri tH r ing sorne other occupation but trying to 
accommodate to farnii y and other ex p E!c t3t ions 
HC1 ving no pJrticulor occupational pre fc~:c ::ce 
14. In the follo"vinu question, be as specific as you can: 
- ·· ·....+ 
·• ~-.. - ·~· ,.' 
A B c 
? . 
D ·o D 
D D 0 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D D D 
D -- D ! . ' .__:.4 
\Vh(l t is your Li r:: ,~ r's prirnary occupation 
- - ------..------,.._;,..-;-- ---------.-...........;...... .. ,_.._. ·--· --- --
\\'hat is your nieither's primary occupa t ion 
-------- -- .. s.-.__...._:_. 
If married, wh J t is your spouse's prirn cry occupation ---------------------·- · -~ 
---·-
:b) VJ hat does he/she do (if appf icJt.J ie}? 
Father 
Mother --------------~----------~.-- -
Spouse -~--~~~~~ 
C) In \;Jhat sort of place does he/ she work (e.g., ·office, n1etal shop, etc.)? 
Father 
-- ·-- -
r.1 o ther 
---- --- -- -----------·---·-·---~ ·- --·--·-·- - - - - - ---
Spouse - --- ~- ----
I 
' I 
. 
1 
.1 
(d) \Vhich job on the list bclo\V is most like the kind c ( vvork your f41ther, rnother. or spouse does? 
Technician (e.g., draft5n1~1n or surveyor etc.) 
I ndc pcnden t Pro fessioniil (e.g., doctor, f avJyer, etc.) 
D~pendent Professional (e.g., journalist, teacher, etc.) 
Service \vorker (e.g., taxi· driver, niailman, etc.) 
Skilled Craftsman (e.g., cJrpen ter, electrician, etc.) 
Farn1 Ovvner 
Inshore Fisherman 
Scaman 
\Yorkman (e.g., labourer,. longshoreman, logger, etc.) 
Machine Operator (e . ~i., factory worked . 
Office/Store VVorker (e.g., bookkeeper, office clerk, etc.j 
Owner, ~A an ager of Srnal I Business (e.g., store, service s ta ti on, restaurant, e ~ ':.) 
Salesman or Agent (e.g., insurance, real estate agent, purchasing ugent, etc.) 
o\~Jn e r I Manager, or E x~cutive in large O !' (j .. nization 
government, etc.} 
Protection Service ( e .~ . , policeman, fireman, etc.) 
Housewife 
Other 
(e.g. , in industry, bank, or 
Father 
D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
.o 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
15. Ho\V much unernployment , if any, have the above i-! :-:;; ·~:r ienced over the pJ:.; t three y~ars? 
Father 
~--;one a t a II D 
Once or t\vice for short periods ·o 
Frequently for short periods D 
For long periods of tin1e [ ] 
Most of the time D 
Deceased CJ 
Not applicable D 
16. Ho w far did your pan!nts/spouse go in scho ol ? 
Father 
. Grade five or less [~.1 
Grade nine o r less [l 
So rne hi uh sch·1o l [ ] 
Cc mpte t ed hi gh sch ont r J 
l\.1other 
D 
D 
. 
0 
0 
D 
o · 
D 
c 
G 
c 
0 
D 
D 
D 
.o 
··~ 
. ___ ;
Mother 
D 
D 
=i 
.-~-, 
_ .,; 
c 
CJ 
[ J 
l\1other 
D 
D 
LJ 
0 
Spous~ 
D 
D 
0 
o · 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
~ 
D 
Spouse 
C l 
D 
CJ 
D 
D 
c_-: 
··' 
D 
S;louse 
C"_J 
r=i 
CJ 
D 
r Entered post-secondary training college {i.e., College .- ,f Trades· & Technology, 
Tradc:s School, College of Fisheries, etc.) 
Con1pleted post-secondary training college 
Sorne univer~ity 
Graduated fron1 university 
Acquired a post-graduate · professi.onal degree 
17. \Vhat community· were you : 
a. Born in 
b. Grew up in 
c. Presently regard as home 
Fathar 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
i4~ 
tllothar Spou;e 
D 0 
D D 
D D 
o . D 
•• 
D D 
·Approximate 
present population 
(If any of the above is OUTSIDE Newfoundland, please indica:te the provi·nce, or. ·;; outside Canada, the Country 
the community is in.) 
18. At the prese nt time ho'IJ many relatives or friends do you have in the tea'"'hing profession? 
None One 
~iembers of your in1med iate family D 
Other re!J tives D 
Friends of the fnn1ily (cxcludi n .:~ person0I fri ends) 0 
Close person3i frie nds· "=:J l . 
19. VJh-J t is your religio us •~ff i I ia t i on? 
Anglican [] SCJlvation Army D 
United Church D Pen tacos tal D 
Rornan Catholic D Seven·Day Adventist D 
Jewish (_-=:J Other D 
20. \iVith \Nhat denominotional school board do you prefer to work? 
Roman Catholic D Seven-Day Adventist 
In tcur u ted : __ _ ] 
c=i 
·_ 
1
.he:- ,--:nccify) - ----
Has r .:j pref ere nee 
21. Pl ease i11dica te ·;our chur ch J ltP-nc.fance Jccordinu to the ; ·~': l owing: 
I attend chur : h services: 
Regular ly (at leas t once a vveek) D 
Serni -regulvrly (<:i t leCJst once a rnon th) D 
Occasional ly . D 
Onl y on speci;i l occasions (i .e . . Chr i ~ tn1a ·; , Eils te r, etc.) C J 
Do nu t a t tc n d ch 11 r ·+1 C l 
• 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Two 
. . ··~o.. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
,,--, 
I 
·· ---"' 
Thre·e or rnore 
.D 
D 
A Definitely agree 
B · Prou~bly agree 
C Probably disagree 
D Definitely disagree 
Everyone should believe in and practice some religion 
The best vvay to foster the n1oral developrnent of civilization is 
throuQh organized rel i~Jion 
There should . be stricter observance of the Sabbath, the religious 
day of rest 
The "''orld moves in an evolutionary process of unfolding rather 
than through divine guidance 
There is an almighty God 'Nho \Natches over us 
There is a life after death 
A 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D · 
.D 
2J. Do you believe there is currently a surpl ~ :~ .-;: qualified teachers in Nev;foundland? 
There definitely is not D 
There probably is not D 
There probably is D 
There definitely is D 
(b} Please indicate your source{~ ) of informntio;. : ·::garding th i5 perception from 2rnong: 
Fan1ily rnerri;)~rs 
Friends 
Public school teachers an \! .Jdmi n is trll tors 
Uni vu~si ty f ocu I ty ~nd stcJ ; f 
Published articles (from a reliab!~ source) 
Government officials 
News reports or editorials 
'General gossip 
Other (srwcif y) 
--·-- -----------
,--- , 
' . L __ . 
: ; __ :. 
c-~ 
D 
D 
CJ 
[_j 
B 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
LJ 
·C 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
24. Plea5e indjcJtc tne extent to which you ;inree vvith f!Clch of the follo\Ning statements <tccorcling to this sca le: 
A Strongly agr<!" 
B Aarec 
C Dis11gree 
~ . 
, )\.. I,_. ti•)' 1.1 
- I 
: t ,.. ,l r , ( r. . , . ( \ . ..I• , I. t ' -
. _) 
• 
D . 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
• 
~ 
A B c 
Knowing the right people is important in deciding whether a D D D 
person will get ahead 
When I mJke plans I um almost certain that I .can make them work D D D 
Beconling a success is a matter of hard \'VOrk, luck has little or D D D 
nothing to do with it t' 
As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are victims. of D 0 0 
forces we can niether understand nor control 
There will ahvays be wars, no matter how hard people try to D 0 D 
prevent them 
The world is run by the few people in power and there is not much D 0 0 
the little guy can do about it 
25. Do you presently ow~ any money obtained for purposes of completing teacher trJining, including Canada 
Student Loans? 
Yes Cl No D 
(b) If yes, please indicate the approximate an1ount according to the· cate9orhs below: 
s 500 or under D $3501 4000 D 
s 501 1000 D $4001 4500 D 
$1001 1500 D $4501 5000 t1 ;._ j 
$1501 2000 D . $5r.Jo 1 5500 D 
$2001 2500 D ·~r\C.Q 1 ..., ... _ 60"00 D 
$2501 3000 D 0 ·1:) ( $6000 D 
$3001 3GOO D 
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0 
D 
D 
D 
0 
0 
0 
26. Th~ following is a list of -. vorries th()t m;:iny people have when they try to find a job. Indicate how worried you 
arc about cuch of thern 0ccording · to t he following scale: 
A Quite worrir:cl 
B 
c 
A little bit worried 
Not at al I '.ivorried 
Th~; oossibility of being turned down 
My personality or app;~~1r<lnce 
Getting good ref l!rences · 
The numuer of other p~ople tryiriu :"·-_, r the job 
My lack of ex per ;ence 
Getting a job 1 like 
The possibility of bei ng <Jway from ho me 
I bving the riqht connecti ons 
•~nowina v...:hcre to lo )k and wha t to c!o to find '1 job 
Getting() tcachinq jo '> fc ,r_ ·Jhich I hcsve been spccific<:illy trained 
• 
A 
D 
D 
C} 
D 
D 
[=.J 
CJ 
D 
[] 
D 
G c 
D D 
D D 
D CJ 
c D 
. r ··-, D 
..... ~ .. 
: ., l D 
r_-_J D 
D D 
D [] 
D D 
• 
ti ;I 
;I 
I' 
<'!'· 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
'21. Wtwrc do you think you stl'lld intellectually in rf' :; tion to the oth ;~r student~ in teacher trainir'1g? 14 5 
a. Definitely al>ove nverage D 
b. Slightly above average D 
c. Average D 
d. Slightly belo\v average D 
Definitely below average D ti e. 
28. Even \vi th a good education, a person like me 'vvill have a . tough tirne getting the job I V'1ant: 
a. Strong! y agree 0 
b. Agree D 
c. Disagree D 
d. Strongly disagree D 
29. How did you feel, or are presently fedling about your experiences as a stuc!ent teacher? 
I really enjoy it D 
I some..,,vha t enjoy it D 
tolerate it .0 
definitely disl ike it D 
30. PlcJse answer th~ following s ta te £T1 en ts regard ing teaching according to the th.!~r·~ ~ ··1f di d;culty you 
experienced in student teJching. : ... 'se the followinu scale: 
.'-\ I found it very difficult 
B I found it so1newhat diffi cult 
C I didn't find it difficult at all B 
.• D 
'- -Lecturing 
,A,skin9-Ans1v·1ering Ques tions C~ D 
Maintaining cbssroon1 discipline L i D 
Condl:Jcting formal discussions with calss c-=.-: D 
Conversing informally with students D D 
Preparing lessons D D 
Associating with school st<1f f -o C-_J 
r-.11otivating students to learn D D 
. • 
D 
0 
D 
31. After four or JIJC 'r t! yea1s of teacher traini11g how vvo ulcl you rate your t car.hinu <1bility in relatio n to the other 
student teJc;lers you know? 
Definitely l.lbove averJu•..! [=_! 
Slightly <1 bove avercige C:J 
/,vcraqe [ ] 
Slightly bclO\N avt~ r <1 ~1~ r - J 
Definitely bclovv aver JrJt! · Ll 
• 
• 
32. If offered another position similar in pay and stat ::s as t~aching, v;ould you: 
Decline and . continue to seek a teaching pos_ition D 
Accept, but continue to seek a teaching position · D 
• 
Accept, and forget about the possibility of teaching D 
. G 
Undertain D 
33. Do you perceive teaching as: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
A long-terrn career investment 
A short-term means to some other career interest 
Uncertain 
D 
D 
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34. If you cannot obtain a teachin_g position for the school year beginning September, 19/8, do ~ int~nd to: 
Continue seeking <l teaching position 
Seek an occupation other than teaching 
Seek an occupation other than teJching, but continue to seek a teaching posit•on also 
Return to university for further training 
Leave the province 
Oth~r (ple~se specify) 
PleZJse answer the questions belo·n LJ~ follows: 
A Strongly agree 
B Agree with reservations 
C UncertJin 
D . Disagree with reservatioris 
E Strongly disagree 
Students enter the education fJculty primarily for occupational 
·reasons 
There is not enough counselling of ·education stud~nts in terms of 
v1hat is need~cl (i.e., kind of tezichers) in t h ·3 educt.: ~ion system 
in Nevvfoun• Land 
Memorial's open door pol icy tor Jd1nitting s tudt~n ts into the 
Education fti culty is a good policy and should be rnaintained 
Teilcher trJini ~)u is an et;copc r ·..: t~ f ,, ; many gracJu0tes who · cannot 
find work in other f.i elds 
. 
~ 
.'"·-, 
- ·--1 
D 
The ''high pay" attracts graduates from other c!i :,; ·, . . ; •:. :i1to teaching [ _] 
• 
8 
D 
D 
LJ 
[] 
. _J 
..... i 
D 
D 
· ~-·-. 
\,..._ -' 
c 
·o 
D 
.. ' 
.. I 
0 
- . 
....... ..,,. : 
D 
D 
D 
D 
t-:: 
~ 
, 
Ci 
:1!,:11 
::1 
1··· ·:. 
·111:· 
:1111 
:.Ii 
'• l l.1 
I Jj 
11:11 
1'1: 
11 · •I 
,·: 
I: 
·I 
'11 
:
1
11 
:, 
i , 
I 
ltl1 
.j 
•1 
'i!'' ipl 
11' 
I 
[,. 
ii! 
! 
. 11 
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' I. 
i 
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APPENDIX B 
1V1EMORIAL UNIVERSI'I'Y O·F NE\VFOUNDLAND 
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada . AlC 5S7 
J1nerz t of Educational Foundations Te lex: 016-4101 
Telephone: (709) 75J.-1200 
August 25, 1978 
Dear Teacher: 
During the past Spring ana : 0 r Sum~er each graduating 
student f ~~rn the Faculty of Educa~ion, Me~~rial Universit y , 
h as completed a questionnaire related to ~neir occupatio ~ al 
attainment .prospects for the co~i~g schoc~ year (1978-7: . 
This qu e stionnaire was Phase T 8 ! the ~wo phase teacher 
supply study, as it relates t o t~is year•s graduating stude~~ 
teachers. I t is now necess a ~y · ~a seek additional informatic ~ 
in order to determine the de g r ee to which 7cur earlier stated 
occupational expectations have ~~ en met. ?~ a se r : of this 
s tudv is as imuortant as Phase : lnd with~~~ it the earlier 
., -
r-· · · t h e r e d- ~ -~ .:::- o r m a t i· o Yl '{' - o u 1 d h ,::I · ... • .. . !": .. ~ ; ....... • - -: ..:::i :: ::c · - - ..,,, ~ ,,. e .P o ""'1 -=- ~.Te t:· ~ ... ~ ... - ~ 1 J.... "" u ' .... .. .. . ..... . ... ... - ~.J-.. - - ...... - - - ...... .. ...;,.. .... ! '- ..... ... J.. ~ ·-:- ff 
again s e el: y our f u 11 c o - o pe r ~.-:. :. :; r: .s.:. ·::.. ~-: ::, · · t. i c :. D at ion . ? h e 
s e c o n d p h 2. 2 :: i s mu c h s ho rt e r :. :-.!. a n ::_ _..: ::, ::: 2: ~- __ :. ::. :" c o u n t e r p art 
an d \Ii. i 11 t c: _ ~ e o n 1 y a f e w mi :: -:..~ ~ e s o f ~: .. · ;J u ::' --: -=_ :-:. 2 • P 1 e a s e 
c o mp 1 e t ·:  t :~ e q u e s t i ·: 7: :--. a i r e ~: . ~ i r e t u r :-~ ·:.. -: _ :: t h e s e 1 f - a dd r e s s e d 
an d s e .::.. :· - s -: a mp e d e n ·. · -.: .._ .,:; p e p ~ :: 7 i d e d e, .~ ~ .: . C-" :i a s p o s s i "t . .:. e • 
A t t d · .... · i · · - · · all in ~a ..... s s a e J.. :--: .. :1 e -7 1. r i e r q u ~ ~~ -.. ::. o n n a 1 r e , _ .... ~ .... -
mat i on w i 11 b e h e 1 C. : . . : ~ ~.: :: ·:: s t r i c t e s ~ .·~ on f i d e n c e . As s o 8 n a s 
a 11 t h e d at a i s c o 1 :. -= .-; t ·~ ·.: , t h e q u e ~. ~. .:_ ..  : :i n a i r e w i J 1 b ::: de s t r o y e d , 
and th e information u s e :i :for stati s ·~ :~ al analysis c :: ~y. If 
:.r c 1.:. :1 ~ e d ad d i t i on a 1 i n f o rm at i o n r e g : ,. ~ ... d. i n g th i s s t u .:.~. ~.- , i t c an 
·- ~ ob t e. i n e d fro m e it he r Dr . ? h i 1 i p ~·: e. r r e n. o r J e ff .2 :: l c o c k o f 
t ~1 e E Ci ~~:. ,: a t i on F a cu 1 t y , o r : · Y • Mi k e ? a g an o f t h e I n s t i tut e f o r 
E du c at i :; ::. a 1 R e s e a r c h and D · ~ ~:· e 1 op m ,= n t . 
· :2 hope t~1 at :: ou wil l agai :-:. agree to support us 
this res0arch en ae avor. ~~· t hank y ~ ~ f or y our time an d 
inter es t. 
' · - , .... ~ ,... 1 
.... . ;.. ~ . :._ e r e y , 
WC/mk William Clarke 
~ ,., 
'- - . , _  ·:,. :; ~1 
. in 
NAME: 
CONFIDENTIAL 
ALL INFORMATION V'/ILL BE TREATED AS 
CONFIDENTIAL AND USED FOR STATISTICAL 
PURPOSES ONLY. 
STUDE.NT IDENTIFICATION NU~.~-BER: 
- ""'""'" ............. .;.....-----
----- . 
AGE: _____________ _ r~·1 AR ITAL STATUS: 
-·- --- - -- ·- --
9 • 
r i50 
1. Do you hnve a FULL-Tl~.1E tcachiny position 1n Ne·Nfoundland for the con1in9 school year? 
Yes D No D 
IF YES: (In No. 1) 
(a) Where 1s it located { tovvn) Approximate size •• 
(b) Is this in a geograph ic area of Newfoundland V11here you "vould prefer to be? 
Yes D No D 
.. 
(c} Arc you teaching 1r1 a subject/subjects ar"ea in which you were trained to teach? 
Yes D No D 
(d) .. Specifically, vvhat su bjects \Nill you be teach ing? 
English D Biology D Industrial Art~ ·o 
l\1athernatics D Physics D ... .. . i ~tfLl >i c D 
History D Chemistry D -.. D ;.. ':. ~. 
Social Studies D General Science D :::: ,; ; ,J;·o! •·• ~t· •dies ' "l,. J 4 ' . .. . \j--~ ""' u D 
Geography D Physical Ed. D '.3:.i siness Ed D 
French D Economics D ·Hom e Economics D 
Special Educa tion D 
Other(s) 
- --
• 
( e) \'\'h J t grade (s} w ill you be required to teach? 
Kindcrgcirten D Grade v D '. . ~ • j, . -. d · ... , .. e x D 
Grode [_J Grado ' ' I ;/ D :", r :.rl e ·... ..... ·~j X I D 
Grade 11 D Gr;i('. ,) VI I D Post Second ary 0 
Gr<!de 111 [= ] ,···: , . .- de VII I D 
Grode rv [=1 . IX D ' ·; . · .. -.. . C 
(f) \'Vh ich school bo ~1rd \N i 11 you be worki:1·~J for? 
Roman Catho l ic D 
Integrated D 
Pentecostal Cl 
Seven-Day · Ad ven tist D 
Other (please ·specify ) ~-·--
2. I F f'JO, (I n No. 1) 
(u) Have y ou p!Jred/or v1il l you place your n ;_irne on a substitute tcachinu list for the corn ing school ycJr? 
Yes [_-=:J No C J 
• 
f 
·, 
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IF YES, plet1se identify locJtion (town) --· 
(b} If no, what are your irnmediate occupational or career plans? 
4. FOR BOTH YES AND NO IN 1 ABOVE: 
During the past Spring and Summer please state the number of times you performed ·the following in your at-
tempts to secure a teaching position. 
Sought sponsorship of a university professor 
Checked \vith the Canada Manpower Centre 
Checked v1itr"' the Campus Placement Service 
Sought spOTl$?.rship from. t;,::-p iiy, friends, or relatives 
Rep I ied to !);J'.? Cif ic nevvspaper or other advertisements 
Sent generai l~tters of applic~tion to various school boards 
So1.1ght sponsership of a member of the clcry-y 
Other (pl case sp~ci fy) 
• 
APPENDIX C 
This paper was initially prepared for the Conference 
on Declining Enr ollments, Faculty of Education, 
Memorial Univ e rsity of _Newf oundland, March 1979. It 
cont ains the desc riptive s tatistic s for this study. 
PREDICTORS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE 1977-78 TEACHER 
EDUCATION GRADUATING CLASS 
by 
?-1. J. Fagan 
. Institute for Educational Research and Development 
and 
W. Clarke 
Department of Educational Foundations 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Perhaps the most general statement that can be· made about the 
determinants of an individual's activi.t y in the labour market is t~t it 
reflects an interaction between the characteristics of the individual and 
those of his environment. The salient environmental cha r.:.1.~ teristics, as 
far as the young university graduate seeking. a career in teaching is con-
cerned, are thP- rapid ly declining school enrolments~ an d the presence :·:·f. 
a large t~.: serve pool of qualified teachers. This study concentrated> how-
ever, on tl].e sup?ly side of the labour market, and sought to determine the 
characteristics of this Unive rsity's gr2 .-~ ·.lates in education that are 
irnportant · in accounting for their suc :.:2s s or lack of success in obtaining 
a teaching position. 
Many of the factors associated with the labour market difficulties 
o f the young arr:: well documented: inadequate education .. lack of skill and 
work experience, unaware nes::: of available trair: ·i .. _ _. .. and _ ,:1b opportunities. 
What is not known, however, is the interaction .~·u~·.0ng the personal, economic, 
sociological and psycholorric.:;.1 characteristic ::; t hat peruu~ t ·.:. ~:me memb P.rs of ~· 
• • • vr h ·... t · ''f · 1" i· tr'P_.1· r ~earch for g 1_ ve n g roup to experience .. · ;'.:cess w 1 . .i e n .: ! · · rf; · a1 n , _ 
employment. 
Last y ear 's graduates in the faculty of education, i.e., those who 
graduated in the Spring '78 convocation, are one such group. Of those gradu-
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ates who planned to enter the teaching force in September'78~ approximately 
SO percent got jobs in teaching, .the remaining SO percent did not. 
The question that we have addressed is "What are the reasons for· 
this?" Is it possible to- identify the factors that led . to success for one 
half of this group? They were all competing for a scarce resource. Are 
there any systematic differences between those who made it and those who did 
not? 
Some of the factors we considered were sugge~ted by conventional 
wisdom; others were suggested by the litS!rattire on ~ccupationalattainment. 
It was hoped that an understanding of those factors that influence 
"success" in the labour rr.3rket of pros ~:.:i :~ ctive teacher..;::. would contrib u te to 
our understanding of the \.:a? in which the labour marke t opera tes and thus be 
useful for an assessment of the appropriateness of la.bour mar:(et policies. 
This research dee-Li:: with the s tu<..t:;n:. :;;; :.il the Faculty c _:- Educat .I. ,~ :1 
who were enrolled fuil-time during the wint ::~··:: :::cr:~t:~S~~er ... ::r;s and 7:· .. ~ aduated :.:1 
the spring convocation; t !-d:.; re \vere 263 grad1_:;;c2s .. Cf ~h i~!; group, 215, or ;::: .~ 
percent, completed a questionnaire in ~March :9 78 which ·-~:u ugrl t info rMation such 
as the occupational plans and aspirations 0 ~ the stuaents, background informa-
tion, and information on programs and subject taken. 
Of the ?15 ·who completed the questionnaire, 28 were eliminated from 
the sample because they did not intend to seek a teaching position for 
September 1979. This left a useable sample of 187 students . 'l\..ro of those 
students f a iled to r espond to a foll ow- up questionnaire in Septembe r 1979; 
the number on ,..,h i ch this r esearch report was based, the n, was 185, or 79 
percent of the to tal gradua ting class . 
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The follow-up questionnaire completed in mid-September provided 
information on the student's success in obtaining a teaching position, the 
kinds of attempts made to obtain a position, and the frequency of those 
attempts~ 
II. RESEARCH RESULTS 
Of the 185 students who were seeking a teaching position for 
September 1978, 98, or 53 percent,were employed as teachers in mid-September, 
1979; 47 percent were unemployed. 
In an attempt to understand why those particular students were 
successful in obtaining a teaching position, two basic kinds of factors 
were considered: 1. ascribed characteristics, i.e., those that are con-
ferred without reference to desire or accqmplishment; the most important ascribed 
characteristics are usually fixed at birth. 2. achieved characteristics, 
i.e., those that result from meeting certain requirements. 
Ascribed Characteristics 
The following ascribed characteristics were considered: 
Sex. The overall results were that 53 percent of the sample 
obtained a teaching position. As Table 1 indicates,54 percent of the males 
and 52 percent of the females were employed. ~is means that sex is not an 
important factor in obtaining a teaching position. It should perhaps .be 
pointed out from Table 1 that a slight majority of the sample (56 percent) 
were female. 
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Table 1 
Sex 
Employed Unemployed 
n % · n • 
lwlale 44 54 46 81 
Female 54 52 50 48 104 
The possibi1ity that there might be an interaction · invo1Yingsex 
and marital status influencing job attainment was exan1.i.;1i!d . )· .. s .':·30~1e 2 
indicates, there were no differences in· the success r~;. tes of the male an 1;..~ · . 
female unmarried students. However, of the married st·udents, 62 pe~ent of 
the males got jobs, but only 36 percent of the females. 
Table 2 
Sex by :Marital Status 
Married .: -~ r..gle 
Employed Unemployed Zmployed :Jnern~? loyed 
n % n % n % n % N 
:Male 13 62 8 38 31 52 29 48 81 
Female 5 36 9 64 49 54 41 46 104 
.. ,.-, ·,tJ!i ··-~· 
Age. It might appear reasonable to expect that employers. 
. 
1. e., 
school boards, are more inclined to hire the older, more mature graduates. 
Table 3 shows the age distribution of the students in the sample, and the 
proportion of each age group that obtained teaching positions; the conclusion 
that age is not an important fac tor in the employability of recent graduates 
in the Faculty of Education is clear. The majority of the sample (more tl1an 
.. 
80 percent) were less than 25 years old. 
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Table 3 
Age of Graduates 
Employed Unemployed 
Age n . % n % N 
. · . 
20 or less 7 50 7 50 74 
21 32 58 23 · 2 55 .. .. -_~: 
22 24 56 19 44 43 
23 10 so 10 50 "' , ..... - '- 'r~ .: 
24 11 so 11 so 22 
25 4 40 6 60 10 
26 2 50 2 50 4 
27 1 33 "') ~ .. 66 3 
28 or more 7 so .... I :: . ., 
·-··· .. 14 
··---:·~-.;;._. ... _,. ~· .. fil · ~----- .... ~ . 
Community Size . Students in the Fac u Lty of Education c:ome from 
communities . ' ~!.:.. l across the Province - from small, remote fishing communit :i i:"'.S, 
medium-size towns, and the larger cities. The students in this sample r.,.: ~· J) 
come from small communities had more success in obtaining a : .. :-aching pc\ '~ :'. ::_·;_.._;_n 
than those from the larger centres (see Table 4); 57 percent of the st ~~~n t 3 
f r om small communities got jobs, ··.ompared t o 44 percent of :he s tudents fro r:: 
St. John's. 
Table l., 
Conun~1n i ty Size 
·--- ----· ··---------------~~·-··- ----- ----....;..__- ··· ·.,-~·----
Employed Unemployed 
n % n % N 
Small Community 38 57 . 28 43 66 
Re,gjonal Ce ntres 38 55 31 45 69 
St. John's 21 44 27 56 48 
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Religious Affiliation. The influence of organized religion on 
education in this Province ·is well recogn·ized; despite · the reorganization of 
the Department of Education along- functional as opposed to denominational 
lines, the religious denomination of a teacher still appears to be an 
important matter. 
Table 5 
Religious Affiliation . 
Employed Unemployed 
n % n N 
lnt~grated 59 56 47 44 1 0-6 
Roman Catholic 34 ·. ,. 4b .39 54 73 
5 ~~ 1 17 6 . ; .) ,_ Other 
.... 
- ..... ~:· -
The different denominationa · groups of students (Table 5) experienced 
different rates of success in obtaini2 ? a teaching pos~tion: only 46 percent 
of the Roman Catholic students ;sot -~ ·:·b .; ; this compares with 56 percent of 
those whose denominations are repres£:c t:ed in the i_ntegrated school . boards, 
and 83 percent of those who reported :~eir denomina.tional affiliation a s 
Seventh Day Adventist or Pentecostal. 
:~ o cio-Economic Status. Socio-economic s.t.atus of the family of 
origin has been well establis hed in the sociological literatur(· ~~ ~ pre-
dictor of occupational succe s s; i.e., the higher t he SES of . the f a nily, the 
greather the occupational success. ::::.wever, as Table 6 indicates, the 
stt1dents in this sample whose fath~ cs ~orked in low- SES jobs had greater 
success ln obtaining a teaching position than those ·whose :· .:tthers ;orked in 
middle- or high- SES jobs .. 
Low (unskilled workers) 
Middle (craftsmen) 
High (white collar) 
Table 6 
Socio-Economic Status 
Employed 
n % 
32 54 
39 51 
11 42 
Unemployed 
n % 
27 46 
38 49 
15 58 
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N 
59 
77 
26 
This apparently anoma J.G1 1s situa.tion may perhaps be due to -the fact 
that many of the studen :: s from high e r-SES fami 1 ~ 2 s are fr o m the larger comm~1r~-
i ties, and students from the larger ·.-:ommunities i-;Dd more difficulty get ting ;1 
teaching position than those from . the smaller communit i es . (s e~ Table 4). 
Family Cont;:ac ts. Having some members of -·one's immedin te family 
already in the teaching profes s ion appears t o i ~·.Yrove one 's chan c ~~s ~-,: 
obtaining a teaching position. f'forc tha n f J ) percent of those \vho had ·:~ ~ ~~e e 
or more family me mbers ir. the tea ching prof~}. ssion 7.o t j<~ r) s ~ while . o rL v 46 
percent of those who had no family contacts i n the profession got jobs ._::; c.t:: 
Table 7). 
Number of 
Members 
0 
1 
2 
3 
Table 7 
Family Members in the Teaching Profes s ion 
·-------- --- -
Employed Une n1ployed 
n % n % N 
49 46 58 54 107 
27 61 17 44 44 
7 61-1 4 36 11 
1 3 81 3 19 16 
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Achieved Characteristics 
The following achieved characteristics were ·considered: 
Marital Status. The married and single students appeared to hav~ 
about the same success in obtaining a .teaching position; 53 percent of the 
single students and 51 percent of those who were married .were employed as 
teachers when contacted in mid~September · (Table 8). The maj:ority of the 
students in the sample, · more than 80 percent; were s :i.ngle. 
Single 
l-1a rried 
Table 8 
Marital Status 
Employ·e d 
n 
80 
18 
. 1-:1· 
/ ') 
53 
c~ , 
_ .. . .J.. 
Unemployed 
n % 
70 47 
49 
. N 
150 
- .... 
.•. i 
• ' -
Lev£~ ·, of . Snecialization . The teacher-training program at Memorial 
_ _.. .... . . ~ ·- -----
University has three levels: primary, eJ. emen tary > and h ·.:.. ('.h school. There .js 
very little overlap in the methods components of t:tese t:hree levels> i.e.> a 
student who d c~es the high sci1ool program Ls generally .not considered qualified 
, 
to teach at the primary level, and vice versa. Th e possibility . then ~ that 
the supply-demand match is different for diff~r~nt levels of speci ~ ~ ~ zation 
was considere d. 
Program 
Primary 
Ele mentary 
Secondary 
Table 9 
Level of Specializat~on 
Employed 
n % 
26 60 
32 53 
39 48 
Unemployed 
n % N 
17 40 43 
28 47 60 
42 52 81 
While the total numbers in primary and elementary programs combined 
are more than those in the secondary programs,. they ·are also having the most 
success in finding employment (Table 9)~ Thus,. in a relative perspective the 
job market for teachers is most restricted at the s.econdary level. However~ 
. . 
what is most surprising is that the differences are not: as large as many 
people generally believed to be the case. The long-term career interest.s of 
the professional elementary or primary school teach.e+ may be a major factor . in 
this relationship. 
Area of Specialization. Primary and elernent:ary teachers are 
generally expected to teach in all areas of the a ca-::l"emic curriculum. - This 
h t . t• ~'h c arac eris ic, '-uen, has been considered only wit~: respect to those who 
did the high school program . . The success of these st:udents in obt:aining a 
teaching position , according to the subject(s \ they are quali fied t .0 teach, 
is ·'7{ hown in Tab le 10. 
Special Education 
Fre nch 
Phys i cal Education 
Reli gio us Education 
Mathemat ics 
English 
Pure Science 
Socia l Sc i e nce 
Table 10 
Subject Specialization ~ n 
High School Program 
E r~~ployed 
n % 
2 100 
6 66 
10 c . .J J 
53 
12 so 
23 49 
22 '•l 
26 40 
Unemploye,.:! 
:t"/ 
n .~. N 
2 
3 33 9 
7 41 1 7 
8 47 1 ~7 
12 50 2l, 
24 51 49 
31 59 53 
38 60 64 
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As Table 10 indicates, the specialist areas of Spec~al Education, 
F_rench, and Physical Education, are still in demand relative to the · other sub-
ject areas. Religious Studies, Mathematics, and English majors managed to 
get approximately one-half their numbers · into the teaching profession. The 
subject specializations that were least marketable -were t:he sciences, both 
pure and social sciences,which had approximately a 60% unemployment rate in 
September, 1978. 
Certification Lev~l. Upgrading one's ·qualifications to . a hi,~her 
certification level has been an important issue in teacher edut~tion for a 
numher of reasons: it increases the content knoivledge of the areas they teach; 
it is generally thought of as increasi ng their professional status i n the 
occupation; most recently, in light of declin~ng demands for new teachers, it 
is thought of as increasing one's chances of obtaining .. ~ ? Osition ; it .also 
places teachers in a higher salary bracket. Table 11 indicates Grade V is 
the most populated of the three certification Lc:.vels investigated in this 
t:; tudy, with one-hall. of the total sample. It is also the level that has had 
the ·most success in occupational. attainrne.nt. Thus, while the trend towar<.~s 
up;:;rading, or getting a higher certification level~ increases one's chance~ 
of obtaining employment between Grades IV and V~ th~ situation ·reverses 
itself between Grades V and VI. 
Teaching 
Cert ificate 
Grade IV 
Grade V 
Grade VI 
Table 11 
Level of Teaching Certificate Attained 
Employed 
n 
39 49 
53 57 
6 46 
Unemploy c 
n 
40 
40 
7 
;, 
.. 
.. .. 
51 
43 
54 
N 
79 
93 
13 
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However, the small number of students in the sample who had a Grade 
VI certificate make it impossible to tell if this is a trend toward unemploy-
ability for those beyond the Grade V level. It is ent~rely possible that a 
number of those 13 students who have a grade VI teaching certificate have 
some other characteristic(s) (e.g., unwilling to .relocate) that cause dif-
. 
ficulty in obtaining a _teaching posit;.ion. This possibility was not invest-
igated. 
Student Teaching. At Memorial there are primarily two types of 
student teaching ·that teacher trainees can follow. The first is the . regular 
one-semester course, combined within a two-week concentration block in. the 
spring of e.ach year. The other is the 5-credit inte ::-nsh.ip program in which 
a student spends an entire semester working ·in the school on a regu ~ar basis. 
The majority of stude nts in education follow the f .;-r·st: route. Hc~.rever, ~::.~y 
believe that the second route, whic h gives the student: a great _ de:~l. more ~:·:::'.'C 
in a practical teaching situation (i.e., more teaching . .ex~\;_: .. ... _ence)~ may le ~ :. -i 
to greater employment opportunities upon 
Table 12 suggests that, while fol.l owing the i.n t <--::-nsh F_·-, program ,_: 0es 
not guarantee placement in a teaching pG2_ tion, thos who did i~llow this 
program were more s uecessful t~·\ an those ~-;:to did the 1-.....credi t t-"· -,~ of student 
teaching. The def er~:::· d. · n th .:..s Table r efers to t hose who had t :·~ei r s tudent-teac :· ·-
ing re·quirements waiv(<~ for some r eason; the ::,os t frequent reason ~;: s that they 
had already had some :. i ching ex~~~ ri ence. 
... 
Table 12 
Type of Student Teaching 
Type of Ernp l ,Jyed UnernployE" ~ 
Student Teaching n % n % N 
I-credit 71 48 78 52 149 
Internship (5-credit ) 16 66 8 33 24 
Deferred 6 86 1 14 7 
------
Academic Achievement. In any occupational group it is generally 
believed that the efforts of employers in hiring· practices are to select the 
best qualified candidates available. Edu~ation is no exception. It is 
believed that educational administrators, in selecting beginning teachers, 
· take into account one's academic achievement record while attending Memorial 
University. Not only is it an indication of one's knowledge gained while in 
the teacher-training program, but also, it is -an indication of more general 
· character traits such as commitment, effort · t:o master the mat·erial, . diligence, 
etc. 
Table 13 
Academic Achievement at 'Memorial 
Grade-Point Employe d Un e m..-. ~ ,. , :_Te d ..... __,,, ..... ,.,.. . 
. . 
Average e; n '!I . . . !O ,., 
·' 
_...._ . _. __ 
.... 
1.00-1.5 16 ' , 4 0 : q _ .., 54 35 
1.51-2.0 ~ . ·- J 52 46 4S 96 
2.01-2.5 27 ·" O 18 .· n 45 ... . . 
2.51-3.0 5 - ,. 4 9 ~o -· ...... 
· .--:---·:.~ 
Table 13 suggests that there is a trend towards greacer employ-
ability for the higher-achieving students. The apparen ..: ly anoma Lous situation, 
in which only 56 percent of the very highest achievers got jobs, is difficult 
to interpret. This is a finding similar to the findings with respect to 
teaching certificate level (Table 9). Because of the small number of students 
in this category (9 students had G.P.A. greater than 2.S)Jthis cannot be taken 
as a -tendency for the very high achievers to experience greater difficulty in 
findine a teaching position. 
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Willingness to relocate_. ·.The willingness of a person to relocate. 
i.e., to leave his/her home community to take a position elsewhere in the 
Province is likely to be a factor in the employability · of members of most 
occupational groups. This factor has been offered as an explanation 'for the 
existence of a large "reserve pool" of unemployed teachers in St. John's and 
other ]_arge centres in the Provine~. 
Table 14 suggests that those recent graduates in the Faculty of 
Education who were willing to relocate were rnor~ .successful in obtaining a 
teaching position than those who w~r~ not willing to reloc~te. Only 38 per-
cent o: those who reported that the ,,.· were not willing to relocate were able 
to. get jobs; this compares with 58 p.ercent of those \olho were willing to 
relocate. 
Relocate 
Yes 
No 
Table 14 
Willingness to Relbcate 
Employed 
n % 
81 58 
17 38 
Unemployed 
n 
42 
62 
140 
49 
Effort. The degree of effort the studen ... s in the sample dircc~ : ~d 
towards obtaining a teacit i n g posit ion is dlf ficul t to assess from a q ues t :Lon-
naire. However, . what is available, a· ~.j reported in Table 15, is the frequency 
with whic h students reported taking certain actions in their search for a job~ 
and the proport ion of t :1ose taking each route who \A: . ·re successful. 
Table 15 
Effort 
f * 
Sponsorship of clergy 1.3 
Sponsorship of relativ~, 
friend 1.5 
Sponsorship of University 
professor 1.6 
Reply to specific newspaper 
ad 10.6 
General letter of 
application 
Can~da Manpower Centre 
Campus Placemen\.: Centre 
--------·--·-------
: /. 1 
-· ~. 
3.3 
1.2 
Employed 
n 
29 
43 
--:- ' .), 
; \ 
52 
44 
. ·-
.... 
.1. .. .. 
f . 
76 • 7 
74 .... 8 
51 l.5 
49 12.4 
. 
44 13.4 
43 7.1 
33 2.5 
Unemployed 
n 
9 
15 
40 
74 
65 
59 
-. r 
~ -'J 
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% N 
24 38 
26 
49 103 
. ..,. ,..· .. l 1·44 
117 
51 103 
54 
..J .. f A -- average number of times studer. :.3 in e ac:1 category t \':o k this action 
in an attempt to obtain a teach~ng pos::~ on. 
!'-Tot c: The <lc tions ta~2n by students are :i.;:.eci in this t .::J ~ ... e in -i?.scend.ing 
order of success, e.g., sponsorshi p c: cLergy - 76% ~ ucces siul, 
sponsorship of ·re lative or friend , next most success f ul - ;:%. 
As Table 15 suggests, those wh:> sought · the sponsor&:~ h ip or a member 
of the clergy were the most successful in obtaining a teaching position - 76 
percent of them had a job when contacted in mid-September. This is fol lo·wed 
closely by those ~ho obtained the sponsorship of a relative or friend. The 
relative lack of success of those who made application through the Canada 
}1a npower Centre (43 percen t got jobs ) and the Student Jllacement Centre (33 
percent) suggests that those agencies are not very effective in placing n e w 
teachers. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, it can be stated that the presence or absence of 
certain ascribed and achieved charac-teristics of new graduates in the · Faculty 
of Education can be associated with their success in obtaining teaching 
positions in this Province, at least in the present context. This research 
has no evidence to inf er that these characteristics ·are.. i .n fact, causes or 
determinants ·of success; a measure of the aceura.cy with wh ich those charac-
t eristics coul d predict occupatio:1al attainment is 1ikewi s';~ :.:r:'1 --:jailab i. .. c:- . 
However, . there are certain trait s that : .. yt':! ·re more. frequently assoc iatt:!d with 
those who got jobs than ~ .. :;'i th tho~~e who Gl d not; those · t r aits, in ,jescending 
order of the success of those ·h3ving those traits~· are: 
1. I eachin ~~ experien ce. 
2 . Affil i a ted with ~ minor rel i~ ious denomination. 
3. Ob tai.ne d sponso rship of clL r :;:y . 
4. Obtained sponsorship of f ami. 3 ~.T or fr i (~nd. 
5. Member :_,f inm1ediate family in teacning profession. 
6. Participated in inte rnsh i.p program. 
7. Specializ~d in Special Education, French, or Physical Educ ation. 
8 . Did the Pri.mary Education Program. 
. _; 
10. Willing :: 1 ~ relocate . 
11. From a sma ~ l community . 
This re search c ould perh aps b e regarde d as a firs t step jn a n 
att e mpt to unde r s t a nd the processes that intervene b e tween the tra ining of 
teach e r s and the e v e ntua l plac eme nt of those tea che rs in the schools. How-
e v e r, a mo r e comp le t e answer tha n tha t provided here would r e quire the 
fo ll ow-up o f t h ose studPnts b e yond the mid- Se pte mb e r cu·t-off date imposed 
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by this study to determine if more of them, in fact> were able to obtain 
teaching positions, and how _ those teaching positions were obtained. Of 
int-eres·t, as well, is what eventually happens to those who did not get a 
job. 
A more rigorous analysis of the data presently in hand from this 
research could also yield some information not apparent from the analysis 
reported ·here; such . an analysis is presently being carried out and will -~oJn 
be reported. 
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